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Philippe Michel
Foreword
These notes describe several applications of methods from analytic number theory to the theory of automorphic L-functions with a special focus on the methods
involving families. Families of L-functions occur naturally in Analytic Number Theory. Indeed, many arithmetical quantities can be evaluated via harmonic analysis
on some appropriate space of automorphic forms: the original object, ϕ say, is decomposed spectrally into a sum of eigencomponents along a family F = {π} of automorphic representations. Then a ”simple” method to evaluate the original object
is to combine a trivial averaging over F with non-trivial bounds for each eigencomponent ϕπ ; in many instance the bounds can be deduced from the (non-trivial) analytic properties of an L-function attached to each individual π, L(π, s) say. A typical
example following this principle is the problem of counting the number of primes
in a given arithmetic progression: the standard method, which goes back to Dirichlet, is to express the characteristic function of the arithmetic progression as a sum
over the family F = {χ( mod q)} of characters with the given modulus. Then the
possibility of accurately counting the primes in this progression depends directly on
the existence of a non-trivial zero free region for the L-function of each character;
moreover, the quality of the counting is linked directly to the width of the zero-free
region. Of course, establishing the individual analytic properties of L-functions is
one of the main goals of Analytic Number Theory; however, in these lectures we
will not focus (directly) on the individual aspects but rather on the global properties
of the underlying families of L-functions {L(π, s)}π∈F . A first motivation is that for
most advanced problems, the above, rather direct, method may not be sufficient, either because the individual analytic properties of the L-functions are not available
unconditionally (like the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis) or, even if they were
available, they wouldn’t be strong enough (even the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis has some limitations !). A good part of the analytic number theory of the last
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century was devoted to the development of techniques capable of providing good
substitutes for unproved hypotheses (zero density theorems, for instance are used
as a substitute to GRH). Another (probably as important) motivation is the recent
realization that global analytic estimates for a family of L-functions can be used to
give non-trivial estimates for each of its members (or sometimes for other related Lfunctions). The method of moments or its refinement, the amplification technique,
is able to provide sharp individual estimates for critical values of L-functions and is
a good example of this principle. A striking application of the method of moments
is the recent improvement by Conrey/Iwaniec of Burgess’s 40 years standing bound
for the values of L(χ, s), for χ a quadratic character and s on the critical line. Interestingly, the bound follows from a bound for the third moment of the central
value L-function for a family of GL2 -modular forms (including Eisenstein series),
rather than for a family of Dirichlet characters. The fact that individual estimates
can be obtained from global ones is another (somewhat coarse) manifestation of
the powerful principle that much insight can be gained for an individual object,
if one is able to deform it into a family and to obtain enough global information
on the deformation space: this principle was beautifully illustrated, in the past, in
Deligne’s proof of the Weil conjectures (GRH for L-functions over finite fields) and
in the more recent solution by Wiles of Fermat’s Last Theorem.
The lectures are organized as follows:

• In the first lecture, we review various aspects of the analytic theory of individual automorphic L-functions; more precisely, we describe their functional
equation, the standard conjectures and what is known unconditionally: this
includes the bounds for their local parameters (the Ramanujan/Petersson
Conjecture, RPC), the location of their zeros (the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, GRH), and the size of their values on the critical line (the Generalized Lindelöf Hypothesis, GLH). We prove the so-called convexity bound,
which is the best result towards GLH known in general, introduce the Subconvexity Problem (ScP), which is the problem of improving the convexity
bound, and describe how families can be used to solve it. At the end of
the lecture, we illustrate the usefulness of families of automorphic forms for
individual estimates with the Theorem of Luo/Rudnick/Sarnak, which gives
the best general (and non-trivial) approximation to the RPC.
• The second lecture gives a short description of the analytic theory of GL2 automorphic forms from the classical viewpoint: so far, it is essentially in the
classical setting, that the most advanced aspects of the analytic theory have
been developed (a notable exception is the recent subconvexity bound for
L-functions for Hilbert modular forms of Cogdell/Piateski-Shapiro/Sarnak).
We compare automorphic L-functions with their classical counterparts. We
also give various ”trace formulas,” which are the main tool for performing
averaging over families; these formulas transform an averaging over a family into a ”dual” side that putatively is more tracktable. Particularly important to the GL2 theory is the Petersson/Kuznetsov formula, which expresses
the average of the Fourier coefficients of a modular form in terms of sums
of Kloosterman sums. Note that for analytic purposes, this formula is more
powerful than the Selberg trace formula, for instance. However, trace formulas alone are not sufficient (mainly because they are involutory) and so
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they must be supplemented by various techniques of transformation or of
estimation, some of which will be described in the following lectures.
• In the third lecture, we discuss an important method involving families: the
large sieve method and the large sieve type inequalities. These inequalities
are relatively coarse but also very robust and they have many interesting
applications, one of which is the problem of bounding non-trivially the dimension of the space of holomorphic forms of weight one and given conductor. By an elegant application of the large sieve, Duke was the first to
make progress on this question. We also show how such inequalities can be
used to produce zero density estimates that are good substitutes for GRH.
• The fourth lecture is the most significant: it gives an overview of the various
ingredients used in the resolution of the Subconvexity Problem of GL1 ,
GL2 and GL2 × GL2 , L-functions which is by now to a large extend solved.
1. The methods of Weyl and Burgess work well for L-functions of degree
one but are hardly extendible to L-functions of higher degree.
2. The method of moments and the amplification method, which are
built on families, are to date the most general methods available for
solving the Subconvexity Problem. The amplification method may
have other applications: for instance, we will use it to give easy improved bounds for the dimension of the space of holomorphic forms
of weight one.
3. Next, we show how these methods reduce the Subconvexity Problem for modular L-functions to another one: the Shifted Convolution Problem, SCP. It consists of bounding non-trivially partial
sums of Rankin/Selberg type, but with an additional non-trivial additive twist. We describe two somewhat independant methods for
solving the ScP (in fact, these methods are related via the Petersson/Kuznetzov trace formula): an elementary approach that builds
on the δ-symbol and relies ultimately on non-trivial bounds for Kloosterman sums, and a spectral approach, inspired by the Rankin-Selberg
unfolding method.
4. The latter approach uses the full force of the theory of Maass forms
(even if one is only interrested in L-functions of holomorphic forms)
and requires a non-trivial bound for their local parameter at infinity. It also depends on good bounds for integrals of triple products
of modular forms: such bounds can be obtained by various rather
advanced techniques, which we have no time to describe here.
Finally, as an illustration, we collect all these methods together in the proof
of the Subconvexity Problem for Rankin-Selberg L-functions (which are of
degree 4). Interestingly, this case ”closes the circle,” since the proof (of this
individual estimate), starts with families and ends up after several transformations with another set of non-trivial individual estimates for another set
of modular forms (of course quite different from the one we started from):
namely the non-trivial approximations to the RPC for Maass forms and the
non-trivial (subconvex) bounds for L-functions of degree 1 and 2 (which
have been proved before). Thus one may suspect that the complete use of
the interplay between individual type bounds and averaged bounds is far
from finished.
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• In the fifth and last lecture we discuss many applications of the Subconvexity Problem. Our aim is to convince the reader, by means of examples,
that a subconvex bound is not simply another improvement over some existing exponent, but has an intrisic geometrical or arithmetical meaning.
For instance, we show how in several cases the convexity bound matches
exactly another bound obtained by other generic methods of geometric or
arithmetic nature (the Riemann/Roch or the Minkowski Theorem). Subconvexity bounds are also used to establish a variety of equidistribution results,
ranging from the distribution of lattice points on the sphere, to the Heegner
points, and the context of Quantum Chaos.
There are several important topics connected with families of L-functions that can
be handled by similar techniques and which, for lack of time and energy, we have
not treated in these lectures. One is the problem of proving the existence of an Lfunction in a given family that does not vanish at some special (meaningful) point.
An example however, is given at the end of the first lecture. This kind of problem can be handled by many methods (such as the mollification method) and has
many applications in various fields. The other topic is the ”Katz/Sarnak philosophy,” which is a net of far reaching conjectures (going far beyond GRH) describing
the local distribution of zeros of families of L-functions in terms of the eigenvalues
of random matrices of large rank. Although this field is highly conjectural, it is nevertheless important, as it reveals beautiful inner structures in families and provides
a unified framework for various phenomena occurring in analytic number theory;
moreover, it strongly suggests that further progress on GRH will come from the use
of families.
These notes are an extended version of a series of five lectures given during
the Park City Mathematical Institute in july 20022 . I hope that these notes have retained the informal style of the lectures. In particular, few proofs have been given in
full detail: we hope that this will serve to capture better the main ideas. To fill the
many remaining gaps, the reader will need to look further at the existing literature.
The other lectures of the present volume should be fully sufficient to cover the part
relevant to the general theory of automorphic forms. For a more complete introduction to the general methods of analytic number theory, several good books are
available: for the basics, the reader may consult Davenport’s ”Multiplicative Number Theory” and Tenenbaum’s ”Introduction a la Théorie Analytique et Probabiliste
des Nombres” (also available in english) and for an introduction to advanced topics
Bombieri’s little (big) book ”Le Grand Crible dans la Theorie Analityque des Nombres”. For us, the ultimate reference is Kowalski/Iwaniec’s book ”Analytic Number
Theory” (the series of H. Iwaniec’s lectures at Rutgers University): these notes contain the most complete available account of the methods used in modern analytic
number theory, presented in the short and elegant style characterizing its authors.

2 ADDED

IN PROOF (2006): since then, there has been a lot of progress made regarding several
topics discussed in these lectures. One of the most striking recent progress, in our opinion, are the
Berstein/Reznikov and Venkatesh new approaches to the subconvexity problem [Ve, BR3]. Their methods differ from the ones discussed in these lectures in that the subconvexity problem is approached in
terms of bounds for periods of automorphic forms rather than of bounds for central values of L-functions
and this has many advantages. For instance, in [Ve], many cases of the subconvexity problem in the
level aspec are proven for L-functions related to GL1 and GL2 automorphic representation over an
arbitrary fixed number field !
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LECTURE 1
Analytic Properties of Individual L-functions

1.1. Automorphic L-functions
1.1.1. Principal L-functions
Let π = ⊗πp be an automorphic cuspidal (irreducible) representation of GLd (AQ )
with unitary central character (we denote by A0d (Q) the set of all such representations). By the general theory (Hecke, Gelbart/Jacquet, Godement/Jacquet: see
Cogdell’s lectures in this volume [Co2]), π admits an L-function:
Y
X λπ (n)
L(π, s) =
Lp (π, s) =
.
ns
p<∞
n>1

This is an Euler product absolutely convergent for <es sufficiently large where for
each (finite) prime p, the inverse of the local factor Lp (π, s) is a polynomial in p−s
of degree 6 d:
d
Y
απ,i (p)
(1 −
Lp (π, s)−1 = L(πp , s)−1 =
).
ps
i=1
The L-function of π is completed by a local factor at the infinite place, given by a
product of d Gamma factors:
L∞ (π, s) = L(π∞ , s) =

d
Y

ΓR (s − µπ,i ), ΓR (s) = π −s/2 Γ(s/2);

i=1

the coefficients {απ,i (p)}i=1...d (resp. {µπ,i }i=1...d ) will be called the local parameters of π at p (resp. ∞). The completed L-function L∞ (π, s)L(π, s) has the following analytic properties:
• L∞ (π, s)L(π, s) has a meromorphic continuation to the complex plane with
at most two simple poles; the latter occur only if d = 1 and π = |.|it for some
t ∈ R, in which case L(π, s) = ζ(s + it) and the poles are at s = −it, 1 − it.
• L∞ (π, s)L(π, s) satisfies a functional equation of the form
(1.1)

qπs/2 L∞ (π, s)L(π, s) = w(π)qπ(1−s)/2 L∞ (π̃, 1 − s)L(π̃, 1 − s),
where qπ > 1 is an integer (the arithmetic conductor of π) supported at the
finite ramified places for π, w(π) is a complex number of modulus 1 (the
11
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root number) and π̃ denotes the contragredient of π. In particular, one has
qπ̃ = qπ , and for any place v Lv (π̃, s) = Lv (π, s).)
• L∞ (π, s)L(π, s) is bounded in vertical strips (and in fact has exponential
decay) and is of finite order away from its poles (if any).
It is convenient to encapsulate the main parameters attached to π in a single quantity that occurs in many problems as a normalizing factor; for that purpose, Iwaniec
and Sarnak [IS2] introduced the analytic conductor of π: it is a function over the
reals given by
t ∈ R → Qπ (t) = qπ

d
Y

(1 + |it − µπ,i |) =: qπ Qπ∞ (t).

i=1

For the rest of these lectures, we denote Qπ (0) by Qπ .
Remark 1.1. We mostly concentrate on cuspidal L-functions because they form
the building blocks for L-functions of general automorphic representations. Indeed,
given d1 , . . . , dr with d1 +· · ·+dr = d, the Langlands theory of Eisenstein series associates to an r-tuple (π1 , . . . , πr ) of (not necessarily unitary) cuspidal representations
a distinguished automorphic representation of GLd (AQ ), denoted π = π1 · · ·πr ,
the isobaric sum of the πi , i = 1 . . . , r. By construction, cuspidal representations
are isobaric and it is a result of Shalika that the πi appearing in the construction
of π (the constituents of π) are unique up to permutation (see [Co2]). Then the
L-function of π is given by the product
r
Y
L(π1  · · ·  πr , s) =
L(πi , s).
i=1

Langlands also proved that any automorphic representation π is nearly equivalent
to an isobaric sum π 0 (i.e. for almost every place v, πv w πv0 ), and as a consequence
L(π, s) and L(π 0 , s) coincide up to finitely many local factors.
1.1.2. L-functions of pairs
Another class of L-functions fundamental to the whole theory are the Rankin/Selberg type L-functions L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) associated to pairs of automorphic representations (π, π 0 ) ∈ A0d (Q) × A0d0 (Q); their theory was initiated by Rankin and
Selberg in the case of classical modular forms [Ran, Se]. For general automorphic forms, the analytic theory of L-functions of pairs was initiated and developped in several papers by Jacquet, Piatetsky-Shapiro and Shalika [J, JS2, JPSS2]
and completed in works of Shahidi, Moeglin/Waldspurger and Gelbart/Shahidi
[Sha1, Sha2, Sha3, MW1, GeSh]; we refer again to [Co2] for a detailled exposition of their construction and the derivation of their basic properties. Given
(π, π 0 ) ∈ A0d (Q) × A0 (d0 ), the Rankin/Selberg type L-function L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) is a
Dirichlet series
Y
X λπ⊗π0 (n)
,
L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) =
Lp (π ⊗ π 0 , s) =
ns
p
n>1

absolutely convergent for <es large enough. This is an Euler product of degree dd0
with local factors of the form
0

0

Lp (π ⊗ π , s) = L(πp ⊗

πp0 , s)

=

dd
Y
i=1

(1 −

απ⊗π0 ,i (p) −1
)
ps
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at the finite places, and at the infinite one,
0

0

L∞ (π ⊗ π , s) = L(π∞ ⊗

0
π∞
, s)

=

dd
Y

ΓR (s − µπ⊗π0 ,i ).

i=1

Moreover, at places v for which πv is unramified, Lv (π ⊗ π 0 , s) has the explicit
expression
0

0

Lp (π ⊗ π , s) =

(1.2)

d Y
d
Y

(1 −

i=1 i0 =1

απ,i (p)απ0 ,i0 (p) −1
)
ps

at v = p a finite place, and at the infinite place,
0

0

L∞ (π ⊗ π , s) =

(1.3)

d Y
d
Y

ΓR (s − µπ,i − µπ0 ,i0 ).

i=1 i0 =1

These completed L-functions have the following analytic properties, which are
proved in the above cited papers (again see [Co2]):
• L∞ (π ⊗ π 0 , s)L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) has a meromorphic continuation to C with at most
two simple poles; the latter occur if and only if π 0 ' π̃ ⊗ | det |it for some
t ∈ R and are located at s = −it, 1 − it.
• L∞ (π ⊗ π 0 , s)L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) satisfies a functional equation of the form
s/2

(1.4) qπ⊗π0 L∞ (π ⊗ π 0 , s)L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) =
(1−s)/2

w(π ⊗ π 0 )qπ⊗π0

L∞ (π̃ ⊗ π̃ 0 , 1 − s)L(π̃ ⊗ π̃ 0 , 1 − s).

where qπ⊗π0 > 1 is an integer and w(π ⊗ π 0 ) has modulus one.
• The “completed” L-function L∞ (π ⊗ π 0 , s)L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) is bounded in vertical
strips as |=ms| → +∞ (with, in fact, exponential decay) and is of finite
order away from its poles (if any).
The integer qπ⊗π0 is by definition the conductor of (the pair) π ⊗ π 0 ; it is supported
on the primes dividing qπ qπ0 , and in fact one has the following upper bound [BH]
0

qπ⊗π0 6 qπd qπd 0 /(qπ , qπ0 ),
which now is an easy consequence of the local Langlands correspondance for GLd .
We denote, for t ∈ R, by
0

Qπ⊗π0 (t) = qπ⊗π0

dd
Y

(1 + |it − µπ⊗π0 ,i |),

i=1

the analytic conductor of π ⊗ π 0 . An archimedean analog of the bound given above
for the conductors shows (and follow easily from (1.3) if π∞ is unramified) that
one has
(1.5)

0

Qπ⊗π0 (t) d,d0 Qdπ Qπ0 (t)d .

L-functions of pairs are defined more generally for automorphic representations. In particular, for isobaric representations π = π1  · · ·  πr and π 0 =
π10  · · ·  πr0 0 , one has
Y Y
L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) =
L(πi ⊗ πj0 , s).
i=1...r j=1...r 0

14
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Remark 1.2. In particular for π unitary cuspidal and Π an isobaric sum of unitary
representations, the multiplicity of π as a component of Π is given by −ords=1 L(s, π⊗
π̃).
In fact, L-functions of pairs are expected to be automorphic. More precisely a
special case of the Langlands Functoriality Conjecture predicts the following
Functoriality Conjecture for Pairs. Given π = π1  · · ·  πr and π 0 = π10  · · ·  πr0 0
two isobaric sums of unitary cuspidal representations of GLd (AQ ) and GLd0 (AQ )
respectively, there exists an isobaric sum of unitary cuspidal representations π  π 0 of
GLdd0 (AQ ) such that
L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) = L(π  π 0 , s).
Moreover, one has the distributive formula
π  π 0 = i=1...r j=1...r0 πi  πj0 .
Consequently, L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) should factor as a product of principal cuspidal Lfunctions,
Y
L(πi00 , s)
L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) =
i=1...r 00

where πi00 ∈ A0d00 (Q), i = 1 . . . r00 with d001 + · · · + d00r00 = dd0 , and the analytic
i
properties that we will discuss below regarding principal L-functions should extend
to L-functions of pairs. See [Ra1] for further discussions about this conjecture.
By now this conjecture is known for a few cases, namely in the trivial but important case of d = 1 (twists by characters), and for d = 2, d0 = 2, 3 by the works
of (among others) Weil, Shimura, Gelbart/Jacquet, Cogdell/Piatetski-Shapiro, Ramakrishnan, Kim and Shahidi (see [Co2] Lect. 6).
1.1.3. The Ramanujan/Petersson Conjecture
It is of fundamental importance for the study of automorphic forms (and for many
applications of an arithmetic nature) to have good bounds for the local parameters
απ,i (p), µπ,i , i = 1 . . . d. By the general theory it is known that L(π, s) is absolutely
convergent for <es > θ for some θ > 1. Since L(π, s) is an Euler product, it does
not vanish in this domain and since L(π∞ , s)L(π, s) is holomorphic, this implies
that
logp |απ,i (p)|, <eµπ,i 6 θ, i = 1 . . . d
(clearly we have assumed that π is not equal to |.|it for t ∈ R). As was discovered
by Rankin and Selberg, the analytic properties of L(π ⊗ π̃, s) are very usefull in providing stronger bounds. A fundamental property of L(π ⊗ π̃, s) is the non-negativity
of the Dirichlet coefficients λπ⊗π̃ (n): set
X `π⊗π̃ (n)
;
log L(π ⊗ π̃, s) :=
ns
n>1

Lemma 1.1.1. For n > 1, `π⊗π̃ (n) > 0; in particular, for any n > 1,
λπ⊗π̃ (n) > 0.
This lemma is easily proved for n coprime with qπ by (1.2); that it holds for
every n follows from the structure of the admissible representations of GLd and the
expression of their local factors of pairs (see [JPSS2, HR, RS2]).
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Remark 1.3. This positivity property extends to isobaric sums of unitary cuspidal
representations
As explained in [Co2] 4.4, this property together with the non-vanishing of the
local factors Lv (π ⊗ π 0 , s) and the fact that L∞ (π ⊗ π̃, s)L(π ⊗ π̃, s) has no pole for
<es > 1, implies by Landau’s Lemma that L(qπ ) (π ⊗ π̃, s) is absolutely convergent
for <es > 1, and non-vanishing in this domain; moreover, by Cauchy/Schwarz, the
same is true of the L-series L(qπ ) (π, s) and L(qπ qπ0 ) (π ⊗ π 0 , s) for all pairs (π, π 0 ).
One can deduce the following bounds for the local parameters:
Proposition 1.1. For π ∈ A0d (Q) and all i ∈ {1, . . . , d} one has
1
1
(1.6)
<eµπ,i 6 and logp |απ,i (p)| 6 , for all primes p.
2
2
Moreover, for an unramified place, one has
1
1
(1.7)
|<eµπ,i | 6 and | logp |απ,i (p)|| 6 .
2
2
Proof. For each place v, the local factor Lv (π ⊗ π̃, s) has no pole for <es > 1,
since this would contradict the non-vanishing of L(π ⊗ π̃, s) and the holomorphy of
L∞ (π ⊗ π̃, s)L(π ⊗ π̃, s) in this domain. In particular one can deduce that
logp |απ⊗π̃,i (p)|, <eµπ⊗π̃,i 6 1, i = 1 . . . dd0 .
Now the expression of the local factor at an unramified place (1.2) implies (1.7).
The bounds (1.6) for the remaining (ramified) places follow from the structure of
the admissible representations of GLd (Qv ) and the expression of local factors of
pairs; for more detail we refer to the Appendix of [RS2].
In fact, the bounds (1.6) and (1.7) can be obtained with the stronger inequality
< 1/2 by purely local arguments, using the fact that the local components of π are
generic (see [JS2, HR]). However, as we shall see, improving beyond 1/2 requires
global arguments. We refer to the bounds given in Proposition 1.1 as the ”trivial”
bounds for the local parameters of π. More generally, given 0 6 θ 6 1/2, one can
consider the following:
Hypothesis Hd (θ). For all d0 6 d, all π ∈ A0d (Q) and all i ∈ {1, . . . , d0 }, one has
(1.8)

<eµπ,i 6 θ and logp |απ,i (p)| 6 θ for all primes p.

Moreover, for an unramified place, one has for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d}
(1.9)

|<eµπ,i | 6 θ and | logp |απ,i (p)|| 6 θ.

Remark 1.4. Usually these bounds are presented for the unramified places only
in the form of (1.9); however, for several technical purposes the corresponding
bounds (1.8) for the ramified places are useful.
The bound Hd (1/2) is probably far from the truth: assuming that the Functoriality Conjecture for Pairs holds, applying (1.6) to π k gives the bounds Hd (1/2k ) for
π at the unramified places (it holds for the ramified one too), and letting k → +∞,
one obtains
Ramanujan/Petersson Conjecture (RPC). Hd (0) is true.
Unconditionally, Proposition 1.1 can be strengthened to the following (nontrivial) bound:
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Theorem 1.1. For any d > 1, Hd (θ) is true for
θ = θd =

1
1
−
.
2 d2 + 1

We present below a proof due to Serre [Ser3]1 that works for the non-archimedean
places and uses the most basic analytic properties of L(π ⊗ π̃, s); there are also two
alternative methods developped by Duke/Iwaniec and Luo/Rudnick/Sarnak [DuI,
DuI2, LRS, LRS2], which interrestingly both build on families of twists L(χ.π⊗ π̃, s)
by appropriate characters. At the end of this lecture, we will present the method of
Luo/Rudnick/Sarnak in the case of the archimedean place (but the method works
for every place and can be extended to number fields as well).
Proof. The theorem is a consequence of the following refinment (due to Landau)
of Landau’s Lemma [La] (see also [BR]):
P
Theorem 1.2. Let L(s) = n λ(n)n−s be a Dirichlet L-series with non-negative coefficients λ(n), and convergent for <es sufficiently large. Assume that L(s) has meromorphic continuation to C with at most poles of finite order at s = 0, 1; assume
also that L(s) is of bounded order in the half-plane <es > −1, and that it satisfies a
functional equation of the form
q s L∞ (s)L(s) = wq 1−s L∞ (1 − s)L(1 − s)
for some constants w, q > 0, where
L∞ (s) =

d
Y

Γ(αi s + βi ),

i=1

for some d > 1 and αi > 0, βi ∈ C for i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Setting η =
as x → +∞,
X
2η−1
λ(n) = P (log x)x + Oε,L (x 2η+1 +ε )

Pd

i=1

αi , one has

n6x

for all ε > 0, where P is some polynomial of degree ords=1 L(s) and depends only on
L.
Applying this to L(π ⊗ π̃, s), one obtains
X
d2 −1
+ε
(1.10)
λπ⊗π̃ (n) = cπ N + Oε,π (N d2 +1 ),
n6N

for some cπ > 0; this yields
λπ⊗π̃ (N ) = Oπ,ε (N

1− d22+1 +ε

)

by subtracting the N − 1 sum from the N sum. Taking N = pk (with k → +∞),
one deduces, for all p and all i ∈ {1, . . . , d2 }, the bound
|απ⊗π̃,i (p)| 6 p

1− d22+1

;
1−

2

in particular, for p unramified, one has |απ,i (p)|2 6 p d2 +1 . A more carefull analysis of the ramified factors implies that the latter bound is valid at the remaining
non-archimedean places.
1 which

might even go back to Rankin
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1.2. Zero-free regions for L-functions
The most important problem of the analytic theory of L-functions is the Generalized
Riemann Hypothesis, giving the optimal zero-free region of an automorphic Lfunction:
Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH). Given π
L∞ (π, s)L(π, s) does not vanish for <es 6= 1/2.

∈

A0d (Q), the product

We have already seen that zero-free regions for L(π ⊗ π̃, s) are usefull for providing bounds for the local parameters of π. Note that GRH is also expected for
L(π ⊗ π̃, s), since the latter is expected to be automorphic; for instance, one can
show that GRH for L(π ⊗ π̃, s) implies the bounds of (1.8) with θ = 1/8 for π.
However, the main application
P of zero-free regions is to provide good (in fact optimal) control of the sums p6x λπ (p), when p ranges over the prime numbers: for
instance, under GRH (for L(π, s)), one has
X
λπ (p) = δπ=triv x + Od (x1/2 log2 (Qπ x)), as x → +∞.
p6x

In this section we review the most basic approximations to GRH (zero-free regions)
and their most classical applications. We refer to [Ser2] for some other arithmetic
applications.
1.2.1. The Hadamard/de la Vallée-Poussin method
Even in the case of Riemann’s zeta function, very little is known about this conjecture (but we have theoretical and extensive numerical evidence to support it). At
the end of the 19th century, J. Hadamard [H] and Ch. de la Vallée-Poussin [VP]
proved (independently) that ζ(s) 6= 0 for <es = 1. The non-vanishing of ζ at the
edge of the critical strip turns out to be equivalent to the Prime Number Theorem
(PNT):
Prime Number Theorem. As x → +∞, one has
X
x
x
+ o(
).
1=
log x
log x
p6x

A little later, de la Vallée-Poussin [VP2] extended the non-vanishing of ζ to an
explicit region inside the critical strip:
Theorem 1.3. There exists a c > 0 such that ζ(s) does not vanish for
c
(1.11)
<es > 1 −
.
log(|t| + 2)
Remark 1.5. This zero-free
region gives the PNT as above with an error term of
√
the form O(x exp(−c log x)) for some absolute positive c; the Riemann Hypothesis
gives the (optimal) error term O(x1/2 log x).
Suppose one needs to show that for a given π, L(π, s) does not vanish at s =
σ0 + it0 for some t0 ∈ R and some σ0 6 1 but close to 1; the Hadamard/De
la Vallée-Poussin method is based on the possibility of constructing an auxiliary
Dirichlet series D with non-negative coefficients, convergent for s > 1, which is
divisible by L(π, s + it0 ) to an order larger than the order of the pole of D at s = 1.
In the case of Riemann’s ζ, this is achieved with the product
D(s) = ζ(s)3 ζ(s + it0 )4 ζ(s + 2it0 ).
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Indeed, from the trigonometric inequality 3+4 cos(t0 )+cos(2t0 ) > 0, one sees easily
that −D0 (s)/D(s) has non-negative Dirichlet coefficients, hence the coefficients of
D(s) are non-negative. Alternatively, one can also use
(1.12)

D(s) = ζ(s)3 ζ(s + it0 )2 ζ(s − it0 )2 ζ(s + 2it0 )ζ(s − 2it0 ).

Suppose that ζ(1 + it0 ) = 0 (and t0 6= 0 since we know that ζ does not vanish
on [0, 1]); then D(s) has a pole of order 3 at s = 1 (coming from the ζ factors),
compensated by a zero of order at least 4, and thus D(s) has no poles on the
real axis, which contradicts Landau’s Lemma. The extension of the non-vanishing
of ζ(s) to the zero-free region (1.11) follows from a more quantitative analysis
involving the logarithmic derivative of D(s), and is possible because 4 is strictly
larger than 3 (see below).
It is possible to extend the method to more general L-functions; the case
of Dirichlet characters is straightforward and was carried out by Landau, Gronwall and Titchmarsh (see [Dav] for instance), except for a new difficulty that
we discuss below. The case of general automorphic L-functions was treated by
Moreno (for d = 2), Perelli et al. (in a somewhat axiomatic setting), and by
Hoffstein/Ramakrishnan in general ([Mor2, Mor3, CMP, HR]); the proofs in this
generality are deeper, as they involve the analytic properties of Rankin/Selberg
L-functions. Indeed, the non-vanishing is obtained by considering the auxiliary
products:
(1.13) D(s) = ζ(s)L(π ⊗ π̃, s)2 L(π, s + it0 )2 L(π̃, s − it0 )2
× L(π ⊗ π, s + 2it0 )L(π̃ ⊗ π̃, s − 2it0 ),
if π̃ 6= π ⊗ |.|2it0 or
D(s) = ζ(s)L(π, s + it0 )2 L(π ⊗ π, s + 2it0 ),

(1.14)

if π̃ = π ⊗ |.|2it0 . These Dirichlet series have non-negative coefficients: these are
each the L-function of pairs L(Π ⊗ Π̃, s), where Π is the (self-dual) isobaric sum
representation (cf. Remark 1.3):
Π = 1  π ⊗ |.|it0  π̃ ⊗ |.|−it0 (resp. Π = 1  π ⊗ |.|it0 ).
Again, if L(π, 1 + it0 ) = 0 then D(s) has no pole at s = 1, contradicting Landau’s Lemma. To extend the non-vanishing to regions inside the critical strip, it
is more efficient to consider the logarithmic derivative D0 (s)/D(s) combined with
Hadamard’s factorization theorem and positivity arguments: a general version of
the de la Vallée-Poussin method is given in the following lemma of Goldfeld/Hoffstein/Lieman [GHL]:
Lemma 1.2.1. Let D(s) be a Dirichlet series with non-negative coefficients, absolutely
convergent for <es > 1, which is also an Euler product, say, of degree d. Suppose that
D(s) satisfies a functionnal equation of the form (1.1),
s/2

(1−s)/2

qD D∞ (s)D(s) = w(D)qD

D∞ (1 − s)D(1 − s);

with a pole a s = 1 of order m > 0; assume as well that D∞ (s)D(s) is of order 1 as
|s| → +∞ . Then there is a constant cd,m > 0 depending only on d, m such that D(s)
has at most m zeros in the interval [1 − cd,m / log(QD )]. Here QD denotes the analytic
conductor of D.
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Suppose we are in the first case (π̃ 6= π ⊗ |.|2it0 ) and that for a constant c > 0,
L(π, σ + it0 ) vanishes for σ ∈ [1 − c/ log(Qπ (|t0 | + 2)), 1]. Then D(s), as given by
(1.13), would have a pole of order 4 in this interval, while it has only a pole of
order 3 at s = 1, thus contradicting Lemma 1.2.1. When π̃ = π ⊗ |.|2it0 we consider
D(s) given as (1.14) which has a pole of order 4 at s = 1. In that case it is possible
that L(π, s + it0 ) has a zero σ ∈ [1 − c/ log(Qπ (|t0 | + 2)), 1]; however, Lemma 1.2.1
prevents it from having two (counted with multiplicity). Thus we have:
Theorem 1.4. There exists a constant cd > 0 (depending on d only) satisfying: for
any π ∈ A0d (Q) such that π̃ is not equivalent to π ⊗ |.|it0 for any t0 ∈ R, L(π, s) has
no zeros in the region
(1.15)

<es > 1 −

cd
;
log(Qπ (|=ms| + 2))

if π is self-dual (π ' π̃), then L(π, s) has no zeros in the region (1.15), except for an
hypothetical simple real zero βπ ∈ [1 − cd /log(Qπ ), 1). If such a zero occurs, it is called
the exceptional (or Landau/Siegel) zero.
It is remarkable how little the matter of enlarging Hadamard/de la ValléePoussin’s region has progressed during the past century. Even for Riemann’s zeta,
the most significant progress goes back to the 50’s: the Vinogradov/Korobov zerofree region
ζ(s) 6= 0 for <es > 1 −

c
.
log(|t| + 2)2/3 log log(|t| + 3)1/3

This zero-free region was established by means of far reaching exponential sums
techniques invented by Vinogradov and perfected by his students; the exponent 2/3
has not moved since [Ko, Vi]. On the other hand, many efforts have been made to
find unconditional substitutes for GRH (i.e. density theorems: these state roughly
that, given a family of L-functions, very few of its elements have zeros close to
the edge of the critical strip <es = 1). We will barely touch on these questions in
these lectures. Note also that, althought relatively elementary, the Hadamard/de
la Vallée-Poussin method was used by Deligne as a key initial step in his proof of
the Weil conjectures: i.e. GRH for L-functions over finite fields (see [De3] and also
[Mor1]).
To conclude this section, we wish to mention that the method of Eisenstein series (the Langlands/Shahidi method) provides an alternative for showing the nonvanishing of L-functions near the edge of the critical strip. In the mid-seventies
Jacquet/Shalika used this method to show that L(π, s) 6= 0 on <es = 1 (before the
general theory of Rankin/Selberg L-functions was completed) [JS1]. In [Sha1],
Shahihi proved the non-vanishing of L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) on <es = 1 for general (π, π 0 ) by
this method (this is also accessible to the Hadamard/de la Vallée-Poussin method).
More importantly, the method of Eisenstein series applies to L-functions that cannot be handled by the Hadamard/de la Vallée-Poussin method: a notable example
is the symmetric 9-th power, sym9 π, of a π ∈ A02 (Q) with trivial central character.
In [KiSh2], it is shown that L(sym9 π, s) 6= 0 in {<es > 1}\[1, 71/67]. Moreover, it
was shown recently by Sarnak (in the simplest case of Riemann’s zeta), how this
method can be made effective to provide zero-free regions inside the critical strip
[Sa5].
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1.2.2. The Landau/Siegel zero
Before enlarging the standart region for L-functions, the most urgent task is to
rule out the exceptional zero in Theorem 1.4 for self-dual representations. This is
one of the deepest and most important problems of analytic number theory: the
possible existence of this single zero, close to 1, limits severely the strength of
several techniques. As we will see below, the hardest case is for d = 1 and for
π = χ a quadratic character. For that reason, we discuss some applications related
to Dirichlet character L-functions and how the exceptional zero limits them.
Zero-free regions are used to show cancellations in the sums of the λπ (p) over
the prime numbers. For Dirichlet characters, for instance, one can use these cancellations to analyse the distribution of primes in arithmetic progression. The standart
zero-free region (1.15) yields:
Prime Number Theorem in Arithmetic Progressions. Given a, q two coprime integers and x > 1, set
X
log p.
ψ(x; q, a) =
pk 6x
p≡a(q)

As x → +∞, one has
(1.16)

ψ(x; q, a) =

x
+ Err(x; q, a)
ϕ(q)

with

p
x βq −1
x
) + O(x exp(−c log x));
ϕ(q)
here βq denotes the largest exceptional zero of the real characters of modulus q and
c > 0 is an absolute constant.
Err(x; q, a) = O(

Since βq < 1, it follows that for fixed q and x → +∞,
(1.17)

ψ(x; q, a) ∼ x/ϕ(q).

However, for more advanced applications, one needs an asymptotic uniform for
q varying in some interval depending on x. From the expression of Err(x; q, a)
above, it is clear that a βq close to 1 limits the size of the available range for q. A
consequence of Dirichlet Class Number formula2 is that
√
(1.18)
1 − βq  1/ q(log q)2 ,
where the implied constant
is absolute and explicit (see below). Hence (1.17) holds
√
uniformly for q = o( log x), which is a rather short range in applications; on the
other hand, if no exceptional zero exists, the asymptotic hold in the much larger
(althought still small) range q A (log x)A for any A > 1. Finally, under GRH one
has Err(x; q, a)  x1/2 log2 (qx) and (1.16) is an asymptotic formula uniformly for
q  o(x1/2 / log x).
Given a primitive quadratic Dirichlet character χ( mod q), the existence of the
exceptional zero βχ was studied (among other people) by Heilbronn, Landau and
Siegel.
A first remark (basically due to Hecke and Landau) is that βχ being far from
s = 1, is essentially equivalent to L(χ, 1) being large: to see this, consider
D(s) = ζ(s)L(χ, s),
2 (1.18)

can also be obtained by purely analytic means
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which has non-negative coefficients. If L(χ, s) has an exceptional zero (i.e. satisfying 0 < 1 − βχ  1/ log q), one considers for some x > 1 the complex integral
along the line <es = 2:
Z
X (1 ∗ χ)(n)
1
D(s + βχ )Γ(s)xs ds =
e−n/x
2πi
nβχ
n>1

(2)

(where ∗ denotes the Dirichlet convolution of arithmetic functions). Since
0 6 (1 ∗ χ)(n) 6 (1 ∗ 1)(n) = τ (n), the righthand side is bounded below by
> e−1/x  1 and bounded above by  exp(O(log x/ log q)) log2 x. On the other
hand, moving the line of integration to <es = −βχ + 1/2 < 0, we pass a simple
pole at s = 1 − βχ with residue Γ(1 − βχ )x1−βχ L(χ, 1) and no pole at s = 0 since
D(βχ ) = 0; moreover, the resulting integral is bounded by O(q A x−1/2 ) for some
absolute A(= 1) (see Section 1.3 for instance). Taking x = q 2A+1 , we infer that
(1.19)

1

L(χ, 1)
 log2 q,
1 − βχ

where the implied constants are absolute and explicit.
Remark 1.6. If L(χ, s) has no zero in [1 − c/ log q, 1], the same argument shows
that L(χ, 1)  (log q)−1 by taking βχ := 1 − c/ log q and noting that D(βχ ) < 0.
In fact several results tend to show that if such a zero ever exists, it should be
unique. For example, one has:
Theorem (Landau/Page). There exists an (effective) constant c > 0 such that for
any Q > 1, the product
Y Y
L(χ, s)
q6Q χ(q)

has at most one real zero within the interval [1 − c/ log Q, 1]; here the inner product
runs over the primitive real characters of modulus q.
Proof. In view of Theorem 1.4 we may restrict our attention to the quadratic χ’s.
Suppose that some quadratic χ1 of modulus 6 Q has an exceptional zero in the
interval [1 − c/ log Q, 1]; now consider any quadratic χ 6= χ1 of modulus 6 Q. Then
if c is sufficiently small (but fixed), it follows, from the Lemma 1.2.1 applied to
D(s) = ζ(s)L(χ, s)L(χ1 , s)L(χ1 χ, s),
that L(χ, s) 6= 0 in the interval [1 − c/ log Q, 1].
Another property of the Landau/Siegel zero, when it gets too close to 1, is
that it has the property to ”repel” the other zeros (real and complex) from the line
<es = 1. This is illustrated in the following quantitative version (due to Linnik) of
the exceptional zero repulsion phenomenon discovered by Deuring and Heilbronn:
Exceptional Zero-Repulsion. There exists (effective) constants c1 , c01 > 0 such that
for any T > 2 and any q > 1, if for some quadratic χex ( mod q), L(χex , s) has an
exceptional zero
βex ∈ [1 − c1 / log qT, 1],
Q
then the product χ(q) L(χ, s) has no other zero in the domain

c01 | log (1 − βχex ) log qT |
, |=ms| 6 T ;
<es > 1 −
log qT
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here the product runs over all the characters of modulus q (including χex ).
Finally, Siegel’s famous theorem (in fact, a sharpening of a former result of
Landau) shows (ineffectively) that the exceptional zero cannot be too close to 1
Siegel. Let χ be a primitive quadratic Dirichlet character of modulus q; for any ε > 0
there is a constant c(ε) > 0 such that L(χ, s) has no zeros in the interval
[1 − c(ε)/q ε , 1].
Proof. Given 0 < ε < 1/16, one can assume that there exists some primitive quadratic character, χex (say) of modulus qex , having a real zero βex in the interval
]1 − ε, 1[ (otherwise we are done). This hypothetical zero is used to show that,
given any other primitive quadratic character χ 6= χex of modulus q, L(χ, s) has no
zero within a distance c(ε)q −4ε of 1. For this, one considers the auxilliary product
D(s) = ζ(s)L(χex , s)L(χ, s)L(χχex , s),
which has non-negative coefficients (since (1 + χex (n))(1 + χ(n)) > 0). We proceed
as above and consider the integral
Z
X (1 ∗ χ ∗ χex ∗ χχex )(n)
1
D(s + βχ )Γ(s)xs ds =
e−n/x .
I=
2πi
nβex
(2)

n>1

By positivity, the latter sum is bounded below by > e−1/x  1. We shift the contour
to <es = 1/2 − βex < 0; in the process, we pass a simple pole at s = 1 − βex with
residue Γ(1 − βex )x1−βex L(χex , 1)L(χχex , 1)L(χ, 1) and no pole at s = 0 (since
D(βex ) = 1). The resulting integral is bounded by O(qqex x−1/2+1/16 ); Hence, we
derive
qqex
1  I = Γ(1 − βex )x1−βex L(χex , 1)L(χχex , 1)L(χ, 1) + O( 1/2−1/16 ).
x
We take x = q 3 and use the bound L(χχex , 1)  log(qqex ) (which is easily derived
by a contour shift), to infer that
(log q)−1 q −3ε χex ,ε L(χ, 1),
where the implied constant depends on χex and ε. The conclusion follows from
(1.19). We have followed the elegant presentation of Goldfeld [Go1]
Remark 1.7. Although Siegel’s Theorem does not strictly eliminate the exceptional
zero, it is rather sharp. (For instance, it implies that the asymptotic (1.17) holds
uniformly for q in the range q A (log x)A for any A > 1, the implied constant
depending only on A.) However, the above constant c(ε) depends also on the
hypothetical χex , and in particular, cannot be computed effectively (for any ε <
1/2). This is the major drawback of the Theorem, since, as we shall see below, the
question of the effectivity can be a very important issue.
Remark 1.8. Later, Tatuzawa gave a slightly different formulation of this result[Ta]:
for any ε > 0, there exists an effectively computable constant c(ε) > 0 such that for
all quadratic characters χ, with but at most one exception, L(χ, s) has no zero in the
interval
[1 − c(ε)/qχε , 1].
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1.2.2.1. Dirichlet Class Number Formula and the Class Number Problem. Dirichlet
gave several proofs of the non-vanishing of L(χ, 1) for quadratic characters; one is
a direct consequence of his Class Number Formula. Given χ ( mod q), a primitive
odd (resp. even) quadratic character, one has
(1.20)

L(χ, 1) =

log εK hK
2πhK
, (resp. =
)
wK q 1/2
q 1/2

p
where K = Q( χ(−1)q) denotes the associated quadratic field, wK the order of
the group of units in K (if K is imaginary), εK > 1 the fundamental unit (if K is
real) and hK := |Pic(OK )| denotes the Class Number. In particular, since hK > 1
√
(and εK > q/2 if K is real), one has L(χ, 1)  q −1/2 ; this and (1.19) imply
(1.18).
A famous conjecture of Gauss (formulated in the language of binary integral
quadratic forms) is that there are finitely many imaginary quadratic fields with
given class number; assuming this conjecture and given some h > 1, the Class
Number Problem asks for the list of all imaginary quadratic fields K with class number |Pic(OK )| = h. Thus the Class Number Formula provides a way to approach
Gauss’s conjecture by analytic methods.
Eventually, Gauss’s conjecture was solved by Heilbronn by proving a weak form
of Siegel’s Theorem; for instance, if follows from (1.19) and (1.20) that, for any
ε > 0,
|Pic(OK )| ε q 1/2−ε ;
in particular |Pic(OK )| → +∞ as q = |Disc(OK )| → +∞.
However, because of the lack of effectivity in Siegel’s theorem, this does not
solve the Class Number Problem; at best, it follows from Tatuzawa’s version discussed above that in principle (i.e. with a sufficient amount of computer assistance), a list of all imaginary quadratic fields with Class Number h can be given, up
to possibly one missing field.
For h = 1 and 2, the Class Number Problem was solved independently and at
the same time by Baker and Stark (in 1966 for h = 1 and in 1970 for h = 2),
each one using quite different methods. In fact, it was recognized later (by Birch
and Stark) that an earlier solution (going back to 1952) by Heegner of the Class
Number One Problem was correct. For general h, the Class Number Problem has
been solved, in principle (i.e. with a sufficient amount of computer assistance),
by the conjunction of the works of Gross/Zagier and Goldfeld [Go2, GZ]. Their
solution comes from a weak (but effective) lower bound for L(χK , 1) (see [O] for
the derivation this very explicit version).
Theorem (Goldfeld/Gross/Zagier). Let K be an imaginary quadratic field with
discriminant −q. Then
1 Y
1
1
(1.21)
|Pic(OK) )| >
(1 + )−6 (1 + √ )−2 (log q).
55
p
p
p|q

Thus with a sufficient amount of computer assistance, the CNP can be solved
for each h. This has been worked out effectively for all h 6 16 and for all odd h 6 23
[Ar] and recently for all h 6 100 [Wal]. The proof of (1.21) splits into two parts:
firstly, Goldfeld [Go2] showed that if there exists a GL2 -L-function vanishing with
order at least 3 at 1/2 then (1.21) holds; then, later, Gross/Zagier [GZ] established
the existence of such an L-function (in fact the L-function of a modular elliptic
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curve), as a consequence of their formula connecting the height of Heegner points
to derivatives of L-series. We refer to the survey by D. Goldfeld for an account of
the proof of this magnificient result and an update on the new cases of the Class
Number Problem that have been treated so far [1].
Recently Iwaniec/Sarnak proposed a very interesting approach to rule out the
exceptional zero of Dirichlet characters. This approach, which unfortunately we
cannot describe here, builds in an essential way on families of automorphic Lfunctions and amounts to showing that for sufficiently many primitive holomorphic
cusp forms f of some auxiliary level q 0 , the central L-value L(f, 1/2) is large. A
very interesting point here is that the auxiliary level q 0 depends weakly on K: q 0
may be as large as an arbitrary large power of |Disc(K)|, and, for instance, if q 0 is
prime, it must be inert in K. Unfortunately, this approach has not been successful
so far, although by the existing techniques one seems to be tantalizingly close to
the solution. For more information on this approach we refer to [IS3], and for
some of the most advanced ingredients that may be useful to this approach see
[DFI5, DFI6].
1.2.3. The Landau/Siegel zero for automorphic L-functions of higher degree.
For general d, the analog of the Landau/Page theorem holds [HR]:
Theorem 1.5. Given d > 1, there is a computable constant cd such that for Q > 2,
there is at most one π ∈ A0d (Q) with Qπ 6 Q and L(π, s) having a zero in the interval
[1 − cd / log Q, 1[. Moreover, such π is self-dual and the zero is simple.
It follows, for example, from an application of Lemma 1.2.1 to
D(s) = L(Π ⊗ Π, s) = ζ(s)L(π1 , s)2 L(π, s)2 L(π1 ⊗ π, s)2 L(π1 ⊗ π1 , s)L(π ⊗ π, s),
and where π, π1 are self-dual with Qπ , Qπ1 6 Q and Π = 1  π  π1 .
Remark 1.9. On the other hand, the analog of Siegel’s theorem doesn’t seem to be
known for general automorphic L-functions, but see below
It is quite remarkable, however, that in a significant number of cases the very
existence of a Landau/Siegel zero can be ruled out.
• The first cases are due to Stark [St2], who has shown that the Artin Lfunction ζF (s) of a Galois extension F/Q has no Landau/Siegel zero unless
it contains a quadratic field.
• Hoffstein/Lockhart proved the analog of Siegel’s theorem for the symmetric
square L-functions L(sym2 π, s), for π ∈ A02 (Q) [HL], and shortly afterwards
Goldfeld, Hoffstein and Liemann [GHL] eliminated the exceptional zero effectively of the adjoint square lift L-function, L(Adπ, s), for non-dihedral π.
(When π is dihedral, L(Adπ, s) is divisible by the L-function of a quadratic
character, and then Siegel’s theorem is available.)
• Hoffstein/Ramakrishnan proved that there is no exceptional zero for L(π, s),
π ∈ A02 (Q) and for many π of degree 3 [HR]; then Banks [Ban] completed
their argument and so there is no exceptional zero for L(π, s), π ∈ A03 (Q).
• Ramakrishnan/Wang [RaW] proved that L(π⊗π 0 , s) and L(sym2 π⊗sym2 π, s)
for π, π 0 ∈ A02 (Q) have no exceptional zero, excepted when the corresponding L-functions are divisible by the L-functions of quadratic characters. In
these latter cases (which are completely characterized), an exceptional zero,
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if it ever occurs, comes only from the quadratic character L-functions (so
that one may apply Siegel’s theorem).
Again, the method to eliminate the exceptional zero of some L(s) is to construct a
Dirichlet series D(s) with non-negative coefficients that is divisible by L(s) to an
order strictly larger than the order of the pole of D(s) at s = 1, and to then apply
Lemma 1.2.1. The construction of D(s) depends on the recent progress made in
the direction of the Langlands functoriality conjecture. For instance, in the case of
L(sym2 π, s) for a self-dual π ∈ A02 (Q), Goldfeld, Hoffstein and Liemann used
D(s) = ζ(s)L(sym2 π, s)2 L(sym2 π⊗sym2 π, s) = ζ(s)L(sym2 π, s)3 L(sym2 (sym2 π), s)
and is was proved by Bump/Ginzburg (and it follows from the recent results of
Kim/Shahidi) that the last factor has a simple pole at s = 1.
More generally, Hoffstein/Ramakrishnan [HR] proved that:
Theorem 1.6. If the Functoriality Conjecture for Pairs is true then principal L-functions
of degree d > 1 have no exceptional zero at all !
Proof. Given π ∈ A0d (Q) with d > 1 and self-dual. The functoriality conjecture for
pairs implies that π  π has a (cuspidal) constituent τ 6= 1, π. Setting Π = 1  τ  π
and D(s) = L(Π ⊗ Π̃, s), one sees that D(s) has a pole of order 3 at s = 1 and is
divisible by L(π, s)2 L(π  τ, s)L(π  τ̃ , s); the conjecture again implies that π is a
constituent of π  τ and π  τ̃ (by Remark 1.2). So D(s) is divisible by L(π, s)4 and
one concludes by Lemma 1.2.1.
For a more complete account on Landau/Siegel zeros and for some methods to
attack the problem, we refer to the surveys [IS3, Ra2].

1.3. Bounds for L-functions on the critical line
An important consequence of GRH is the Generalized Lindelöf Hypothesis, which
predicts a sharp upper bound for the size of L(π, s) when s is on the critical line:
Generalized Lindelöf Hypothesis (GLH). For any ε > 0, and <es = 1/2, one has
|L(π, s)|  Qπ (t)ε , the implied constant depending on ε.
In full generality, the best one can prove (unconditionally) is the following:
Convexity Bound. For any ε > 0, and <es = 1/2, we have
(1.22)

|L(π, s)|  Qπ (t)1/4+ε ,

the implied constant depending on ε and d.
As we shall see below, we refer to this bound as the convexity bound.
Remark 1.10. While we will often refer to this bound as the trivial bound for
L(π, s), it is, in this generality, not quite a trivial result: its proof uses implicitly
the heavy machinery of L-functions of pairs and a trick of Iwaniec to bypass the
fact that the Ramanujan/Petersson Conjecture is not known in general. Note also
that there are several L-functions, like Rankin/Selberg L-functions or triple product
L-functions, that are expected (but not proved so far) to be automorphic. In these
cases, the convexity bound is important for certain arithmetic applications and may
indeed be available, but at the cost of good bounds toward the RPC, such as the
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deep results of Kim and Shahidi [KiSh, Ki] in direction of the Langlands functoriality conjecture; an exampple is the Rankin-Selberg L-function L(sym2 π ⊗ π 0 , s) of
the symmetric square of a GL2,Q representation π times a GL2,Q representation π 0 .
Remark 1.11. From (1.26) below, one deduces easily (Rankin’s trick) that
X
X |λπ (n)|
(1.23)
|λπ (n)| 6 x1+ε
ε (xQπ )ε x,
n1+ε
n6x

n>1

for any x > 1 and any ε > 0; this is interpreted as the Ramanujan/Petersson
Conjecture on average, and in many situations this bound is as good as RPC.
Proof. Our first step is the upper bound
(1.24)

L(π, s) ε,d Qπ (t)ε

for <es = 1 and any ε > 0 with the implied constant depending only on ε and d.
By the functional equation (1.1) and Stirling’s formula
π
|Γ(s)|  |s|<es−1/2 exp(− |s|),
2
one has, when <es = 0,
(1.25)

L(π, s) ε,d Qπ (t)1/2+ε .

Then for <es = 1/2, (1.22) follows from (1.25), (1.24), and the Phragmen-Lindelöf
principle.
To prove (1.24), we use the following argument of Iwaniec [I3]. It was designed to handle the case of the symmetric square L-function of a Maass form (for
which RPC is not available) and was extended by Molteni to more general automorphic L-functions [Mol]. For simplicity, we present only a rough form of the
method, yet it is sufficient to handle the basic automorphic L-functions; we refer
to [Mol] for other related results. By convexity, it is sufficient to prove that for any
ε, δ > 0,
X µ2 (n)|λπ (n)|
(1.26)
ε,δ,d Qεπ ,
n1+δ
n>1
(n,S)=1

where S is a (sufficiently large) product of primes containing the first few primes
and the ramified primes for π. Indeed, one has for <es  1,
X
Y Lp (π, s)
λπ (n)
L(π, s) = (
µ2 (n) s )LS (π, s)
,
λπ (p)
n
p6∈S (1 + ps )
(n,S)=1
say; by Proposition 1.1 the two rightmost factors converge absolutely and are uniformly bounded for <es > 1 + δ the implied constant depending only on δ and d
(granted that |S| is sufficiently large with respect to d). By the trivial bound, and
the positivity of the Dirichlet coefficients λπ⊗π̃ (n), one has
µ2 (nS)|λπ (n)| 6 1 + µ2 (nS)|λπ (n)|2 = 1 + µ2 (nS)λπ⊗π̃ (n) 6 1 + λπ⊗π̃ (n).
Since L(π ⊗ π̃, s) is uniformly bounded for <es > 3, the functional equation (1.4)
and the convexity principle imply that
L(π ⊗ π̃, 1 + δ) δ QA
π⊗π̃
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for some absolute A > 0. Moreover, one can prove (see [BH, RS2]) that QA
π⊗π̃ 6
QB
for
some
B
depending
on
A
and
d
(in
fact
B
=
2dA
is
sufficient);
it
follows
π
that
X
|λπ (n)|
(1.27)
µ2 (n) 1+δ 6 ζ(1 + δ) + L(π ⊗ π̃, 1 + δ) δ,d QB
π.
n
(n,S)=1

This is the initial bound and we are going to improve it by bootstrapping. By multiplicativity of the arithmetic function λπ (n), one has, for n1 and n2 two squarefree
integers, λπ (n1 )λπ (n2 ) = λπ (m)2 λπ (n1 n2 /m2 ), where m = (n1 , n2 ). Hence,
 X
|λπ (n)| 
|λπ (n)| 2 X µ2 (m)|λπ (m)|2  X 2
6
)
µ
(n)τ
(n)
µ2 (n) 1+δ
n
m2+2δ
n1+δ
m
(n,S)=1

(n,S)=1

δ,d

 X
(n,S)=1

µ2 (n)

|λπ (n)| 
δ,d QB ,
n1+δ/2

the latter inequality being deduced from Prop. 1.1 and (1.27). Hence, (1.27)
holds (up to changing the implied constant) with B replaced by B/2. Iterating the
process, we get (1.26), after O(| log(B/ε)|) steps.
1.3.1. The Subconvexity Problem
In view of (1.22) one has the:
Subconvexity Problem (ScP). Find δ > 0 (depending on d only) such that for any
automorphic cuspidal representation π of degree d, and <es = 1/2, one has
L(π, s) d Qπ (=ms)1/4−δ ,

(1.28)

the implied constant depending on d.
Alternatively, one can also measurepthe size of L(π, s) with respect to three
2
quantities separately: the ”height” of s, 1/4 + |t|
Q , the ”arithmetic” conductor qπ ,
or the ”conductor at the infinite place”: q∞ := i=1...d (1 + |µπ,i |). Thus one can
consider three weakened variants of the ScP and seek a subconvex exponent for
only one of these parameters, the others remaining fixed – eventually one can also
ask for polynomial control on the remaining parameters, if one is greedy. These
variants are called the Subconvexity Problem in the t-aspect, the level-aspect or the
∞-aspect, respectively.
As we shall see in Lecture 5, the solution of the ScP in any of these aspects
has striking consequences, but let us start first with a very basic and very practical
corollary of (sub)convexity: consider a fixed, smooth, compactly supported function V on R>0 . For X > 1 we consider the problem of bounding the sum of length
' X,
X
n
ΣV (π, X) =
λπ (n)V ( );
X
n>1

our goal is to improve on the ”trivial” bound
ΣV (π, X) ε,V (Qπ X)ε X,
which follows from (1.23). By the inverse Mellin transform, we have
Z
Z ∞
1
dx
ΣV (π, X) =
L(π, s)V̂ (s)X s ds, where V̂ (s) =
V (x)xs .
2πi
x
0
(3)
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Now one may shift the contour to <es = 1/2, passing no pole in the process (unless
L(π, s) = ζ(s)), and we obtain eventually (integrating by parts several times in
V̂ (s) to gain convergence) that for any A > 0,
(1.29) ΣV (π, X) V,A X 1/2

|L(π, s)|
|s|A
<es=1/2
sup

1/4−δ+ε

V,A,ε X 1/2

sup
<es=1/2

Qπ

|s|A

(t)

V,A,ε Qεπ X 1/2 Q1/4−δ
,
π

for some δ > 0. When δ = 0 (i.e. for the convexity bound), we already see
1/2+ε
an improvement over the trivial bound (Qπ X)ε X for X in the range X  Qπ
,
and a subconvex exponent would provide an improvement for X in the larger range
1/2−2δ
X  Qπ
; ultimately, GLH would provide an improvement for all X ε Qεπ
for any ε > 0.
Remark 1.12. This kind of improvement over (1.23) is the manifestation of the
oscillation of the coefficients λπ (n) in the given ranges of X: indeed, it follows
from GRH for L(π ⊗ π̃, s) that for any X > 1 and any ε > 0,
X
n
|λπ (n)||V ( )| ε,V (Qπ X)−ε X.
X
n∼X

1.3.2. Interlude: How to compute L(π, s) inside the critical strip ?
As we are interested in the behavior of L(π, s) within the critical strip 0 < <es < 1,
we should first have a manageable expression for L(π, s) to work with; this is
not immediate since s = σ + it is not within the region of absolute convergence.
However, one can obtain such an expression by standard means using the functional
equation and contour shifts: the result is called (sometimes inappropriately) an
”approximate functional equation”. There are various possibilities for achieving
this, the choice depending on the problem considered; we follow here a derivation
borrowed from [DFI8] (but see also the elegant version of [Ha1]). One starts with
the following integral: let G(u) be an even function, normalized by G(0) = 1,
holomorphic and bounded in the vertical strip |<eu| 6 4. For X > 0, we set
Z
1
du
Iπ (s, X) =
qπ(s+u)/2 L(π∞ , s + u)L(π, s + u)X u G(u)
2πi
u
(2)

=

qπs/2

X λπ (n) 1 Z
n
du
L(π∞ , s + u)( √
)−u G(u) .
s
n 2πi
qπ X
u

n>1

(2)
(s+u)/2

Because of the exponential decay of qπ
L(π∞ , s+u)L(π, s+u) in vertical strips
we may shift the line of integration to <eu = −2, passing a pole at u = 0 (here
we are assuming that L(π, s) 6= ζ(s + it) for any t ∈ R, otherwise there is an extra
s/2
harmless contribution), with residue qπ L(π∞ , s)L(π, s). On the resulting integral,
we apply the functional equation (1.1) and make the change of variable u ↔ −u to
obtain
qπs/2 L(π∞ , s)L(π, s) = Iπ (s, X) + w(π)Iπ̃ (1 − s, X −1 ).
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Now, taking the Dirichlet series expression of L(π, s) and dividing by qπ L(π∞ , s),
one finds
(1.30)
X λπ̃ (n)
X λπ (n)
n
nX
Vs,π∞ ( p
V
(p
) + w(π, s)
)
L(π, s) =
s
1−s 1−s,π̃∞
n
n
X Qπ (t)
Qπ (t)
n>1

n>1

where
(1.31)

Vs,π∞ (y) =

1
2πi

Z

L(π∞ , s + u)
du
−u/2 −u
Qπ∞ (t)
y G(u) .
L(π∞ , s)
u

(2)

and
1−2s

w(π, s) = w(π)qπ 2

L(π̃∞ , 1 − s)
.
L(π∞ , s)

Note that w(π, s) is well defined when 1 − s is not a pole of L(π̃∞ , s) (in particular
when σ < 1/2 + 1/(d2 + 1)). Note also that w(π, s) has modulus one on <es = 1/2
(which justifies our notation). To be more specific, we assume that <es = 1/2 and
we take
πu
G(u) = (cos( ))−Ad ,
A
for some parameter A > 4. In (1.31) we shift the line of integration to <eu = B
with either B = A, if y > 1, or with B satisfying 0 > B > supi=1...d <eµπ,i − 1/2
if y < 1; in the latter case, we hit a pole at u = 0 with residue 1. Differentiating j
times, we see that
Z
|du|
L(π∞ , s + u) −B/2
(j)
−B−j
Vs,π∞ (y) j δB<0 + y
Qπ∞ (t) |G(u)||u|j
.
L(π
,
s)
|u|
∞
j=0
(B)
By Stirling’s formula one sees that
π
L(π∞ , s + u) −B/2
Qπ∞ (t) d,B exp( d|u|),
L(π∞ , s)
4
hence we infer that for any j > 0 and any 0 < η < 1/2 − supi=1...d <eµπ,i ,
(1.32)

(j)
Vs,π
(y) = δy<1 + O(
∞
j=0

y −j+η
),
(1 + y)A

the implied constant depending on η, j, A. When A is large, Vs,π∞ (y) becomes
p very
smallpas y → +∞, so that the two sums of (1.30) are essentially of length X Qπ (t)
and Qπ (t)/X, respectively. In p
particular, with the most symmetric choice X = 1,
we obtain two sums of length ≈ Qπ (t), and for <es = 1/2 we retrieve, by (1.23),
the convexity bound (1.22); this shows that a subconvexity bound is thep
result of a
cancellation in the sum of Hecke eigenvalues λπ (n) when n is close to Qπ (t) in
the logarithmic scale.
Remark 1.13. Although we will not use it in these lectures, it is good to know
that there are cases where an asymmetric representation (i.e. X 6= 1) is better
adapted: in particular, when one has not enough control on the ”analytic” root
number w(π, s), one may take X > 1 to reduce the length of the second sum and
thus its influence; of course, the price one pays is then a longer first sum (see [Vdk]
for an example).
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1.3.3. The subconvexity problem and families of L-functions
Families of L-functions enter naturally into the Subconvexity Problem via the method
of moments. Suppose one wants to solve some aspect of the Subconvexity Problem
for a given L(π0 , 1/2); the approximate functional equation reduces essentially this
question to a non-trivial bound for linear forms (in the Hecke eigenvalues λπ0 (n))
of the type
X λπ0 (n)
n
V ( ),
ΣV (π0 , X) =
1/2
X
n
n
p
where V is rapidly decreasing and X ' Qπ0 . Suppose one can put the given
π0 into a “natural” family F = {π} endowed with some probability measure µF ;
“natural” implying (among other things) that the analytic conductor Qπ0 is close
to the average analytic conductor, i.e. QF := E(Qπ , µF ) ≈ Qπ0 . The method of
moments consists of bounding the L∞ norm of the random variable π 7→ ΣV (π, X)
by its L2k norm and then estimating the latter. That is, one wants a bound for the
2k-th moment:
Z
2k
k
(1.33) |ΣV (π0 , X)| µF (π0 ) 6 E(|ΣV (π, X)| , µF ) =
|ΣV (π, X)|k dµF (π).
F

Under GLH, one has for any ε > 0
(1.34)

E(|ΣV (π, X)|k , µF ) ε,k E(Qεπ , µF ) ε,k (Qπ0 )ε .

However, for sufficiently ”nice” families and for sufficiently small k’s, such a bound
can be obtained unconditionally. In these nice situations, we obtain by positivity,
(1.33), and (1.34), that
(1+ε)/k

|ΣV (π0 , X)| ε,k

(1+ε)/k

QF
Qπ0
ε,k
;
µF ({π0 })
µF ({π0 })

this bound breaks the trivial estimate, provided that one can take k strictly bigger
than −4 log(µF (π0 ))/ log(Qπ0 ).
1.3.3.1. What do we mean by ”nice family” ? In practice one may proceed slightly
differently: instead of averaging the 2k-th moment of the linear form ΣV (π, X)
over F, one starts by computing the k-th power ΣV (π0 , X)k . Since the arithmetic
function n → λπ (n) is multiplicative, one finds that
ΣV (π0 , X)k =

X τk,π (n)
√0
λπ0 (n) = Σ0V,π0 (π0 , X k )
n
k

n∼X

(say); here τk,π0 (n) is some arithmetical function that depends (mildly) on π0 . In
fact, this function looks essentially like the standard k-th divisor function (hence
is bounded by ε nε for any ε > 0)3 . Next one average over F the square of the
following linear form of length X k :
X τk,π (n)
√0
λπ (n).
Σ0V,π0 (π, X k ) =
n
k
nX

3 This

is pretty straightforward to check for d = 1, 2, but for higher d, a good control on τk,π0 (n) seems
to require at least (1.23).
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Hence, by inverting the summations, one obtains
X

E(|Σ0V,π0 (π, X k )|2 , µF ) =

m,nX k

τk,π0 (m)τk,π0 (n)
√
mn

Z
λπ (m)λπ (n)dµF (π).
F

Thus “nice family” means that for m, n less than X k , the expectations of the random variables π → λπ (m)λπ (n) are well controlled. In practice, these expectations
are to be ”close” to the Dirac symbol δm=n , a property of the family that we name
approximate orthogonality. One of the purposes of the next lectures is to describe
several families of arithmetic objects satisfying the ”approximate orthogonality”
property for m and n in appropriate ranges. Assuming that approximate orthogonality holds for F and m, n  X k (which is the hard step, especially when dealing
with the ScP), one can then derive a bound of the form
µF ({π0 })|Σ0V (π0 , X)|2k 

X
m,nX k

τk,π0 (m)τk,π0 (n)
√
δm=n ε,k (Qπ0 X)ε .
mn

1.4. Appendum: bounds for local parameters via families of L-functions
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, following Luo/Rudnick/Sarnak
[LRS]. Hopefully this will provide the first concrete example in these lectures of
the usefulness of families in analytic number theory.
We present the bound for the local parameters at infinity assuming that π∞ is
unramified (i.e. spherical). By unitarity of π, it is sufficient to show that
Max <eµπ,i 6 θd =

1
1
− 2
.
2 d +1

From (1.3), we see that L∞ (π ⊗ π̃, s) has a pole at s = β0 := 2 Max <eµπ,i , hence
it is sufficient to show that L(π ⊗ π̃, s) does not vanish for s > 2θd = 1 − d22+1 ,
since (s − 1)L∞ (π ⊗ π̃, s)L(π ⊗ π̃, s) is entire there. Actually, instead of considering
this L-function alone, one considers a whole family of L-functions: namely the
×
L(χ.π ⊗ π̃, s), where χ.π := π ⊗χ ranges over the twists of π by caracters of A×
Q /Q
trival at ∞. These correspond to even primitive Dirichlet characters, which by an
abuse of notation, we still denote by χ. We take the χ to be even, of prime moduli
q not dividing qπ . Since q 6 | qπ and χ.π 6' π, the L(χ.π ⊗ π̃, s) are entire. Moreover,
we have the following facts (see [LRS]):
(1.35)
(1.36)

L∞ (χ.π ⊗ π̃, s) = L∞ (π ⊗ π̃, s);
X χ(n)λπ⊗π̃ (n)
L(χ.π ⊗ π̃, s) =
;
ns
n>1

(1.37)
(1.38)

2

qχ.π⊗π̃ = qπ⊗π̃ q d

/2

;

Gχ 2
w(χ.π ⊗ π̃) = w(π ⊗ π̃)χ(qπ⊗π̃ )( √ )d ,
q

where Gχ denotes the Gauss sum. Hence by (1.35), the bound β0 6 2θd follows
from:
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Proposition 1.2. For any β > 2θd , one has
X

X

q∼Q

χ(q)
χ6=χ0 ,even

L(χ.π ⊗ π̃, β) π,β

Q2
,
log Q

where q ranges over primes. In particular, for any β > 2θd there exists χ as above such
that L(χ.π ⊗ π̃, β) 6= 0.
Proof. Applying the functional equation and a method similar to those of section
1.3.2, one infers from (1.36), (1.37) and (1.38) that, for 0 < β < 1, one has
L(χ.π ⊗ π̃, β) =

X χ(n)λπ⊗π̃ (n)
n
V1 ( )
nβ
Y

n>1

+

w(π ⊗ π̃)χ(qπ⊗π̃ ) X λπ⊗π̃ (n)
Gχ 2
nY
χ(n)( √ )d V2 (
)
d2
n1−β
q
(qπ⊗π̃ q d2 )β
q
π⊗π̃ q
n>1

where Y > 1 is some parameter and V1 (x), V2 (x) are smooth test functions satisfying
(1.39)

V1 (x), V2 (x) = OA (x−A )
V1 (x) = 1 + OA (xA ), V2 (x) ε 1 + x1−β0 −β−ε

as x → +∞,
as x → 0,

for all A > 0 and all ε > 0. Next, one averages the approximate functional equation
over even primitive characters of prime moduli q ∼ Q. Then
X X
L(χ.π ⊗ π̃, β)
q∼Q χ6=χ0
χ even

is decomposed as the sum of two terms T1 +
relations


0
X X
χ(n) = q−1
2 −1


q∼Q χ6=χ0
−1
χ even

T2 , say. Using the orthogonality
if n ≡ 0(q)
if n ≡ ±1(q)
otherwise,

one finds that
T1 =

X X X χ(n)λπ⊗π̃ (n)
n
V1 ( )
nβ
Y

q∼Q χ6=χ0 n>1
χ even

=

X q−1
2

q∼Q

X
n≡±1(q)

X
λπ⊗π̃ (n)
n
V1 ( ) −
β
n
Y

X

q∼Q n6≡0,±1(q)

λπ⊗π̃ (n)
n
V1 ( )
nβ
Y

The contribution from n = 1 in the first sum above is
X q−1
X q−1
1
V1 ( ) =
+ OA (Q2 Y −A )
2
Y
2
q∼Q

q∼Q

for any A > 0. The sum over n ≡ 1(q), n 6= 1 contributes as an error term
X q − 1 X λπ⊗π̃ (1 + dq)
X λπ⊗π̃ (n)nε
1 + dq
n
V1 (
)Q
|V1 ( )| ε,π QY 1−β+ε ,
β
β
2
(1 + dq)
Y
n
Y
n
q∼Q

d>1
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for any ε > 0; here we have used that λπ⊗π̃ (n) > 0 and that the number of representations of n of the form n = 1 + dq with d, q > 1 is Oε (nε ), and also (1.39). The
remaining terms in T1 are bounded similarly and we find that
X q−1
+ O(QY 1−β+ε ).
T1 =
2
q∼Q

The term T2 contains the following moments of Gauss sums:
X
Gχ 2
χ(qπ⊗π̃ )χ(n)( √ )d .
(1.40)
Md2 (n) =
q
χ6=χ0
χ even

This sum is zero if q|n and otherwise equals
2
q−1
{Kld2 (r; q) + Kld2 (−r; q)} − (−1)d
2
where r ≡ nqπ⊗π̃ ( mod q) and Kld2 (r; q) denotes the hyper-Kloosterman sum
X
x1 + x2 + · · · + xr
).
Kld2 (r; q) =
e(
q
x1 x2 ...xd2 ≡r(q)
d2 −1

The latter sum was bounded by d q 2 by Deligne as a consequence of his resolution of the Weil Conjectures [De4]. Hence
Md2 (n) d q

d2 +1
2

.

This bound is the key saving and shows considerable oscillation of the root numbers
of L(χ.π ⊗ π̃, s). Using this bound, the inequalities β0 < 1, β > 0, and the bounds
for V2 in (1.39), one obtains
X w(π ⊗ π̃) X
2
λπ⊗π̃ (n)
nY
Gχ 2
1+ d 2+1 −β
Md2 (n) 1−β χ(n)( √ )d V2 (
T2 =
Y ,
2 β
2 )  Q
d
d
n
q
(qπ⊗π̃ q ) n>1
qπ⊗π̃ q
q∼Q
and hence
T1 + T2 =

X q−1
d2 +1
+ O(QY 1−β+ε ) + O(Q1+ 2 Y −β )
2

q∼Q

which gives Proposition 1.2, on choosing Y = Q

d2 +1
2

.

Remark 1.14. This method has several advantages over the first proof. Firstly, it
can be adapted to deal with the non-archimedean places as well. Secondly, it can be
extended to automorphic forms over general number fields and provides a bound
of the same quality θd = 21 − d21+1 , independently of the base field, while the first
method instead gives a degenerating (although still non-trivial) bound 12 − md12 +1 ,
where m is the degree of the base field [LRS2].

LECTURE 2
A Review of Classical Automorphic Forms
In this section we review the theory of GL2,Q -automorphic forms from the
classical point of view, following Maass and Selberg, and collect various estimates
and technical formulas that will be used later. Some of this material is borrowed
from the exposition given in Sections 4/5/6 of [DFI8].

2.1. Spaces of Holomorphic and Maass forms
The group SL2 (R) acts on the upper half-plane by fractional linear transformations


az + b
a b
γz =
, if γ =
.
c d
cz + d
For γ ∈ SL2 (R), we define the multipliers
j(γ, z) = (cz + d),
cz + d
= exp(i arg(cz + d)),
|cz + d|
and for any integer k > 0, two actions (of weight k) on the space of functions
f : H → C, given by
f|k γ (z) = (cz + d)−k f (γz).
jγ (z) =

f|k γ (z) = jγ (z)−k f (γz).


a b
For q > 1, we denote by Γ the congruence subgroup Γ0 (q) = {
∈
c d
SL2 (Z), c ≡ 0(q)}; then any character χ(mod q) defines a character of Γ by the
formula


a b
χ(
) = χ(d) = χ(a).
c d
2.1.1. Holomorphic forms
For k > 1, we denote Sk (q, χ) the space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight k,
level q, and nebentypus χ ( i.e. the space of holomorphic functions F : H → C that
satisfy
(2.1)

F|k γ (z) = χ(γ)F (z)
35
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a b
∈ Γ, and that vanish at every cusp). This space is finite
c d
dimensional and is equipped with the Petersson inner product:
Z
dxdy
hF, Gik =
F (z)G(z)y k 2 .
y
Γ\H
for every γ =

Such a form has a Fourier expansion at ∞,
X
k
(2.2)
F (z) =
ρF (n)n 2 e(nz).
n>1

2.1.2. Maass forms
A function f : H → C is said to be Γ-automorphic of weight k and nebentypus χ iff
it satisfies
(2.3)

f|k γ (z) = χ(γ)f (z)

for all γ ∈ Γ. Following Maass, one introduces the two differential operators of
order one
k
∂
∂
k
∂
∂
Rk := + y(i
+
), Lk := + y(i
−
),
2
∂x ∂y
2
∂x ∂y
which transform smooth automorphic functions of weight k into smooth automorphic functions of weight k + 2 and k − 2 respectively. Thus the Laplace operator of
weight k, given by
∆k = −Rk−2 Lk −

k
k
∂2
∂2
∂
(1 − )Id = y 2 ( 2 + 2 ) − iky ,
2
2
∂x
∂y
∂x

acts on smooth automorphic functions of weight k. The Laplacian is a self-adjoint
operator with respect to Petersson’s inner product
Z
dxdy
hf, gi =
f (z)g(z) 2 ,
y
Γ\H
which is bounded from above by − k2 (1 − k2 ), i.e.
k
k
h∆k f, f i 6 − (1 − )hf, f i.
2
2
In particular, ∆k admits a self-adjoint extension to the L2 -space of square-integrable
automorphic functions, Lk (q, χ) (say); moreover, this space has a complete spectral
resolution, which we describe below.

(2.4)

2.1.2.1. Eisenstein series. An important class of automorphic functions is the set of
Eisenstein series (although these are not square-integrable): Eisenstein series are
indexed by the singular cusps {a} and are given by the (absolutely convergent for
<es > 1) series
X
χ(γ)jσa−1 γ (z)−k (=m(σa−1 γz))s
Ea (z, s) =
γ∈Γa \Γ

where σa is the scaling matrix of the cusp a. Recall that the scaling matrix σa is the
unique matrix (up to right translations) such that
n  1 b 
o
−1
σa ∞ = a, σa Γa σa = Γ∞ = ±
, b∈Z ,
1
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where Γa denotes the stabilizer of the cusp a, and that a cusp a is singular whenever


1 1
χ(σa
σa−1 ) = 1, or (−1)k .
1
Eisenstein series Ea (z, s) are eigenfunction of ∆k with eigenvalues λ(s) = s(1 − s),
∆k Ea (z, s) + s(1 − s)Ea (z, s) = 0.
Selberg proved that they have a meromorphic continuation (in s) to the complex
plane with no pole in the domain <es > 1/2, except for a simple pole at s = 1
when k = 0 and χ(q) is trivial, and that they satisfy a functional equation relating
their value at s and 1 − s. It turns out that the analytically continued Eisenstein
series {Ea (z, 1/2 + it), t ∈ R}a realize the (continuous) spectral decomposition of
the subspace Ek (q, χ) of Lk (q, χ) generated by the incomplete Eisenstein series,
X
χ(γ)jσa−1 γ (z)−k ψ(=m(σa−1 γz)),
Ea (z|ψ) =
γ∈Γa \Γ

where ψ ranges over the smooth compactly supported functions on R+ . The orthogonal complement of Ek (q, χ) is called the cuspidal subspace and we denote it
by Ck (q, χ): it turns out that the spectrum of ∆k| Ck (q, χ) (the cuspidal spectrum) is
discrete and has a basis composed of real analytic, square integrable eigenfunctions
of ∆k (such functions are called Maass cusp forms). It follows that any f ∈ Lk (q, χ)
admits the following spectral decomposition (see [I4] for the proof when k = 0):
X
X 1 Z
(2.5) f (z) =
hf, uj iuj (z) +
hf, Ea (∗, 1/2 + it)iEa (∗, 1/2 + it)dt,
4π R
a
j>1

where {uj (z)}j>1 denotes an orthonormal basis of Ck (q, χ) composed of Maass cusp
forms.
We describe in more detail the structure of Ck (q, χ). For t ∈ C, we denote by
Sk (q, χ, it) the ∆k -eigenspace associated to the eigenvalue
λ = λ(it) := (1/2 + it)(1/2 − it).
From (2.4), we already know that λ >
attained, because of the following map
(2.6)

k
2 (1

− k2 ) and this lower bound is in fact

F (z) 7→ y k/2 F (z),

which maps Sk (q, χ) isometrically onto Sk (q, χ, k2 (1 − k2 )). More generally, for any
k 0 ≡ k(2), k 0 6 k, the map
Y
0
k0 − 1
F (z) ∈ Sk0 (q, χ) 7→
Rl [y k /2 F (z)] ∈ Sk (q, χ,
)
2
0
k 6l<k
l≡k(2)

defines, up to multiplication by some explicit scalar, an isometric isomorphism between both spaces.
0
On the other hand, if it is not of the form k 2−1 for any k 0 ≡ k(2), k 0 6 k, then
λ(it) > 0 (i.e. t ∈ [−i/2, i/2] ∪ R). This follows from the fact that if k ≡ κ(2) for
κ = 0 or 1, the map
Y
f (z) 7→
Rl f (z)
κ6l<k
l≡k(2)
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defines an isomorphism (which is in fact an isometry up to some explicit scalar )
between the spaces Sκ (q, χ, it) and Sk (q, χ, it). This shows that the study of general
Maass forms of weight k can be reduced either to that of Maass forms of weight
κ = 0, 1 with positive ∆k -eigenvalue, or to that of holomorphic forms of weight > 1;
however, for several technical purposes it may be useful to consider holomorphic
forms of weight k in terms of Maass forms of weight k.
Selberg’s conjecture (which is the Ramanujan/Petersson conjecture for GL2,Q
at the infinite place) is the statement that whenever λ > 0, then λ > 1/4 (i.e.
t ∈ R). Note that for k = 1 this holds trivially by (2.4), while for k = 0 the best
result toward this conjecture so far is |=mt| 6 7/64 [KiSa].
2.1.2.2. Fourier expansion. By periodicity f (z + 1) = f (z), and by separation of
variables, one shows that a Maass cusp form f with ∆k -eigenvalue λ = (1/2 +
it)(1/2 − it) has a Fourier expansion at infinity of the form
(2.7)

f (z) =

+∞
X

ρf (n)W

n k
,it
|n| 2

(4π|n|y)e(nx),

n=−∞
n6=0

where Wα,β (y) denotes the Whittaker function; the {ρf (n)}n∈Z−{0} are called the
Fourier coefficients of f . The Eisenstein series have a similar Fourier expansion,
(2.8)
+∞
X
1/2+it
1/2−it
ρa (n, t)W n k ,it (4π|n|y)e(nx),
Ea (z, 1/2+it) = δa y
+ϕa (1/2+it)y
+
|n| 2

n=−∞
n6=0

where δa = 0 unless a = ∞, δ∞ = 1, and ϕa (1/2 + it) is the entry (∞, a) of
the scattering matrix. Recall that the Whittaker function Wα,it (2y) is the unique
solution of the differential equation
00

W (y) + (λy −2 + 2αy −1 − 1)W (y) = 0
that decays exponentially as y → +∞; more precisely, we have Wα,it (y) ∼ y α e−y/2 .
In the particular case where it = α − 1/2, we have an exact formula
(2.9)

Wα,α−1/2 (y) = y α e−y/2 .

In particular, for F (z) ∈ Sk (q, χ), if we denote f (z) = y k/2 F (z) ∈ Sk (q, χ, k−1
2 ),
one has the following relation between the Fourier coefficients:
ρF (n) = (4π)k/2 ρf (n).
2.1.2.3. The reflection operator. Next we introduce the reflection operator X, which
acts on functions by
(Xf )(z) = f (−z).
The operator X sends forms of weight −k isometrically to forms of weight k and
satisfy X 2 = 1; moreover, X commutes with the Laplacian, i.e. ∆−k X = X∆k , so
that XSk (q, χ, it) = S−k (q, χ, it). In fact, if we denote by Qit,k the operator
Y
Qit,k := δ(it, k)X
Ll ,
−k<l6k
l≡k(2)

where
δ(it, k) =

Γ(1/2 + it − k/2)
,
Γ(1/2 + it + k/2)
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0

then Qit,k is null if it is of the form it = k 2−1 for some k 0 ≡ k(2), k 0 6 k, and
defines an isometric involution on Sk (q, χ, it) if it is not. In the latter case, if f is an
eigenfunction of Qit,k with eigenvalue δf = ±1, one has the following symmetry:
ρf (−n) = δf

Γ(1/2 + it + k/2)
ρf (n).
Γ(1/2 + it − k/2)

2.2. Hecke operators
For n > 1 the Hecke operator Tn is defined on automorphic functions of weight k
by
X az + b
1 X
χ(a)
f(
).
(Tn f )(z) = √
d
n
ad=n

b(d)

These operators form a commutative algebra: more precisely, one has the relation
X
T m Tn =
χ(d)Tmn/d2 .
d|(m,n)

Since Tn commutes with ∆k , Tn acts on each eigenspace Sk (q, χ, it) and on the
Eisenstein subspace. Moreover the Tn with (n, q) = 1 are normal on Lk (q, χ); more
precisely one has for any f, g,
hTn f, gi = χ(n)hf, Tn gi,
and in particular, one can choose an orthonormal basis composed of common eigenvalues of ∆k and of the Tn for (n, q) = 1. Such a distinguished basis will be called
a Hecke eigenbasis. For f a Hecke cusp form, we denote by λf (n) its n-th Hecke
eigenvalue; one has
X
λf (n) = χ(n)λf (n), λf (m)λf (n) =
χ(d)λf (mn/d2 ),
d|(m,n)

and by Möbius inversion
λf (mn) =

X

µ(d)χ(d)λf (m/d)λf (n/d)

d|(m,n)

for (mn, q) = 1. Note that the two relations above hold for all m, n if f is an
eigenvalue of all the Hecke operators. Applying the Hecke operators to the Fourier
expansion (2.7), one finds also the simple proportionality relations: for n > 1,
(2.10)

ρf (n) = ρf (1)λf (n)n−1/2 , ρf (−n) = ρf (−1)λf (n)n−1/2 .

By Atkin/Lehner/Li theory, the whole Hecke algebra can be diagonalized further inside the subspaces of new-forms Skn (q, χ, it) say. Recall that by definition
Skn (q, χ, it) is the orthogonal complement inside Sk (q, χ, it) of the subspace generated by the forms
f (dz), f ∈ Sk (q 0 q ∗ , χ0 , it), dq 0 |q/q ∗ , q 0 q ∗ < q
where q ∗ is the conductor of the primitive character χ∗ underlying χ and χ0 is
its induced character. We recall as well that the strong multiplicity one property
holds in Skn (q, χ, it). This means that a new Hecke eigenform (i.e. belonging to
Skn (q, χ, it)) is determined up to scalars by all but finitely many Hecke eigenvalues;
as a consequence a new Hecke eigenform is automatically an eigenform of all the
Tn . We denote by Skp (q, χ, it) the set of primitive forms of Skn (q, χ, it): i.e. the set
of eigenforms for the full Hecke algebra normalized by ρf (1) = 1. Primitive forms
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form orthogonal basis of Skn (q, χ, it) and by the strong multiplicity one property
primitive forms in Skn (q, χ, it) are also eigenforms of the operator Qit,k , hence one
has (ρf (−1) = δf ρf (1)). Primitive forms are also ”quasi-eigenvalues” of the AtkinLehner-Li operators Wq1 , which are defined, for each q1 |q such that (q1 , q/q1 ) = 1,
by the |k action of some matrices Wq1 of determinant q1 , which normalize Γ0 (q). We
have Wq1 : Sk (q, χ, it) 7→ Sk (q, χq1 χq/q1 , it) where χ = χq1 χq/q1 is the factorization
of χ into characters of moduli q1 and q/q1 . Then for f a primitive form, one has
Wq1 f = wf (q1 )g, where g is primitive and wf (q1 ) has modulus one (see [AL, ALi]).

2.3. Classical L-functions vs. Automorphic L-functions
Given f ∈ Skp (q, χ, it) a primitive form, Hecke associated to it a classical L-function
L(f, s) =

X λf (n) Y
λf (p) χf (p) −1
=
+ 2s )
(1 −
s
n
ps
p
p

n>1

and proved its basic analytic properties (see [I5]). There are also other L-functions
related to classical modular forms, namely the L-functions L(f × g, s) associated to
pairs (f, g) which were initially studied by Rankin and Selberg, and the symmetric
square L-function L(sym2 f, s), which was first defined and studied by Shimura
([Sh]). These are Euler product of degree 4 and 3 respectively and one of their
main advantages is that the coefficients of these Dirichlet series are easily expressed
in terms of the Hecke eigenvalues of f (and g), as one can see from the expressions
below. However, the major drawback of considering these L-functions from the
classical viewpoint is their functional equation, which may be quite complicated
and hard to prove in full generality, especially when levels are divisible by high
powers; to be convinced, the reader may want to have a look at the paper of W.
Li [Li2], which derives the functional equation for Rankin/Selberg L-functions by
classical means.
On the other hand, a well known recipe associates to f an automorphic representation, πf (say), with the same conductor [Ge]. Its local parameters are related to
the Hecke or Laplace eigenvalues as follows:
λf (p) = απf ,1 (p) + απf ,2 (p), απf ,1 (p)απf ,2 (p) = χ(p)
at the non-archimedean places ( in particular λπf (n) = λf (n)); for the archimedean
places one has the identities
1 − δf
+ it
2
1 − δf
−µf,1 =
+ it
2
k−1
−µf,1 =
2

−µf,1 =

, −µf,2 =

1−δf
2

− it,

, −µf,2 = −it,
, −µf,2 =

|=mt| < 1/2
t∈R

k+1
2

depending whether f is a Maass form of weight k = 0 or k = 1 (here δf is the
eigenvalue for the operator Qit,k ), or is holomorphic of weight k > 1, respectively.
In particular, under H2 (θ) one has
(2.11)

λf =

1
1
+ t2 > − θ2 , and |λf (n)| 6 τ (n)nθ .
4
4
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Recall that for holomorphic forms, RPC was proved by Deligne and by Deligne/Serre
[De, De2, DS]: hence f ∈ Skp (q, χ) one has
(2.12)

|λf (n)| 6 τ (n).

In general, by the work of Kim/Shahidi, Kim and Kim/Sarnak [KiSh, KiSh2, Ki,
KiSa], one knows that H2 (7/64) holds.
From the above identification, it follows that the classical Hecke L-function
matches the automorphic one: L(πf , s) = L(f, s). Following the general theory of
automorphic forms, one can also form the automorphic Rankin/Selberg L-function
L(πf ⊗ πg , s), which is an Euler product of degree 4 and whose local factors match
the local factors of L(f × g, s) at every prime not dividing the conductors of f and
g. Also, by a result of Gelbart/Jacquet [GeJ1], there exists an automorphic representation of GL3 , the symmetric square of πf , noted sym2 πf , whose L-function,
L(sym2 πf , s) has the same local factors as L(sym2 f, s) at every prime not dividing
qf . These automorphic L-functions have a priori a less explicit definition (in particular they do not match their classical counterpart in general), but they are in many
aspects the most natural objects to study. In particular, their functional equation
takes a more natural form and is proved in full generality. As long as the analytic
techniques have not been completely translated to the automorphic setting, it will
be useful to take advantages of both aspects; the switch between the automorphic
and the classical aspects is formalized via the following factorizations:
(2.13)

L(πf .χ, s) = F (πf χ, s)L(f × χ, s), with L(f × χ, s) =

X λf (n)χ(n)
ns

n

,

(2.14) L(πf ⊗ πg , s) = F (πf ⊗ πg , s)L(f × g, s),
with L(f × g, s) = L(χf χg , 2s)

X λf (n)λg (n)
ns

n

,

(2.15) L(sym2 πf , s) = F (sym2 πf , s)L(sym2 f, s),
with L(sym2 f, s) = L(χ2f , 2s)

X λf (n2 )
n

ns

.

Here the fudge factors F are finite Euler products supported at the ramified
primes and are well controlled by the known bounds for the local parameters of πf
and πg . In particular, it follows from H2 (θ) (for any fixed θ < 1/4) that
(qf qg )−ε ε F (πf χ, s), F (πf ⊗ πg , s), F (sym2 πf , s) ε (qf qg )ε
for any ε > 0, uniformly for <es > 1/2 − δ, where δ is some positive absolute
constant.
We can then utilize the analytic results on automorphic L-functions of the first
lecture to derive upper and lower bounds for several classically defined quantities,
such as the inner product hf, f i. From the method of the proof of (1.19), the Siegel
type theorem for L(πf ⊗ π̃f , s) (which is known, see Section 1.2.3), and from (1.24)
(applied to π = sym2 πf ⊗ χf ), one has for any t ∈ R,
(2.16)

(Qπf (1 + |t|))−ε ε ress=1 L(πf ⊗ π̃f , s) ε (Qπf (1 + |t|))ε .
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The same bounds holds for its classical counterpart L(f × f , 1 + it). In particular,
one has the following form of RPC on average:
X
(2.17)
|λf (n)|2 ε (Qf N )ε N.
n6N

Moreover, the residue at s = 1 of L(f × f , s) is related to the inner product hf, f i =
|ρf (1)|−2 (see [DFI8] Sect. 19):

32π 3 hf,f i

, if f is a Maass form of weight k=0,1
2
vol(X0 (q))|Γ( 21 +itf + k
2 )|
ress=1 L(f ×f , s) = 4π2 (4π)k hf,f i

if f is holomorphic.
vol(X0 (q))Γ(k) ,
It follows that
1
k
k
1
(Qf )−ε q|Γ( + itf + )|2 ε hf, f i ε (Qf )ε q|Γ( + itf + )|2 ,
2
2
2
2
if f is a Maass form of weight k = 0, 1, or
(2.18)

(2.19)

(Qf )−ε q

Γ(k)
Γ(k)
ε hf, f i ε (Qf )ε q
(4π)k
(4π)k

if f is holomorphic.
2.3.1. Voronoi’s summation formula
From the automorphy relations (2.1), one can deduce the following Voronoi-type
summation formula; we display it for holomorphic forms in a simple case (see
[KMV2] for more general formulae).
Lemma 2.3.1. Let W : R∗+ → C be a smooth function with compact support. Let
c ≡ 0(q) and a be an integer coprime to c. For g ∈ Sk (q, χ) we have:
√
Z ∞
X√
X√
a
a
4π nx
k
c
nρg (n)e(n )W (n) = 2πi χ(a)
nρg (n)e(−n )
)dx.
W (x)Jk−1 (
c
c 0
c
n>1

n>1

Proof. The proof follows from the automorphic relation
az + b
) = (cz + d)k χ(a)g(z)
cz + d
applied to zt = −d/c + i/(ct) for t ∈ R>0 . Then taking the Mellin transform of this
equality, one deduces that the L-function
X
a
an
L(g, , s) =
ρg (n)n−1/2−s e( )
c
c
g(

n>1

satisfies a functional equation with the same factors at infinity, conductor and root
number, but related to L(g, −a
c , 1 − s). The formula follows then from the inverse
Mellin transform, the J Bessel function appearing as the inverse Mellin transform
of the ratio of the Gamma factors.
Remark 2.1. S. D. Miller and W. Schmidt [MiS] have derived Voronoi’s summation formula by a somewhat different method based on the boundary distribution
attached to a modular form. This new approach is smooth and provides a uniform
treatment for all types of GL2 -forms; moreover, it extends naturally to automorphic
forms of higher degree.
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One can derive a similar identity for Eisenstein series: let E(z, s) be the standard Eisenstein series for the full modular group:
X
E(z, s) =
(=mγz)s ,
γ∈Γ∞ \Γ0 (1)

and let g be its derivative at 1/2; g has the following Fourier expansion
X
∂
√
E(z, s)|s=1/2 = y 1/2 log y +
τ (n)n−1/2 4 ny cos(2πnx)K0 (2πny).
g(z) =
∂s
n>1

Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3.1, one has
√
Z +∞
 an 
X
x
(log
W (n) = 2
+ γ)F (x)dx
c
τ (n)e
c
c
0
n>1
Z +∞  
 4π √nx 
 an 
 4π √nx 
X
an 
e −
τ (n)
+
W (x)dx.
(−2πY0 )
+e
(4K0 )
c
c
c
c
0
n>1

2.4. Trace formulae
In the sequel we will average heavily over families of automorphic forms; in order
to do this, we use several trace formulae that are consequences of the spectral
decomposition of the underlying spaces. The simplest of these formulae are the
Dirichlet orthogonality relations for the characters of a finite group G: in particular,
for G = Z/qZ one has
X 1 k(m − n)
(2.20)
e(
) = δm≡n(q)
q
q
k(q)

∗

and for G = (Z/qZ) one has
X 1
(2.21)
χ(m)χ(n) = δ m≡n(q) .
ϕ(q)
(mn,q)=1
χ(q)

For modular forms, the most natural candidate seems to be Selberg’s trace formula;
however, for analytic purposes, the following Petersson-Kuznetzov type formulae
are much more efficient. We give two versions, one in the holomorphic case and
one in the Maass case:
Theorem 2.1. For k > 2, let Bk (q, χ) denotes an orthogonal basis of Sk (q, χ). Then
for any m, n > 1 one has
Γ(k − 1) X
(mn)1/2 ρf (m)ρf (n) = δm=n + ∆(m, n)
(4π)k−1
f ∈Bk (q,χ)

with
∆(m, n) := 2πi−k

√
X Sχ (m, n; c)
4π mn
Jk−1 (
)
c
c

c≡0(q)
c>0

and Sχ (m, n; c) being the (twisted) Kloosterman sum
X
mx + nx
Sχ (m, n; c) =
χ(x)e(
).
c
x(c),(x,c)=1
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Remark 2.2. There is no such formula for holomorphic forms of weight 1.
We note the following property of Bessel functions ( see [Wats], p. 206)
(2.22)

Jκ (x) = eix Wκ (x) + e−ix W κ (x),

where

r
Z ∞
π
π
iy κ− 21
ei( 2 κ− 4 )
2
−y
e
y(1
+
W (x) =
)
dy.
2x
Γ(κ + 21 ) πx 0
When κ is a positive integer, we derive (using the Taylor expansion for Jκ (x) if
0 < x 6 1, or the above integral expression for W (x) if x > 1) the following
bounds for the derivatives of W :
x
(2.23)
xj W (j) (x) 
(1 + x)3/2

for any j > 0, the implied constant depending on j and κ.
In the case of Maass forms, we borrow the following version of the Kuznetsov
formula from [DFI8]. Given Bk (q, χ) = {uj }j>1 an orthonormal basis of Ck (q, χ)
composed of Maass cusp forms with eigenvalues λj = 1/4 + t2j and Fourier coefficients ρj (n); or any real number r and any integer k, we set
(2.24)

h(t) = h(t, r) =

4π 3
1
.
k
2
|Γ(1 − 2 − ir)| cosh π(r − t) cosh π(r + t)

Theorem 2.2. For any positive integers m, n and any real r, one has
X
X 1 Z
√
mn
h(tj )ρj (m)ρj (n) +
(2.25)
h(t)ρa (m, t)ρa (n, t)dt
4π R
a
j>1
X Sχ (m, n; c) 4π √mn
= δm=n +
I(
),
c
c
c≡0(q)

where I(x) is the Kloosterman integral
Z

i

I(x) = I(x, r) = −2x

(−iζ)k−1 K2ir (ζx)dζ.

−i

In fact, this formula is not quite sufficient for all purposes. In order to have a
function on the right hand side with rapid decay as c grows, one can perform an
extra averaging over r (see [DFI8] Sect. 14). Given A a fixed large real number,
we set
πr −4A
r sinh 2πr
cosh
.
(2.26)
q(r) = 2
2
8
(r + A )
2A
Integrating q(r)h(t, r) over r we form
Z
Z
(2.27)
H(t) =
h(t, r)q(r)dr and I(x) =
I(x, r)q(r)dr.
R

R

Correspondingly, one has
X
X 1 Z
√
(2.28)
mn
H(tj )ρj (m)ρj (n) +
H(t)ρa (m, t)ρa (n, t)dt,
4π R
a
j>1
X Sχ (m, n; c) 4π √mn
= cA δm=n +
I(
)
c
c
c≡0(q)
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where cA is the integral of q(r) over R. We collect below the following estimates
for I and H (see [DFI8] sect.14 and 17).
For t real or purely imaginary, one has
H(t) > 0, H(t)  (1 + |t|)k−16 e−πt .

(2.29)
For all j > 0, we have

xj I (j) (x) j (

(2.30)

x A+1
)
(1 + x)1+j .
1+x

Such formulae are obtained by considering two Poincaré series Pm (z) and
Pn (z), and by computing their scalar products hPm , Pn i in two different ways. The
first one is direct and based on the definition of the Poincaré series: the resulting
expression involves Kloosterman sums. The other way is by applying the spectral
decomposition (2.5), Parseval’s formula, and the fact that hPm , f i is proportional
to ρf (m). In the case of Maass forms, there is some flexibility in the choice of
the Poincaré series and one could obtain similar formulae with more general test
functions in place of h(t) or H(t), but this primitive version is sufficient for the applications given in these lectures. As was shown by Kuznetsov, it is also possible to
replace I by a fairly general test function; this in turn enables one to connect the
distribution of Kloosterman sums to automorphic forms. We refer to [DI, Du, Pr]
for more general versions of Kuznetsov’s formula, in particular, for forms of halfintegral weight, and also to the book of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro, where a representation theoretic derivation of Petersson/Kuznetsov’s formula is given [CoPS].
Using Weil’s bound for Kloosterman sums
|Sχ (m, n; c)| 6 2ω(c) (m, n, c)1/2 c1/2 ,

(2.31)

and the following bounds for the Bessel functions
Jk−1 (x)  min(1,

xk−1
x
)  ( )σ , f or σ ∈ [0, 1],
(k − 1)!
k

or the bounds for I given in (2.30), one can derive the following approximated
versions of the above identities. For holomorphic forms of weight k > 2, one has
(here the constant implied is absolute):
(2.32)

Γ(k − 1)
(4π)k−1

√

X

mnρf (m)ρf (n) =

f ∈Bk (q,χ)

δm=n + O(τ (q(m, n))(m, n, q)1/2 log2 (1 + mn)

(mn)1/4
√ );
q k

for Maass forms of weight k = 0 or 1, one has:
X
X 1 Z
√
(2.33)
mn
H(tj )ρj (m)ρj (n) +
H(t)ρa (m, t)ρa (n, t)dt =
4π R
a
j>1

cA δm=n + OA (τ (q(m, n))(m, n, q)1/2

(mn)1/4
).
q

√
Hence with an appropriate averaging, the Fourier coefficients { nρf (n)}f ∈B(q,χ)
are approximately orthogonal in the sense of section 1.3.3.
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Remark 2.3. Applying (2.32) or (2.33) to m = n and using positivity, we conclude
that for f a cusp form, one has
√
(2.34)
nρf (n) ε,f n1/4+ε
for any ε > 0. We will refer to this bound as a Kloosterman type bound; by applying
it to a primitive form f and using the multiplicative properties of Hecke eigenvalues, we conclude that
|λf (n)| 6 τ (n)n1/4 ,
which is H2 (1/4) for the finite places. There is a similar argument for the infinite
place (with a somewhat different test function H(t)), which proves H2 (1/4) for the
infinite place (this is Selberg’s bound). Note also that any improvement over the
trivial bound for Kloosterman sums yields H2 (θ) for some θ < 1/2.

LECTURE 3
Large sieve inequalities

3.1. The large sieve
In this lecture we describe in greater detail the concept of quasi-orthogonality for
Hecke eigenvalues in families of automorphic forms: with the notations and assumptions of Section 1.3.3, quasi-orthogonality means that
E(λπ (m)λπ (n), µF ) = δm=n + ErrF (m, n)
where the error term ErrF (m, n) becomes small, as QF get large and m, n remain
in some range depending on QF . The orthogonality relations (2.20), (2.21) for
characters are an instance of quasi-orthogonality since, for 1 6 m, n 6 q,
m ≡ n(q) ⇔ m = n.
The Kuznetsov-Petersson trace formula is another example for the range 1 6 mn <
kq 4 , in view of (2.32). However, sharp bounds for individual ErrF (m, n) cannot
be obtained with sufficient uniformity in m, n to be truly useful for several important applications (like the Subconvexity Problem), so one is inclined to mollify the
problem and to consider quasi-orthogonality on average. Thus we switch to the
problem of bounding, for N > 1 as large as possible, the hermitian quadratic form
over CN
X
X
QF ((an )n6N ) := E(|
an λπ (n)|2 , µF ) =
am an E(λπ (m)λπ (n), µF )
n6N

m,n6N

2
in terms of ||(an )|| =
n6N |an | . Such bounds that are valid for all (an )n6N
are called large sieve inequalities. For example, a version of quasi-orthogonality on
average would be a bound of the form
Z X
X
(3.1)
|
an λπ (n)|2 dµF (π) ε QεF
|an |2 ,

P

F

n6N

n6N

valid for all ~a ∈ CN and for N as large as possible; such a bound means that the
averaged contribution of the ErrF (m, n) is not much larger than the contribution
from the diagonal terms δm=n .
47
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Remark 3.1. There is a natural limitation on the possible size of N in (3.1). To
fix ideas, suppose that F is finite and is equipped with the uniform measure: if we
take an = λπ0 (n) for some π0 ∈ F in (3.1), one obtains
X
|λπ0 (n)|2 ε QεF |F|,
n6N

which puts a natural limit on N , since one expects (by Rankin/Selberg theory) that
X
|λπ0 (n)|2 ε (N Qπ0 )−ε N.
n6N

3.1.1. Why large sieve ?
The denomination large sieve inequality is a bit misleading since the inequality itself
has apparently little to do with sieving. The term goes back to the work of Linnik
[Lin1], who showed how such inequalities could be very helpful in several problems related to the sieve. The purpose of this lecture is to provide several examples
of this sieving technique.
Given a (finite) family F = {π} and a subset E ⊂ F, a primary objective of the
sieve is to improve on the trivial bound
|E| 6 |F|
(for the purpose of showing that the complement F\E is not empty, for instance).
In various cases it is possible to use a general inequality like (3.1): suppose one
can find N > 1 (large) and a sequence (aEn )n6N , depending on the set E we are
interested in, normalized by
X
|aEn |2 = 1
n6N

and satisfying, for any π ∈ E, the lower bound
X
|
aEn λπ (n)| > N α
n6N

P
for some α > 0. This inequality means that the linear form n6N aEn λπ (n) takes
large values at the π’s belonging to E 1 and so acts as a detector for E. Applying the
large sieve inequality (3.1) to the sequence (aEn )n6N (with µF the uniform measure,
for instance), one obtains
X 1 X
|E| 2α X 1 X E
N 6
|
an λπ (n)|2 6
|
aEn λπ (n)|2 ε (QF )ε ,
|F|
|F|
|F|
π∈E

n6N

π∈F

hence
|E| ε QεF |F|N −2α ,
which is non-trivial at least if N is large enough.
1 and

presumably not for π ∈ F \E

n6N
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3.1.2. Large sieve inequalities for characters
Simple examples of large sieve type inequalities are the ones for additive or multiplicative characters of modulus q; these follow easily from the Dirichlet orthogonality relations:
X1 X
an
N X
(3.2)
|
an e( )|2  (1 + )
|an |2 ,
q
q
q
a(q)

X

(3.3)

χ(q)

n6N

n6N

N X
1 X
an χ(n)|2  (1 + )
|
|an |2 .
ϕ(q)
q
n6N

n6N
(n,q)=1

These inequalities exhibit quasiorthogonality on average over n 6 N  q. Deeper
and stronger are their extensions (due to Bombieri) when an extra averaging over
the modulus q is performed ([Bo]):
Theorem 3.1. For N, Q > 1 and any ~a ∈ CN , we have
X
X X X
an
|an |2 ;
(3.4)
|
an e( )|2  (Q2 + N )
q
q6Q

n6N
a(q)
(a,q)=1

n6N

here the summation is restricted to primitive characters and where the implied constant
is absolute.
Theorem 3.2. For N, Q > 1 and any ~a ∈ CN , we have
X
X
X X× q
|
an χ(n)|2  (Q2 + N )
|an |2 ;
(3.5)
ϕ(q)
q6Q χ(q)

n6N

n6N

here the summation is restricted to primitive characters and the implied constant is
absolute.
This inequality means that on average over the moduli q 6 Q, quasiorthogonality holds when N  Q2 . Note that the proof of the additive version uses spectral
analysis on (R, +) (i.e. Fourier analysis) and the duality principle presented below; interestingly, the multiplicative version is obtained from the additive one: the
switch from additive to multiplicative characters is done by means of Gauss sums.
The most important consequence of this inequality (together with Siegel’s Theorem) is the:
Theorem (Bombieri/Vinogradov). For any A > 1, there exists B(= 3A + 23) > 0
such that for any Q 6 x1/2 / logB x, one has
X
1
Max
ψ(x; q, a) −
ψ(x; 1, 1) A x/(log x)A
ϕ(q)
a(q),(a,q)=1
q6Q

where the implied constant depend on A only (but is not effective).
This inequality means that the primes less than x are very well distributed
in arithmetic progressions of modulus q, on average over moduli q up to Q =
x1/2 / logB+1 x ( see [BFI1] for an elegant proof). For many applications, this is
nearly as strong as GRH (the only difference being that, under GRH, B can be taken
to equal 2). The Bombieri/Vinogradov theorem is a key ingredient (among others)
in the proof of Chen’s celebrated theorem which states that every sufficiently large
even integer is the sum of a prime and an integer with at most 2 prime factors.
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Remark 3.2. By using the spectral analysis on modular forms (based on the Petersson/Kuznetsov formula and its further developments by Deshouillers and Iwaniec
[DI]), and the dispersion method of Linnik, Fouvry/Iwaniec obtained for the first
time results of Bombieri/Vinogradov type on the distribution of arithmetic sequences
(including the primes) in arithmetic progressions over special (i.e. well factorable),
but very large, moduli (i.e. with q 6 Q with Q = xβ and β > 1/2) [FoI1, FoI2];
this is beyond the possibilities of GRH ! The ideas and methods of these papers
were further polished and magnified by Bombieri/Friedlander/Iwaniec and Fouvry
in [BFI1, BFI2, BFI3, Fo1, Fo2]: among the various Bombieri/Vinogradov type
theorems beating GRH, one can quote the following two results from [BFI2, BFI1].
For any fixed a, for some A > 0 and for any Q 6 x1/2 ,
X
1
ψ(x; 1, 1) a x/(log x)A .
ψ(x; q, a) −
ϕ(q)
q6Q
(a,q)=1

At the expense of replacing the absolute value above by a more flexible function, it
is possible to pass far beyond the critical exponent 1/2 (and GRH): for any ε > 0
and any A > 1, one has
X

1
λ(q) ψ(x; q, a) −
ψ(x; 1, 1) a,A,ε x/(log x)A ,
ϕ(q)
q6Q
(a,q)=1

for any Q 6 x4/7−ε ; here λ(q) denotes any bounded arithmetical function satisfying
an extra technical assumption (i.e. is well factorability), which is not limiting in
applications.
One cannot end this section without mentioning the large sieve inequality for
real Dirichlet characters of Heath-Brown [HB].
Theorem 3.3. For any complex numbers an we have
X[
X[ X[
n 2
|an |2
(3.6)
an ( )  (QN )ε (Q + N )
q
q6Q n6N

n6N

with any ε > 0, the implied constant depending only on ε. Here
tion to positive odd squarefree integers.

P[

indicates restric-

Although this inequality looks very similar to the previous ones (observe that
the number of primitive real characters of modulus 6 Q is  Q), its proof is much
more involved; this is a powerful estimate, and we refer to [HB, So, IM] for some
applications.
3.1.3. Large sieve inequalities for modular forms
In the context of modular forms, the natural analog of the character values χ(n)
are the Fourier coefficients ρf (n); not surprisingly, large sieve inequalities exist and
are consequences of the Petersson/Kuznetzov formulae of the previous section. In
the case of holomorphic forms, one has the following [DFI3] :
Proposition 3.1. For (an )n6N a sequence of complex numbers and k > 2, one has
X
2
N log N  X
Γ(k − 1) X
an n1/2 ρf (n) = 1 + O(
)
(3.7)
|an |2 .
k−1
(4π)
qk
f ∈Bk (q,χ) n6N

n6N
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Thus (3.7) shows quasiorthogonality of the Fourier coefficients on average over
n 6 N  qk (note that qk/12 is approximately the size of Bk (q, χ)). For nonlacunary sequences (an ), the above inequality is much stronger than the one obtained
from the individual estimates (2.32), (2.33) of the previous lecture. The proof of
(3.7) is obtained through Petersson’s formula, which transform the above quadratic
form into another one with Kloosterman sums (weighted by Bessel functions). The
proof follows by opening the Kloosterman sums and by reduction to the large sieve
inequality (3.2) for additive characters.
Proof. By Theorem. 2.1, the lefthand side of (3.7) equals
X

−k

2

|an | + 2πi

n6N

√
X 1 X
4π mn
am an Sχ (m, n; c)Jk−1 (
).
c
c

c≡0(q)

m,n6N

To apply the large sieve inequality (3.2) we need to separate the variables m and n
in the Bessel function: we do this by means of the Taylor expansion (which we use
for 0 6 x/2 6 1),
X
(−1)l
x
Jk−1 (x) =
( )2l+k−1 .
l!(l + k − 1)! 2
l>0

We assume first that 2πN/q 6 1; then by opening the Kloosterman sum, and applying Cauchy/Schwarz and (3.2), one has for c ≡ 0(q) and l > 0,
√
X
1 X
2π mn 2l
1 X X
2πn l nx 2
|an |2 .
am an Sχ (m, n; c)(
) 6
an (
) e( ) 
c
c
c
c
c
m,n6N

x(c) n6N
(x,c)=1

n6N

On the other hand, by Weil’s bound (2.31) one has
√
1 X
N τ 2 (c) X
2π mn 2l
) 6
am an Sχ (m, n; c)(
|an |2 .
1/2
c
c
c
m,n6N
n6N
It follows that (since k > 2)
√
X 1 X
4π mn
am an Sχ (m, n; c)Jk−1 (
)
c
c

c≡0(q)



m,n6N

X N k−1
(2π)k−1 X
N τ 2 (c)
(2π)k−1 N log2 (N )
|an |2
min(1,
)

.
(k − 1)!
ck−1
(k − 1)!
q
c1/2
n6N

c≡0(q)

Hence (3.7) is proved for N 6 q/2π. The remaining case is proved by the following
trick which goes back to [I1]: one choose p a prime such that pq  2πN 6 pq;
the basis [Γ0 (q):Γ10 (pq)]1/2 Bk (q, χ) can be embedded into some orthonormal basis
Bk (pq, χ) of Sk (pq, χ). The remaining case follows from the inequality
X

X

f ∈Bk (q,χ) n6N

an n1/2 ρf (n)

2

6 [Γ0 (q) : Γ0 (pq)]

X

X

f ∈Bk (pq,χ) n6N

2

an n1/2 ρf (n) .
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In the case of Maass forms, one has a similar inequality (by comparison with
Weyl’s law (4.20)) due to Deshouillers/Iwaniec [DI]: for k = 0, 1 one has, for any
ε>0
X
X
X
1
N 1+ε X
2
(3.8)
an n1/2 ρf (n) ε (T 2 +
)
|an |2 .
ch(πtj )
q
f ∈Bk (q,χ,itj ) n6N

|tj |6T

n6N

The proof of (3.8) is similar to the proof of (3.7) above with Petersson’s formula
replaced by the Petersson/Kuznetzov formula and with a more involved analysis of
the Bessel transforms, we refer to [DI] for a proof.
Remark 3.3. It is interesting to take k = 1 and T = 0 in (3.8) above: then by
positivity and the identification (2.6), one obtains a large sieve inequality for holomorphic forms of weight 1:
(3.9)

X

X

an n1/2 ρf (n)

2

ε (1 +

N 1+ε X
)
|an |2 .
q
n6N

f ∈B1 (q,χ) n6N

We give below another more direct and more elementary proof (due to William
Duke) of this inequality which does not use the spectral decomposition of ∆1 .

3.2. The Duality Principle
A crucial ingredient for the proof of many large sieve type inequalities is the following duality principle:
Proposition 3.2. Let N > 1 and F be a finite set, (λπ (n))

π∈F
16n6N

any complex num-

bers and ∆ > 0 a real number. Then the following are equivalent:
1. For all (bπ )π∈F ∈ CF ,
X X
n6N

λπ (n)bπ

2

6∆

π

2. For all (an )16n6N ∈ CN ,
X X
π∈F n6N

X

|bπ |2 .

π∈F

λπ (n)an

2

6∆

X

|an |2 .

n6N

Proof. (1) states that the L2 norm of the linear operator between Hilbert spaces
X
CF 7→ CN : (bπ )π∈F 7→ (an )n6N := (
bπ λπ (n))n6N
π∈F

is bounded by ∆. (2) states that the adjoint of the above operator is bounded by
∆. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is then obvious.
The duality principle is quite powerful and flexible and can be applied in a
number of contexts where harmonic analysis is a priori missing. We illustrate this
with the derivation of two inequalities. The first is a direct derivation (due to W.
Duke) of the large sieve inequality (3.9) for holomorphic modular forms of weight
one. The second (due to Duke and Kowalski [DK]) deals with quite general families
of automorphic forms of arbitrary rank.
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3.2.1. The large sieve inequality for forms of weight one
Theorem 3.4. For any ε > 0, N > 1 and any (an )n6N ∈ CN ,
2

X

X

f ∈S1p (q,χ)

n6N

(3.10)

λf (n)an

ε q ε (q + N )

X

|an |2 .

n6N

Proof. We provide here an elementary proof of (a slightly stronger form of) (3.9):
X
X
N X
2
an n1/2 ρf (n)  (1 + )
|an |2 .
q
f ∈B1 (q,χ) n6N

n6N

By duality, it is sufficient to prove that
X
X
√
ρf (n) nbf

2

 (1 +

n6N f ∈B1 (q,χ)

N X
)
|bf |2
q
f

√
Set g = f ∈B1 (q,χ) bf f ; then f ∈B1 (q,χ) ρf (n) nbf = n1/2 ρg (n) and the inequality will follows from the inequality
X
N
N X
|n1/2 ρg (n)|2 6 (1 + )hg, gi = (1 + )
|bf |2 .
q
q
P

P

n6N

f

We use the following argument of Iwaniec:
X

|n

1/2

Z

2

ρg (n)| exp(−4πny) =

|g(x + iy)|2 dx

0

n

and hence
Z
X
X
1/2
2
1/2
2
|n ρg (n)| 
|n ρg (n)|
n6N

1

+∞

1/N

n

dy
exp(−4πny)y 2 =
y

Z

|g(z)|2 y

P (1/N )

dxdy
y2

where P (1/N ) = {z ∈ H, 0 6 <ez < 1, =mz > 1/N }. The number of fundamental
domains for Γ0 (q) that are needed to cover P (1/N ) is bounded by (which we leave
as an exercise)
Max
z∈P (1/N )

|{γ ∈ Γ0 (q), γz ∈ P (1/N )}| 6 (1 + 10

N
).
q

Hence
X
n6N

|n1/2 ρg (n)|2  (1 +

N
)hg, gi.
q

Remark 3.4. By the same method and Weyl’s law, one could prove (3.8), without
the use of the Petersson-trace formula.
3.2.2. Large sieve inequalities for automorphic forms of higher rank
For quite general families of automorphic L-functions, large sieve inequalities similar to (3.5) are almost a formal consequence of the above duality principle and the
existence of Rankin-Selberg theory.
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Theorem 3.5. Let F be a finite subset of A0d (Q) and QF = supπ∈F Qπ . We assume
that any π ∈ F satisfies (1.8) for some fixed θ < 1/4, and that two distinct π, π 0 ∈ F
are never twist of each other by a character of the form | det |it for some t ∈ R; then
for all N > 1 and all (an ) ∈ CN , one has
X X
X
2
an λπ (n) d,ε (QF N )ε (N + |F|2 QdF )
|an |2 .
n

π∈F n6N

Remark 3.5. While such a bound is not as strong as quasiorthogonality in the sense
of (3.1), it is still non-trivialP(when N is sufficiently large) by comparison with the
trivial bound (QF N )ε |F|N n |an |2 .
Proof. By the duality principle, it is sufficient to prove that for (bπ )π∈F one has
X
X X
2
bπ λπ (n) d,ε (QF N )ε (N + |F|2 QdF )
|bπ |2 .
π

n6N π∈F

To do this we multiply the left hand side by g(n) where g is a smooth non-negative
function, compactly supported in ]0, N + 1], which takes the value 1 on [1, N ].
Opening the square, one has to bound the sum
Z
X
X
X
1
0
0
ĝ(s)
λπ (n)λπ0 (n)n−s ds.
g(n)λπ (n)λπ (n) =
(3.11)
bπ bπ
2πi
0
n
n
π,π

(3)

The fact that all π, π 0 ∈ F satisfy (1.8) for some θ < 1/4 enables us to show:
1. the following factorization holds: for Res > 3,
X
λπ (n)λπ0 (n)n−s = H(π, π̃ 0 , s)L(π ⊗ π̃ 0 , s)
n

for H(π, π 0 , s) some Euler product, which, in the the domain <es > 1/2,
is absolutely convergent and uniformly bounded by C(ε, d)Qεπ⊗π̃0 , for any
ε > 0.
2. the convexity bound
1/4+ε

L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) ε,d Qπ⊗π̃0
for <es = 1/2, and at s = 1, the bound

ress=1 L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) ε,d Qεπ⊗π0 ,
the latter residue being non-zero iff π = π 0 . A shift of the s-contour to the line
<es = 1/2 in (3.11) yields
Z
X
1
1/4+ε
ĝ(s)
λπ (n)λπ0 (n)n−s ds = ĝ(1)ress=1 L(π ⊗ π 0 , s) + Oε,d,θ (N 1/2 Qπ⊗π̃0 ).
2πi
n
(3)

Hence, from the bound Qπ⊗π̃0 d (Qπ Qπ0 )d 6 Q2d
F we obtain that
X
X
X
d/2
bπ bπ 0
g(n)λπ (n)λπ0 (n) ε,d,θ QεF (N + N 1/2 |F|QF )
|bπ |2 .
π,π 0

n

π
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3.3. Some applications of the large sieve
As we have seen in section 3.1.1, one of the main applications of the large sieve
inequalities is to provide nontrivial upper bounds for the cardinality of sets having
some arithmetic structure.
3.3.1. Linnik’s theorem and its generalizations
Linnik’s original motivation [Lin1] was the classical problem:
Question. Given q a prime number, what is the size of the least prime pq (q) (resp.
pnq (q)) that is a quadratic (resp. a nonquadratic)-residue mod q?
It follows from GRH that
pq (q), pnq (q)  (log q)A
for some absolute constant A(= 2); unconditionally one has the much weaker upper bound from Burgess’s Theorem 4.3 of the next lecture,
pq (q), pnq (q) ε q 1/4+ε .
By an additional sieving trick, Vinogradov improved this bound for the least nonquadratic residue to
√
pnq (q) ε q 1/(4 e)+ε .
As one of the first application of the large sieve, Linnik proved that for A sufficiently
large, almost all primes q have their least prime quadratic (resp. nonquadratic)residue smaller than (log q)A . More precisely, one has (in a slightly different form
than Linnik’s original statement)
Theorem 3.6. For A, Q > 1, the number of primes q 6 Q such that
pq (q), or pnq (q) > (log q)A
is bounded by A QB/A for some absolute constant B.
Proof. Let MA (Q) be the set of such primes q. By definition, for any q ∈ MA (Q)
and any prime p < (log q)A one has ( pq ) = −1 (resp. 1). For N > Q we let N be
the set of integers less than N , having all their prime factors < (log q)A ; hence for
n ∈ N and q > (log Q)A one has ( nq ) = (−1)Ω(n) (resp. 1). We set an = (−1)Ω(n)
(resp. 1) if n ∈ N and 0 otherwise and we apply2 (3.5), obtaining
X X
n
|MA (Q)||N |2 6
|
an ( )|2  (Q2 + N )|N |,
q
n6N
q6Q
q prime

and hence
|MA (Q)|  (Q2 + N )/|N |.
It is elementary to show (see [Te] III.5 Proof of Thm.2 for instance) that |N | A
N 1−1/A , and the result follows by taking N = Q2 .
The question about the size of the least non-quadratic residue can be generalized to various contexts: for instance in the case of modular forms, one has the
following:
2 for

instance, but a weaker inequality would be sufficient if one were not concerned with the size of B.
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Question. Given f and g two distinct primitive holomorphic forms, what is the smallest possible n = N (f, g) for which λf (n) 6= λg (n)?
Serre [Ser2] observed that under GRH, one has N (f, g)  logA (Qf Qg ) for
some absolute constant A(= 4), and we will discuss some weaker unconditional
bounds for N (f, g) in the last lecture. The following result of Duke and Kowalski
[DK] is the analog of Thm. 3.6:
Theorem 3.7. Let S2p (6 Q) be the set of primitive holomorphic forms with trivial
nebentypus, weight 2 and level q 6 Q. Then there exists an absolute constant B > 0
such that for any A > 1, the number of pairs (f, g) ∈ S2p (6 Q)2 such that N (f, g) >
log(Qf Qg )A is bounded by
|S2p (6 Q)|3/2+B/A .
In particular, if A is sufficiently large, the probability that two forms are not distinguished by their first log(Qf Qg )A Hecke eigenvalues goes to 0 as Q → +∞.
The proof of this statement is similar to the previous one; one uses Theorem
3.5 for the automorphic representations πf , f ∈ S2p (6 Q). However, the fact that
one does not have (unconditionally) a good lower bound for
X
|λf (p)|2
n∈N
n6N

creates some difficulty. The latter is solved with the help of the identity
λf (p)2 − λf (p2 ) = 1,
which shows that at least one of the two quantities λf (p)2 or λf (p2 ) is large. Using
this idea requires a further modification of Linnik’s original method, for which we
refer to [DK], and in particular, another application of Thm 3.5, but this time for
the family of symmetric squares {sym2 πf , f ∈ S2p (6 Q)}.
3.3.2. Duke’s bound for |S1p (q, χ)|
Another recent striking application of the large sieve inequalities is to the problem
of estimating the size of the set of primitive holomorphic forms of weight one (of
some given nebentypus). There is no Selberg trace nor Petersson’s type formula on
the space generated by these forms, hence apparently no manageable formula for
its dimension. However, an application of the trace formula to the whole space of
automorphic forms of weight 1 yields a generic bound (Weyl’s law),
(3.12)

|S1p (q, χ)|  vol(X0 (q)).

With a more careful choice of the test function this bound can be improved by a
factor log q (Sarnak) and this seems to be the best one can do without exploiting
further the specific (arithmetic) nature of the forms of weight one.
On the other hand, Deligne and Serre [DS] attached to each f ∈ S1p (q, χ)
an irreducible 2-dimensional Galois representation ρf : Gal(Q/Q) 7→ GL2 (C),
unramified outside the primes dividing q and satisfying for any prime p 6 |q,
tr(ρf (Frobp )) = λf (p), det(ρf (Frobp )) = χ(p).
In particular (since the image of ρf is finite), f satisfies the Ramanujan-Petersson
conjecture: |λf (p)| 6 2. The form f can then be further classified according to
the image of ρf via the projection GL2 (C) 7→ P GL2 (C): the latter is isomorphic
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either to a dihedral group D2n , n > 1, or to one of the exotic groups A4 , S4 , A5 .
Accordingly, one says that f is of dihedral, tetrahedral, octahedral or icosahedral
type, respectively.
The forms of dihedral type are well understood: up to some twist, they are
given by theta series associated to (non-real) characters of the ideal class group of
imaginary quadratic orders. In particular one has the upper bound
|S1Dihedral (q, χ)| ε q 1/2 log q;

(3.13)

while Siegel’s theorem and the known estimates for the size of the non-maximal
orders of imaginary quadratic fields (see for example [Cor]) give, for χ is quadratic,
the lower bound
|S1Dihedral (q, χ)| ε q 1/2−ε
for any ε > 0.
The forms of exotic type are much more mysterious. In [Ser1], Serre studied
in depth the possible Hecke eigenvalues of exotic forms (for quadratic nebentypus)
and found that they belong to an explicit finite set; this lead him to conjecture that
exotics forms are very rare: more precisely, that
|S1Exotic (q, χ)| ε q ε ,
for any ε > 0. Duke made the first significant step in the direction of this conjecture
by improving the trivial bound by a factor q 1/11 for a quadratic nebentypus χ; a little
later, S. Wong extended Duke’s argument to nebentypus χ [Wo]:
Theorem 3.8. One has
|S1exotic (q, χ)| ε q 11/12+ε ,
for any ε > 0.
Proof. Duke’s method uses two conflicting properties of the Hecke eigenvalues of
exotic forms.
1. Rigidity: for p 6 |q, the λf (p) are frobenius eigenvalues associated to a 2dimensional complex galois representation ρf ; the study of the possible lifting of the exotic subgroups to GL2 (C) provides a lot of information on the
character table of ρf hence on the λf (p) ([Ser1, Wo]). In particular, one
can the following linear relation, valid for any f ∈ S1Exotic (q, χ) and any
prime p 6 |q,
(3.14)

χ6 (p)λf (p12 ) − χ4 (p)λf (p8 ) − χ(p)λf (p2 ) = 1.

It implies that the λf (p) are algebraic integers that can take only finitely
many values (depending on the order of χ).
2. Orthogonality: the quasiorthogonality relations among eigenvalues are encapsulated in (3.10) and reflect their modular nature.
One chooses an as follows:
 6
χ (p), for n = p12 6 N, (p, q) = 1



−χ4 (p), for n = p8 6 N 8/12 , (p, q) = 1
an =
2
2/12

, (p, q) = 1

−χ(p), for n = p 6 N

0 else.
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By (3.14) and the prime number theorem, one has for any f ∈ S1Exotic (q, χ)
X

an λf (n) 

n6N

N 1/12
− O(log q)
log N

(this amounts to counting the primes coprime to q and 6 N 1/12 ), and
X
N 1/12
.
|an |2 
log N
n6N

Thus
|S1Exotic (q, χ)|

X
X
N 2/12
λf (n)an

2
log N
f ∈S p (q,χ) n6N

2

ε q ε (q + N ),

N 1/12
.
log N

1

and hence the bound follows by taking N = q.
Remark 3.6. J. Ellenberg made the following observation [El]: for q is squarefree
and f ∈ S1 (q, χ), and p any prime dividing q, the local representation of the inertia
subgroup at p is isomorphic to
(ρf )|Ip ' 1 ⊕ (ρχ )|Ip .
In particular, ρf (Ip ) is isomorphic to its image in P GL2 (C) which is a cyclic subgroup contained in A4 , S4 or A5 ; hence χ60 is unramified at any p|q hence is trivial.
It follows that for q squarefree, the number of χ(q) that are nebentypus of a form
of weight 1 and level q is bounded by Oε (q ε ) for any ε > 0. Hence if we denote by
S1Exotic (q) the number of exotic forms of level q (regardless of their nebentypus),
one has
|S1Exotic (q)| ε q 11/12+ε .
3.3.3. Zero density estimates
Given π ∈ A0d (Q), one can show by standard methods that the number of zeros of
L(π, s) within the critical strip and with height less by T > 1 is
(3.15)
N (π, T ) = |{ρ, L(π, ρ) = 0, 0 6 <eρ, |=mρ| 6 T }| ∼ T log(Qπ T ), T → +∞.
Of course, GRH predicts that all such zeros are on the critical line; however, for
many applications, it is sufficient to know that few zeros are close to <es = 1. To
measure this, we set for α > 1/2,
R(α, T ) := {ρ ∈ C, <eρ > α, |=mρ| 6 T },
Z(π; α, T ) = {ρ, L(π, ρ) = 0, ρ ∈ R(α, T )} and N (π; α, T ) := |Z(π; α, T )|.
A zero density estimate is a bound for N (π; α, T ) that improves on (3.15) for α >
1/2. One can mollify the problem further – again this is sufficient for many applications – and ask for a non-trivial bound for N (π, σ, T ) on average over a family
F.
There are many sorts of zero density estimates; in this section, we describe a
very general version that is obtained with the large sieve; for families of Dirichlet
characters, this approach started with Linnik and was developed in the works of
Barban, Bombieri, Montgomery and others [Bar, Bo, Mon]. For example, zero
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density estimates have been applied by Linnik and then by others to study the
following:
Question. Given 1 6 a < q two coprimes integers, give a bound for the smallest prime
> a, p(q, a) say, congruent to a modulo q.
Clearly p(q, a) ε q 1−ε . The GRH implies3 p(q, a) ε q 2+ε , while the Hadamard/de
la Vallée-Poussin zero-free region and Siegel’s theorem give the much weaker bound
p(q, a) ε exp(q ε ) for any ε > 0 (the implied constant being ineffective). A formidable achievement is the theorem of Linnik [Lin2], from 1944, which gave an
unconditional bound, qualitatively as good as the GRH bound:
Theorem (Linnik). There exists an absolute constant A > 2 such that
p(q, a)  q A ;
moreover, A and the constant implied are effectively computable.
Remark 3.7. Subsequently, several people have computed admissible values of A
(among others, Chen, Jutila and Graham) and currently the sharpest exponent is
due to Heath-Brown and isfairly close to 2: A = 5.5.
Basically, Linnik’s proof combines three main ingredients: the Hadamard/de
la Vallée-Poussin zero free region, the quantitative form (due to Linnik) of the
Deuring/Heilbronn phenomenon, see Lecture 1) and the following zero density
estimate (also due to Linnik):
Theorem 3.9. For q and T > 1, and α > 1/2 one has
X
(3.16)
N (χ; α, T )  (qT )c(1−α) ,
χ(q)

where c and the constant implied in  are absolute and effectively computable.
Some comments are in order concerning this last bound: by (3.15), (3.16) is
non-trivial only when α is close to 1 (i.e. > 1 − 1/c). Other zero density estimates
are non-trivial for any fixed α > 1/2: for instance, by using (3.3), Bombieri proved
([Bo] Theorem. 18)
X
1−α
N (χ; α, T )  T A q 3 2−α logB q,
χ(q)

for some absolute A, B. This is much sharper than the Linnik density theorem
when α is small but weaker when α is very close to 1 (i.e. 1 − α = O(1/ log qT )),
because of the logB q factor. This latter feature and the exceptional zero repulsion
phenomenon are critical to balance the influence of the exceptional zero.
Recently there have been various extensions of zero density estimates to general families of automorphic forms; see for instance [KM1, KM3, Lu3]. For example, one has the following analog of (3.16) [KM3]:
Theorem 3.10. With the notations and assumptions of Theorem 3.5, one has, for
α > 3/4 and T > 1,
X
N (π; α, T )  T B |QF |c(1−α) ,
π∈F
3

Note that the Bombieri/Vinogradov theorem implies the bound p(q, a) ε q 2+ε for almost all q 6 Q
as Q → +∞.
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where QF = Max Qπ ; here the exponents B and c and the constant implied in 
π∈F

depend only on d, θ and on the ratio

log QF
log |F | .

Proof. Since our objective is to describe a basic application of the large sieve, we
merely sketch a proof of the cruder bound
X
ε+c(1−α)
N (π; α, T ) ε T B QF
,
π∈F

for any ε > 0; the replacement of ε by 0 uses much more refined techniques (namely
mollification methods).
The first thing needed is a detector of zeros: a basic method to construct such a
detector is to form a Dirichlet polynomial
X
λπ (n)
DN (π, s) :=
an
ns
16n6N

that takes large values on the zeros of L(π, s) contained in R(α, T ) and such that the
coefficients (an )n6N (which have to be independent of π) are not too large. There
are several ways to construct efficient zero detecting polynomials (via mollifiers);
since we do not seek the best possible results we will choose a very crude one. Pick
ρ ∈ R(α, T ) a zero of L(π, s) and consider the contour integral
Z
X λπ (n) n log2 N
log2 N
1
N
L(π, s + ρ)Γ(s)( 2 )s ds = e− N +
e− N ;
2πi
nρ
log N
26n

(3)

since L(π, ρ) = 0, one may shift the above contour to <es = 1/2 − <eρ < 0 without
hitting any poles. By the convexity bound, one finds
X λπ (n) n log2 N
log2 N
e− N +
e− N ε,d,θ (Qπ )ε (Qπ )1/4 N 1/2−α = oε,d,θ (1)
nρ
n>2

granted that N is sufficiently large (i.e. N > (Qπ )1/(2α−1) is sufficient, for instance). By (1.23) one shows, by trivial estimation, that the tail (n > N ) becomes
negligible when N is large and one deduces for such N ’s and for any zero in R(α, T )
that
X
n log2 N λπ (n)
| > 1/2;
(3.17)
|DN (π, ρ)| := |
e− N
nρ
26n6N

thus DN (π, s) is our zero detecting linear form.
For the next step, one uses the large sieve inequality, or, more precisely, a variant of it. Given Z ⊂ R(α, T ), we say that Z is well-spaced if =m(ρ − ρ0 ) > 1 whenever ρ 6= ρ0 ∈ Z. To each π ∈ F, we associate some (possibly empty)
X well-spaced
finite set Z(π) ⊂ R(α, T ), and given some Dirichlet polynomial
an λπ (n)n−s ,
n6N

we seek bounds for the averaged mean square of the values of this polynomial at
ρ ∈ Z(π):
X X X an 2
.
nρ
π∈F ρ∈Z(π) n6N

By considering the pairs (π, ρ), π ∈ F, ρ ∈ Z(π) as a family F 0 one can give large
sieve type inequalities for such sums, either by applying the duality principle or (as
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in [Mon]) by using an existing large sieve inequality for F; for instance, under the
assumptions of Theorem 3.5, one can show that
X |an |2
X X X
λπ (n)
.
(3.18)
|
an ρ |2 d,ε (QF N )ε (N + |F|2 QdF )
n
n2α
n
π∈F ρ∈Z(π) n6N

Exercise. Prove (3.18) by using the duality principle and the proof of Theorem 3.5.
To deduce zero density estimates, we apply this bound to a zero detecting
polynomial and to the set of zeros of π, denoted Z(π; α, T ), contained in R(α, T ).
Note that the well-spacedness assumption for Z(π) is not a severe restriction: by
standard methods one can show that for any T ∈ R, the number of zeros of L(π, s)
inside the critical strip and satisfying |=mρ − T | 6 1 is bounded by Od (log Qπ (|T | +
3)). In particular, Z(π; α, T ) can be subdivided into Od (log Qπ (|T |+3)) well-spaced
subsets. To keep control of the range on n, we need a dyadic decomposition of the
zero detecting polynomial DN (π, s) given in (3.17): we divide the summation over
the n variable into O(log N ) dyadic subintervals of the form [M, 2M [ for M = 2ν ,
0 6 ν  log N , obtaining
X
λπ (n) 2
| .
|DN (π, s)|2  (log N )2 Max |
an
M
ns
n∼M
n6N

P
and obtain by (3.17),
We now apply (3.18) to the polynomials n∼M an λπn(n)
s
X
N (π; α, T ) ε,d,θ (log N )2 (log Qπ (|T | + 3))(QF N )ε (N + |F|2 QdF )N 1−2α
π∈F

ε,d,θ N 2ε+2(1−α) ,
granted than N > |F|2 QdF . We conclude by taking
1/(2α−1)

N = Max(QF

, |F|2 QdF ).

Such estimates can be applied to fairly general families of L-functions.
An interesting family is the set of dihedral modular forms attached to class
group characters of an imaginary quadratic order of discriminant −D < 0. Using
the above precise density estimate and an analog of the zero-repulsion phenomenon in this context, one can deduce a polynomial bound for the smallest Euler
prime of discriminant −D (a direct analog of Linnik’s theorem above).
Theorem 3.11. There is an absolute constant A (effectively computable) such that
for any D > 1, the smallest prime (pD say) of the form
p = m2 + Dn2 , m, n ∈ Z
is bounded by
pD  D A ,
where the implied constant is absolute and effective.
Another type of application concerns the distribution of the values of automorphic L-functions at the edge of the critical strip (at s = 1 for instance).
Indeed, a zero density estimate (like the one above) gives, for almost all π ∈ F
a rather large zero-free region. Having such a good zero-free region at hand, one
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has for such π’s, a good approximation of L(π, 1)z by a very short Dirichlet polynomial (for z an arbitrary fixed complex number). One can use these approximations (together with the trivial bound for the π in the exceptional subset) and
quasi-orthogonality relation for F (in small ranges of m, n) to derive an asymptotic
formula for the averaged moment:
X
M (F, z) :=
L(π, 1)z .
π∈F

(The contribution of the exceptional π’s for which the zero-free region is not large
enough is bounded trivially.) Eventually, these computations show that the random
variable π ∈ F → L(π, 1) has a limiting distribution function when |F| → +∞,
and in some cases, one can also study its extreme values. This kind of application was initiated by Barban in the case of (real) Dirichlet L-functions (improving
and simplifying earlier results of Bateman, Chowla and Erdos). Later, the questions of the distribution function and of the extreme values of L(χ, 1) were studied further by Montgomery/Vaughan and more recently in the exhaustive work of
Granville/Soundararajan [MoVa, GrS].
For instance (thanks to H2 (7/64)) the zero density result above applies to symmetric square L-functions for families of GL2 -modular forms. Results on the distribution of the symmetric square L(sym2 π, 1) have been obtained by Luo [Lu3] and
then by Royer [Ro, Ro2] by using zero density estimates, Kuznetzov/Petersson’s
formula and a combinatorial analysis. An example is the following result[Ro, Ro2,
RoWu]:
Theorem 3.12. For q prime, consider the set of primitive holomorphic forms with
trivial nebentypus, S2p (q, χ0 ), as a probability space endowed with the uniform measure. When q → +∞, the two random variables on
f → L(sym2 f, 1) andf → L(sym2 f, 1)−1 ∈ R×
>0
admit a limiting distribution function. Moreover, for any q prime, sufficiently large,
there exists f and f 0 in S2 (q) such that
L(sym2 f, 1)  (log log q)3 , L(sym2 f 0 , 1)  (log log q)−1 ,
where the implied constants are absolute.
Remark 3.8. This is essentially sharp: under GRH, one has, for any f ∈ S2p (q, χ0 ),
(log log q)−1  L(sym2 f, 1)  (log log q)3 .
It is also possible to handle similarly an algebraic family of L-functions: consider
Et : y 2 = x3 + A(t)x + B(t), A, B ∈ Z[t],
a non geometrically trivial family of elliptic curves over Q. By the work of Wiles,
Taylor/Wiles and Breuil/Conrad/Diamond/Taylor[Wi, TW, BCDT] each non-singular
fiber is modular, hence (by Gelbart/Jacquet) the L-function of the symmetric square
of each fiber has an analytic continuation to C with a possible pole at s = 1 occurring only for the finitely many t’s such that Et is CM. One has the following
([KM3]):
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Proposition 3.3. there exists constants b, c > 0 such that for 3/4 6 α < 1
X
N (sym2 Ex ; α, T )  T b X c(1−σ)
x∈Z,∆(x)6=0
|x|6X

here b, c and the implied constant depend only on A, B.
One can use this to study the distribution of the special values {L(sym2 Ex , 1), |x| 6
X}; in this case the quasiorthogonality formulas come from the Lefschetz trace formula and Deligne’s equidistribution theorems [De3], applied to the reduction of Et
modulo almost all primes and to its symmetric powers. Hence one can prove:
Proposition 3.4. Assume also that A(t), B(t) are coprime; as X → +∞ on the space
[−X, X] ∩ Z, the random variables x → L(sym2 Ex , 1) and x → L(sym2 Ex , 1)−1
admit a limiting distribution function.
Remark 3.9. The above example illustrates the fact that neither a ”dense” family4 ,
nor a strong form of quasi-orthogonality is necessary to establish the existence of a
distribution law for the values of L-functions near 1.
There are many other zero density estimates of different sorts, depending on
the kind of L-functions or on the shape of the region in which zeros are considered.
Also, many refinements are possible for more specific families for which stronger
large sieve inequalities are available. We have not touched here on more advanced
sieving techniques that would allow such results —like the mollification technique.
For other kinds of zeros density estimates, the reader may look at [Mon, Bo, HJ]
or [KM2, HB-M]. To date, the most striking zero density estimate is probably the
following bound of Conrey/Soundararajan [ConS]:
Theorem. The following bound holds:
X
X
N (χD ; 0, 0) 6 (c + o(1))
1, X → +∞,
|D|6X

|D|6X

where D ranges over fundamental discriminants of quadratic fields, χD denotes the
associated quadratic character, N (χD ; 0, 0) the number of non-trivial (i.e. within the
critical strip) real zeros of L(χD , s), and c is a constant strictly smaller than 1. In
particular (since c < 1), there is a positive proportion of fundamental discriminants
D such that L(χD , s) has no non-trivial real zeros !

4 In

terms of the size of the conductors compared with the size of the family: for |x| 6 X, the conductor
of L(sym2 Ex , s) is typically ≈ X 2 deg ∆ where ∆ is the discriminant, while the number of such x is
 X.

LECTURE 4
The Subconvexity Problem
In this lecture we describe the state of the art regarding the Subconvexity Problem (ScP) given in the first lecture; almost all of what is known about the problem
concerns essentially L-functions of GL1,Q and GL2,Q automorphic forms. Remember that there are basically three aspects to consider regarding the size of an Lfunction associated to a modular form f , each of which one may let grow to +∞:
the level qf , or the spectral parameter |µf,1 | (which is essentially (kf − 1)/2 if f
is holomorphic, or the spectral parameter |itf | if f is a Maass form of weight 0 or
1), or the height |=ms| of the complex variable s. Today the analytic theory of
L-functions is sufficiently well developed so that the following statement can be
proved:
Subconvexity Theorem for GL1 , GL2 . There exists an explicit constant δ > 0 such
that for any primitive Dirichlet character χ, any f and g primitive modular forms,
and any s such that <es = 1/2, one has:
• s-aspect: as |s| → +∞,
L(χ, s)  |s|1/4−δ , L(f, s)  (|s|2 )1/4−δ , L(f ⊗ g, s)  (|s|4 )1/4−δ ,
the implied constants depending on qχ , Qf and Qf Qg , respectively;
• q-aspect: as qχ , qf → +∞,
L(χ, s)  qχ1/4−δ , L(f, s)  (qf )1/4−δ , L(f ⊗ g, s)  (qf2 )1/4−δ ,
the implied constants depending on |s|, (|s|, µf,1 ) and (|s|, µf,1 ), respectively;
• Spectral aspect: as µf,1 → +∞
L(f, s)  (|µf,1 |2 )1/4−δ , L(f ⊗ g, s)  (|µf,1 |4 )1/4−δ ,
the implied constants depending on (|s|, qf ) and (|s|, qf qg , µf,1 ), respectively.
This statement (of which a few cases remain to be proved), has a long history and many contributors. The first subconvexity result is due to Weyl [We] for
Riemann’s ζ:
(4.1)

ζ(s) ε |s|1/6+ε ;

and the proof of the s aspect for general Dirichlet L-functions is similar. However,
very hard work has been done to improve Weyl’s exponent of 1/6; the current
record (to date), 32/205, is held by M. Huxley [Hu].
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The next important progress is due to Burgess [Bu] who, in the 60’s, solved the
Subconvexity Problem for Dirichlet L-functions in the q-aspect: one has
(4.2)

L(χ, s) ε |s|A qχ3/16+ε ,

for some absolute constant A. The exponent 3/16 resisted any improvement for the
next 40 years, until the breakthrough of Conrey/Iwaniec [ConI] in the case of real
characters: one has for any ε > 0
(4.3)

L(χ, s) ε |s|A qχ1/6+ε .

It is remarkable that this exponent (which matches Weyl’s original exponent for ζ)
required the full power of the spectral theory of GL2 , positivity results for central
values of automorphic L-functions due to Waldspurger and others, as well as the
Weil conjectures over finite fields.
Things accelerated in the 80’s with the first subconvexity bounds in the s-aspect
for GL2 L-functions, arising from the works of Good [Go] and Meurman [Me].
The spectral aspect for Hecke L-functions was treated by Iwaniec [I3] — who introduced on this occasion the fundamental amplification method— which we will
describe below, and by Ivic, Jutila, and Peng [Iv2, Ju4, Pe]. The level aspect for
GL2 L-functions was treated by Duke/Friedlander/Iwaniec in a series of papers
stretched over the 90’s ([DFI1]...[DFI8]) culminating with the very difficult:
Theorem 4.1. Let f ∈ Skp (q, χ, it). Assume that χ is primitive, then there exists a
positive δ(> 1/24000) such that
L(f, s) k,it,s q 1/4−δ .
And recently the case of Rankin-Selberg L-functions has been treated, by Sarnak and Liu/Ye for the spectral aspect and Kowalski/Michel/Vanderkam and Michel
for the level aspect [Sa4, LY, KMV2, Mi].
In the forthcoming sections, we present the various techniques that can be used
to obtain the above subconvexity theorem in all cases. We only discuss the q-aspect
here but we emphasize that these techniques apply equally to the other aspects
with appropriate modifications.
We end this état des lieux with the case of more general number fields: several
instances of the Subconvexity Problem for GL2 L-functions have been solved by
Petridis/Sarnak and Cogdell/Piatetsky-Shapiro/Sarnak [PS, CoPSS]. We highlight
the latter work, as it is the key to the final solution of Hilbert’s 11th problem on the
representation of integers by quadratic forms in number fields1 (see [Co1]):
Theorem 4.2. Let F be a totally real number field, χq a ray class character of modulus q, and g a holomorphic Hilbert modular form over F . One has for any ε > 0
L(g.χq , s) ε,g NK/Q (q)1/2−7/130+ε

1 Added

in proofs: in a recent preprint dated of June 2005, A. Venkatesh, by a method very different
of the one presented here, generalized the bound of Theorem 4.2 to arbitrary GL2 -automorphic forms
over any number field and in fact generalized to a fixed arbitrary number field much of the subconvex
bounds in the level aspect presented above [Ve]
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4.1. Around Weyl’s shift
The shifting method was introduced by Weyl in his proof of (4.1). More generally,
this method provides non-trivial bounds for exponential sums of the form
X
Σf (N ) =
e(f (m)),
m∈[1,N ]

where f is a sufficiently regular function (i.e. well-approximable by polynomials
for instance). Assuming first that f is a polynomial, one obtains by squaring the
above sum
X
X
X
e(f (l + n) − f (n)).
|Σf (N )|2 =
e(f (m) − f (n)) =
|l|<N 0<n6N
0<l+n6N

m,n∈[1,N ]

Now f (l + x) − f (x) is a polynomial in x of degree reduced by one. One can then
continue the above process until one reaches a sum for a polynomial of degree 1 to
which one applies either the trivial bound or the geometric series summation; one
can then get a non-trivial bound for the original sum |Σf (N )|. More generally, this
method applies also to functions f that are well-approximable by polynomials, an
example being f (n) = −(it/2π) log n, which is the case occurring for ζ.
4.1.1. Burgess’s method
Burgess’s method is a variant of the Weyl shifting technique but in a purely arithmetic context and with significant differences2 . In this section, we prove (4.2)
when q is a prime number by an elegant variant of Burgess’s original argument due
to Friedlander/Iwaniec. By the approximate functional equation for L(χ, s) it is
sufficient to give a bound for the character sum
SV (χ) =

X χ(n)
n
V ( 1/2 )
1/2
n
q
n>1

where V (x) is a smooth function decaying rapidly as x → +∞. Integrating by part
it is sufficient to bound the sum
X
S(χ, N ) =
χ(n)
n6N

non-trivially for q 1/2−δ 6 N < q, for some fixed δ > 0.
Theorem 4.3. (Burgess) For all r > 1, one has for N < q
r+1

S(χ, N ) r N 1−1/r q 4r2 (log q)1+3/2r .

1
Remark 4.1. Since r+1
4r 2 ∼ 4r when r is large, the above bound is non-trivial as
1/4+δ
long as N > q
for any fixed δ > 0. Hence χ(n) has oscillations as n ranges
over very short intervals (of size up to q 1/4 ).

2A

closer analog of Weyl’s shift is the work of Graham-Ringrose on characters with highly factorized
moduli [GR].
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Proof. The method of Burgess consists of artificially adding summation points to
the above sum —much in the spirit of a fugue where repetition of the theme with
a slight shift creates the harmony. For the purpose of elegance, one introduces the
piecewise linear function g that is 1 on [1, N ] and zero outside [0, N + 1]. Note that
Z
Z
ĝ(y) =
g(x)e(−xy)dx  min(N, y −1 , y −2 ),
|ĝ(t)|dt 6 log 3N.
R

R

One has (by the action of Z on itself),
X
X
Sχ (N ) =
χ(n)g(n) =
χ(n + ab)g(n + ab),
n

n

for all a, b > 1. Setting AB = N , A, B > 1, then
X XX
[A][B]S
=
χ(n + ab)g(n + ab)
a6A b6B n

=

X

χ(a)

a6A

6

X X

χ(an + b)g(n + ab)

|n|6N b6B

X X XZ 1 t
n
ĝ( )e( t)χ(an + b)e(bt)dt ,
a a
a

a6A |n|6N b6B

by Fourier inversion. Hence
[A][B]S  log N

X X X

e(bt0 )χ(an + b)

a6A |n|6N b6B

for some t0 ∈ R. For u ∈ Fq , we set
ν(u) = |{1 6 a 6 A, |n| 6 X, an ≡ u(q)}|,
and then
[A][B]S

 log X

X
u(q)

6

X
u(q)

ν(u)

X

e(bt0 )χ(u + b)

b6B

1−1/r X
1/2r X X
e(bt0 )χ(u + b)
ν(u)2
ν(u)
u(q)

2r 1/2r

.

u(q) b6B

One has
X

ν(u) = [A]N,

u(q)

and, for AN < q/2, one has
X
ν(u)2 = |{1 6 a1 , a2 6 A, |n1 |, |n2 | 6 N, a2 n1 = a1 n2 }|  AN (log AN )3 ,
u(q)

since ”m1 ≡ m2 (q)” and ”m1 = m2 ” are equivalent when |m1 |, |m2 | < q/2. Hence
we conclude that
1 
1− 2r
X
X

  2r1
3 (AN )
S  (log q)1+ 2r
χ (u+b1 ) . . . (u+br ) χ (u+b01 ) . . . (u+b0r )
.
AB
b1 ,...,br 6B u(q)
b01 ,...,b0r 6B

At this point we use Weil’s bound for algebraic exponential sums:
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If

r
Y
u + bi
i=1

u + b0i
X

is not a k-th power (where we denote by k the order of χ), one has


χ (u + b1 ) . . . (u + br ) χ (u + b01 ) . . . (u + b0r ) r q 1/2 .

u(q)

The number of (b1 , . . . , b0r ) not satisfying this criterion is bounded by r B r , and
in this case we bound the sum trivially by q. Hence
X
X
χ((u + b1 ) . . . )  B r q + B 2r q 1/2 .
b1 ,...,br 6B u(q)
b01 ,...,b0r 6B

The estimate of Theorem 4.3 follows by taking
A = N q −1/2r , B = q 1/2r .

The proof of Theorem 4.2 follows by integration by parts with r = 4.
4.1.2. Fouvry/Iwaniec’s extension of Burgess’s argument
The method of Burgess, though qualitatively very powerful, has the disadvantage of
not being easily applicable to other types of arithmetic functions, and in particular,
to more general cases of the Subconvexity Problem. However, recently Fouvry
and Iwaniec have used a variant of Burgess’s technique to solve the Subconvexity
Problem for certain types of Grössencharacter L-functions attached to imaginary
quadratic fields [FoI3]:
Theorem 4.4. Let D ≡ 3(4)
√ be a prime number > 3 and let ψ be a primitive character
modulo the different of Q( −D) that takes values
α
ψ((α)) = χ(<eα)( )r
|α|
on principal ideals (α), for χ a primitive Dirichlet character
χ(−1) = (−1)r . Then for <es = 1/2,

mod D, such that

L(ψ, s) s,ε D1/2−1/16+ε .

4.2. The Amplification method
The amplification method is a tricky variant of the method of moments (see the first
lecture); it was invented by Iwaniec to solve instances of the Subconvexity Problem
and this is to date the most general technique for obtaining subconvex estimates:
it may be used for the proof of all known cases of subconvexity (although with
weaker exponents than the ones obtained by more ad-hoc methods).
4.2.1. Principles of Amplification
Given π0 , one wants a non-trivial bound for some given linear form in the Hecke
eigenvalues,
X
L(π0 , N ) =
an λπ0 (n),
n6N
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the trivial bound being (at least when the sequence (an ) is not lacunar)
X
X
L(π0 , N ) ε Qεπ0 (
|an |) ε Qεπ0 N 1/2 (
|an |2 )1/2 .
n6N

n6N

To achieve this one may wish to apply the method of moments and average
over an appropriate family F containing π0 . Taking a moment of order 2k, the
discussion at the end of the first lecture shows that, by multiplicativity of the λπ (n),
this amounts essentially to bounding the mean square of some linear form of length
N k:
1 X X
|
bn λπ (n)|2 .
|F|
k
π∈F n6N

k

If N is not too large, one can expect that the harmonic analysis on F is sufficiently
rich to imply quasiorthogonality in this range, namely that
X
X
(4.4)
ε QεF
|bn |2 ε (QF N )ε (
|an |2 )k .
n6N

n6N k

We then get by positivity
L(π0 , N ) ε (QF N )ε |F|1/2k (

X

|an |2 )1/2 .

n6N

Hence, if we can take k large enough (namely k > k0 := log |F|/ log N ), we can
improve over the trivial bound. Observe that all the large sieve type inequalities
encountered so far give the bound (4.4) for k less than k0 and no larger, thus giving
no non-trivial bound for the original individual sum. This shouldn’t be a surprise,
since the large sieve inequalities are very general and make no use of the particular
arithmetic properties of the sequence (an ); we have experienced the strength of
this generality in the last lecture and we discover its weakness now. In fact, there
is no chance to go beyond the trivial bound without using some peculiar features
of an : perhaps the most convincing example is to consider an = λπ0 (n) !
For the Subconvexity Problem, the fundamental property of (an ) is smoothness,
since an is essentially of the form
1
n
an = √ V ( p
),
n
Qπ0
for some smooth rapidly decaying function V . With such an extra assumption, one
may hope to get a bound similar to (4.4) for k > k0 . Indeed, there are a priori two
possibilities available for achieving this:
1. either one keeps F unchanged and one increases k beyond the critical moment k0 and one tries to obtain (4.4);
2. one sticks to k = k0 and one shortens F to decrease |F|.
The first possibility is not very flexible since k has to be an integer so must be
increased by at least one: then the problem of obtaining (4.4) for the resulting
form of length N k0 +1 , even for smooth an , may well be beyond the capacities of
the current technology. (However, note that if for all π ∈ F the linear form L(π, N )
is non-negative, there is still the possibility of increasing k by only half an integer
and this may be short enough to yield sharp bounds [ConI].)
The second possibility of choosing a smaller subfamily of F containing π0 , may
be available in some cases: for example, for Riemann’s ζ, a subconvex bound for
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ζ(1/2 + it0 ) follows from the upper bound
Z t0 +|t0 |α
|ζ(1/2 + it)|4 dt ε |t0 |α+ε ,
t0 −|t0 |α

granted that one can choose α fixed < 1. However, this option is not available in
some other interesting situations, such as the level aspect.
In the remaining cases, there is a third solution, the amplification method, which
is a partial form of the first option: one keeps k = k0 , but one introduces an extra
(short) linear form
X
A(π, L) :=
cl λπ (n),
l6L

where the coefficients are a priori arbitrary. Because the (an ) are smooth, one can
hope, at least for (general) (cl ) with sufficiently small support, to get a quasiorthogonality type bound for the modified average
X
X
X
1 X X
|
bn λπ (n)|2 |
cn λπ (n)|2 ε (QF N )ε (
|an |2 )k0
|cl |2 .
(4.5)
|F| π
k
n6N

n6N

l6L

0

l6L

Now suppose we can choose (cl ) satisfying
X
X
|cl |2 ε (Qπ0 )ε Lα+ε , and
λπ0 (l)cl ε (Qπ0 )−ε Lα−ε
l6L

l6L

for some α > 0, one obtain by positivity that
L(π0 , N ) ε (QF N L)ε N 1/2 L−α (

X

|an |2 )1/2 ,

n6N

which improves the trivial bound whenever log L  log N.
Such a sequence (cl ) is called an amplifier for π0 since A(π, L) evaluated at
π = π0 is large and thus amplifies the contribution of our preferred π0 inside (4.5);
the amplifier acts very similarly to the detector (aEn ) encountered in Section 3.1.1.
The basic problem is then to construct an amplifier: when π0 = χ0 is a Dirichlet
character, one can choose
cl = χ0 (l), l 6 L
and we clearly have an amplifier with α = 1. When π0 = f0 ∈ S p (q, χ, it) is a
modular form, the most natural choice would be to take cl = λf0 (l); but a difficulty
crops up: since L will be a small power of Qf0 , proving that
X
|λf0 (l)|2 ε (Qπ0 )−ε L1−ε
l6L

would require a strong form of subconvexity for L(f ⊗ f , s) (unless f0 is dihedral).
A way to get around this difficulty was found by Iwaniec and is based on the elementary identity
λf (p)2 − λf (p2 ) = χf (p),
which shows that for unramified p, λf (p) and λf (p2 ) cannot be simultaneously
small. Consequently, one chooses

2

−χf0 (p), for n = p 6 N, (p, q) = 1
(4.6)
cl = λf0 (p), for n = p 6 N 1/2 , (p, q) = 1


0 else,
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so that for p 6 L1/2 , (p, q) = 1 one has cp2 λf0 (p2 ) + cp λf0 (p) = 1. This builts a
lacunar amplifier with α = 1/2.
Remark 4.2. The amplification method is completely ”moral”: despite appearances, there is no contradiction between the fact that |A(π, L)| takes large values at
π = π0 (i.e. A(π0 , L) ε Lα−ε ) and the fact that on average the |A(π, L)|2 are small
(i.e. ε Lε ); indeed, an appropriate GRH for various Rankin-Selberg L-functions
(among others, for L(π ⊗ π0 , s)) shows that for any π 6= π0 , |A(π, L)| ε,d (QF L)ε
for any ε > 0. But of course, by positivity, one never need to use any unproved
hypotheses.
Remark 4.3. The reader should keep in mind that, the three basic strategies to
attack the Subconvexity Problem are essentially formal. In particular, whichever
method is chosen –higher moments, shortening or amplifying– the subconvexity
bound will never come for free! The large sieve inequalities, or other general techniques may well bring us (rather easily) to the frontier between convexity and
subconvexity but not further; the tough part begins now, as one tries to cross the
border.

4.2.2. Improved bounds for |S1p (q, χ)|
Our first application of the amplification method is an improvement over Duke’s
bound presented in the third lecture [MiV]:
Theorem 4.5. For any ε > 0, and any character of modulus q, one has
|S1Exotic (q, χ)| ε q 6/7+ε .
Remark 4.4. Remark 3.6 and this theorem imply for q squarefree
|S1Exotic (q)| ε q 6/7+ε .
Proof. We use the identification (2.6) between weight one holomorphic forms and
weight one Maass forms with parameter at infinity it = 0; we consider {uj }j>1 an
1/2

y
f
, f ∈
orthonormal basis of the space of weight 1 Maass forms containing { hf,f
i1/2

S1Exotic (q, χ)}. The estimate (2.33) and positivity show that for any sequence
(cl )l6L , one has
X
f ∈S1Exotic (q,χ)

6

X
j>1

H(0) X
|
cl λf (l)|2 =
hf, f i

H(tj )|

l6L
(l,q)=1

X
l6L
(l,q)=1

ε

X
f ∈S1Exotic (q,χ)

H(0) X √
|
cl lρf (l)|2
hf, f i
l6L
(l,q)=1

X √
X 1 Z
√
H(t)|
cl lρa (l, t)|2 dt
cl lρj (l)|2 +
4π
R
a
l6L
(l,q)=1

X
l6L
(l,q)=1

|cl |2 + (qL)ε

L1/2
q

X
l6L
(l,q)=1

2
|cl |
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If we take now (cl ) to be the coefficients given in the third lecture
 6
χ (p), for l = p12 6 L, (p, q) = 1



−χ4 (p), for l = p8 6 L8/12 , (p, q) = 1
cl =

−χ(p), for l = p2 6 L2/12 , (p, q) = 1



0 else,.
we obtain from (2.19), choosing N = q 2/(1+2α) (for α = 1/12) that
|S p (q, χ)| ε q 6/7+ε .

Remark 4.5. This proof is an application of the amplification method where we
have amplified an entire set (here S1Exotic (q, χ, 0)) inside a family (an orthogonal
basis of L1 (q, χ)). One might be a bit surprised by the fact that this improvement
comes from the embedding of our original family inside a much larger one; in
fact, the embedding into a spectrally complete family makes Kuznetsov’s formula
available and the improvement arises because of the lacunarity of the amplifier: in
our case the individual bounds provided by Kuznetsov’s formula are stronger than
the averaged bound provided by the large sieve.
4.2.3. Further Miscellaneous Applications
In fact, the amplification methods can be used in quite a variety of contexts to give
non-trivial upper bounds for many arithmetic sums.
Another example concerns the L∞ -norm of L2 -normalized weight zero Maass
forms with large Laplace eigenvalues on a modular curve. From its Fourier expansion, one can show that for g ∈ S0 (q, itg ) that is L2 -normalized, one has
||g(z)||∞ ε,q (1/4 + t2g )1/4+ε .
In fact, this is a special case of a generic bound of Seeger and Sogge on the L∞
norm of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on a Riemann surface [SS]. When g
is a Hecke-eigenform, Iwaniec/Sarnak [IS1] gave the first improvement over the
generic bound using the amplification method:
Theorem 4.6. Let g ∈ S0p (q, itg ) be a primitive weight zero Maass form on X0 (q)
(with L2 -norm 1). Then for any ε > 0, one has
||g(z)||∞ ε,q (1/4 + |tg |2 )1/4−1/24+ε .
Finally, we would like to mention an unusual application of amplification to
the rather technical question of bounding the following arithmetic quadratic form
XX
m
B(M, N ) :=
am bn e(a )
n
m6M,n6N
(m,n)=1

P
P
(for some fixed a 6= 0); this sum is bounded trivially by (M N )1/2 ( m |am |2 n |bn |2 )1/2 .
By elementary techniques (Cauchy/Schwarz, the Polya/Vinogradov completion technique and the Weil bound for Kloosterman sums), it is possible to improve the trivial
bound as long as log M/ log N is away from 1. In [DFI5], Duke/Friedlander/Iwaniec
succeeded in improving on the trivial bound in the remaining range (and uniformly
for 0 < |a| 6 M N ):
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Theorem 4.7. For any ε > 0, one has
X
X
B(M, N ) ε (
|am |2
|bn |2 )1/2 (|a| + M N )14/29 (M + N )1/58+ε .
m

n

In fact this technical estimate is a key point in the proof of Theorem 4.1. But
the most remarkable feature of this bound lies in its proof, which uses the amplification method in a completely unexpected way. Indeed, the bound follows by
amplification of the contribution of the trivial (a priori invisible) character, in the
averaged second moment
X
X
m
1 X X
D(M, N ) =
|
χ(l)cl |2 |
χ(n)bn e(a )|2
ϕ(m)
n
m6M

χ(m) l6L

n6N
(m,n)=1

where χ ranges over the characters of moduli m !

4.3. Application to the Subconvexity Problem
In this section we explain how the amplification method can be used to solve Subconvexity Problems for GL2 and GL2 × GL2 L-functions.
We start by establishing a subconvex bound for twisted L-functions in the qaspect, basically due to Duke/Friedlander/Iwaniec [DFI1] (but see also [Ha2, Mi]):
Theorem 4.8. Let g ∈ Skp (q 0 , χ0 , it0 ), and let χ be a primitive Dirichlet character of
modulus q. Then
L(χ.g, s) ε,g,s q 1/2−1/22+ε ,
where the implied constant depends polynomially on s and the parameters of g.
Unless otherwise specified, we assume that g is holomorphic.
4.3.1. The case of L(g.χ, s): reduction to the Shifted Convolution Problem
For simplicity, we give the argument at s = 1/2. By the approximate functional
equation (1.30), we have
L(g.χ, 1/2) =

X λg (n)χ(n)
n

n1/2

X λg (n)χ(n) n
n
V ( ) + w(g.χ)
V ( ),
q
q
n1/2
n

were V is smooth with rapid decay. The crucial range being n ∼ q, we will simply
assume the V is supported on the interval [1/2, 1]; we wish to bound non-trivially
the sum
X λg (n)χ(n) n
V ( ) k,ε q 1/2−δ ,
ΣV (g, χ) :=
1/2
q
n
n
for some positive δ. We follow the method of [DFI1] (with a simplification of
Sarnak): rewriting χ = χ0 the character we started with, we take for F the family
of Dirichlet characters of modulus q and form the averaged mean square
X
X
X X
|ΣV (g, χ)|2 |
χ(l)cl |2 :=
|
χ(m)bm |2 := Q((bm )m6qL ),
χ(q)

l6L

χ(q) m6Lq

say. We want to bound this sum essentially by thePcontribution coming from the
diagonal terms i.e. to obtain the bound ε,g (qL)ε q l6L |cl |2 . Opening the square,
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one has
Q((bm )) = ϕ(q)

X

X

bm bn = ϕ(q)

X

|

bm |2 6 ϕ(q)

m≡a(q)
a(q)
(a,q)=1

m≡n(q)
(mn,q)=1

X

|

X

bm |2 ;

a(q) m≡a(q)

opening the square again and averaging over a(modq), one obtains
X X
X X
Q((bm )) 6 ϕ(q)
bm bn = ϕ(q)
c`1 c`2 ΣV (g; h, `1 , `2 )
h≡0(q) m−n=h

h≡0(q) `1 ,`2 6L

where
X

ΣV (g; h, `1 , `2 ) =

λg (m)λg (n)

`1 m−`2 n=h

n
V (m
q )V ( q )

(mn)1/2

.

This sum is much like a partial sum of Rankin-Selberg type but with an extra additive shift given by h. When h = 0, this is a true Rankin-Selberg type partial sum
and one easily sees by (2.17) that
X
X
ϕ(q)
c`1 c`2 ΣV (g; 0, `1 , `2 ) ε,k q 1+ε
|cl |2 .
`1 ,`2 6L

l6L

Remark 4.6. In fact, one can get an asymptotic formula for this sum and see that
this bound is nearly optimal (because of the lower bound in (2.16) for L(sym2 g, 1)).
When h 6= 0, the additive shift is non-trivial, and one expects some cancellation
in the averaging of λg (m)λg (n) (the trivial bound being ε q ε ). We will see in the
next section that this is indeed the case; the outcome is
ΣV (g; h, `1 , `2 ) ε,g (qL)ε L3/4 q −1/4 .
It follows that
|ΣV (g, χ0 )|2 |

X

χ0 (l)cl |2 6

l6L

ε,g q

X

|ΣV (g, q)|2 |

X

2

|cl | + q

χ(l)cl |2

l6L

χ(q)
1+ε

X

3/4+ε

5/2+1/4

L

l6L

X

|cl |2 ;

l6L

choosing cl = χ0 (l) (in that case, α = 1) and optimizing L, one obtains
ΣV (g, χ0 ) ε,k q 1/2−1/22+ε .
Remark 4.7. The original exponent 1/2 − 1/22 = 0.4545... of [DFI1] is not the best
possible; in fact we will see in the next section that its size is directly dependent
on H2 (θ). In particular, the truth of H2 (7/64) due to Kim/Sarnak yields the slightly
better subconvexity exponent 1/2 − 25/448 < 0.442.

4.4. The Shifted Convolution Problem
Consider g a primitive form, h 6= 0, `1 , `2 two coprime integers and W (x, y) a
bounded, smooth, compactly supported function in [X, 2X] × [Y, 2Y ] for some
X, Y > 1/2; to fix ideas we suppose also that W has well controlled derivatives, i.e.
(4.7)

∀i, j > 0, xi y j W (i,j) (x, y) i,j 1.

One considers the following shifted convolution sums:
X
(4.8)
ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h) :=
λg (m)λg (n)W (`1 m, `2 n),
`1 m−`2 n=h
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which, using (2.17), are easily bounded by
ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h) ε (Qg XY )ε Max(X/`1 , Y /`2 ).
The Shifted Convolution Problem (SCP) is to improve the trivial bound for relevant choices of M, N, `; what makes it possible is the non-vanishing of h, so
). This problem has a long
that λg (m) do not conspire with λg (n) = λg ( `1 m−h
`2
history that which goes back to Ingham with the case of the Eisenstein series
g(z) = E 0 (z, 1/2) and λg (n) = τ (n) the divisor function (this instance of the SCP is
the classical Shifted Divisor Problem). The strategy to solve the SCP is to ”smooth
out” the condition `1 m − `2 n = h in ΣW in order to ”separate” the variable m from
n and to estimate the resulting sums. In this section we describe two techniques for
achieving this goal. These methods will provide a non-trivial bound uniformly for
Max(X/`1 , Y /`2 ) larger than some fixed (relatively large) powers of Qg and `1 `2 ,
respectively. This will be sufficient for the present subconvexity cases. However,
the question of the uniformity of these bounds with respect to the parameters of g
is very interesting and will be discussed later on.
Although the Shifted Convolution Problem looks rather technical, it is ubiquitous in the resolution of the Subconvexity Problem for GL1 and GL2 L-functions.
Indeed, all the cases of subconvexity that are presented in the Subconvexity theorem at the beginning of this lecture can be reduced to the resolution of the SCP for
some appropriate modular form g: for instance the identity
X χ(n)τ (n)
L(χ, s)2 =
= L(χ × E 0 (z, 1/2), s)
ns
n>1

shows that the Subconvexity Problem for Dirichlet L-function could follow from
a variant of the method presented in the previous section and the solution of an
instance of the SCP.
4.4.1. The δ-symbol Method
The δ-symbol method was developed in [DFI1, DFI3] as variant of the circle method.
Its main purpose is to express δ(n), the Dirac symbol at 0 (restricted to the integers
n in some given range: |n| 6 N ), in terms of additive characters. Of course one
could use the orthogonality relation
1 X nk
δn≡0(q) =
e( )
q
q
k(q)

which provides an adequate expression as long as 2N 6 q; however, the conductor
q of the additive characters is large compared with N and this constitute a severe
limitation for many analytic applications. By exploiting the symmetry of the set
of divisors3 of n, the δ-symbol method is capable of providing an expression for
δ(n)
√ in terms of additive characters of much smaller moduli (i.e. basically of size 6
n). The basic identity is the following: one starts with ω(x) a smooth, compactly
supported, even function satisfying
X
ω(0) = 0,
ω(r) = 1;
r>1
3 if

d|n then (n/d)|n
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for n an integer, the symmetry of the set of its divisors implies that
X
n
δ(n) =
[ω(k) − ω( )].
k
k|n

We may now detect the condition k|n by means of additive characters:
X1
X
X
n X an
an
(4.9)
δ(n) =
(ω(k) − ω( ))
e( ) =
∆r (n)
e( )
k
k
k
r
k>1

a(k)

r>1

a(r)
(a,r)=1

where
∆r (n) =

X 1
n
(ω(kr) − ω( )).
kr
kr

k>1

In practice the formula is applied to |n| 6 U/2 (say), for ω(x) supported on
R/2 < |x| < R (say) with derivatives satisfying ω (j) (x) j R−j−1 ; if R is chosen
equal to U 1/2 , one sees that ∆r (n) vanishes unless 1 6 r 6 Max(R, U/R) = U 1/2 .
This yields a representation of δ(n) for the integers |n| 6 U/2 in terms of additive characters of moduli r 6 U 1/2 ; moreover, one has (by the Euler-MacLaurin
formula) good control on the derivatives of ∆r :
Lemma 4.4.1. For j > 1 and |u| 6 U/2 we have
∆(j)
r (x) j

1
.
(rR + |x|)(rR)j+1

We are now in a position to describe how Duke/Friedlander/Iwaniec used the
identity (4.9) to solve the Shifted Convolution Problem [DFI1, DFI3]. Applying
(4.9) to the Dirac symbol δ(`1 m − `2 n − h) in (4.8), one gets rid of the constraint
`1 m−`2 n−h = 0, which was our primary objective. However, for technical reasons
it is useful (see (4.12)) to keep partial track of this condition, namely that `1 m −
`2 n − h cannot be large. This is done by introducing a localization factor φ(`1 m −
`2 n − h) in ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h), where φ is a smooth function compactly supported in
[−U/2, U/2], satisfying φ(i) (x) i U −i and φ(0) = 1; the last condition implies that
the sum ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h) remains unchanged. Applying (4.9) one obtains
X
X
−ah X
`1 ma − `2 na
ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h) =
e(
)
λg (m)λg (n)e(
)Er (m, n, h),
r m,n
r
16r6R a(r),(a,r)=1

where
Er (x, y, h) = W (`1 x, `2 y)φ(`1 x − `2 y − h)∆r (`1 x − `2 y − h).
It turns out that the best choice for U is U = min(X, Y ) = X (say) and consequently
one has R = U 1/2 = X 1/2 , which implies that
(4.10)

∂i∂i
1
`i1 `j2 R i+j
E
(x,
y,
h)

( ) .
r
i,j
∂ i x∂ j y
(rR + |`1 x − `2 y − h|) X i+j r

We apply the Voronoi summation formula of the second lecture to both variables m and n. For simplicity, we assume that g has level4 1: by Lemma 2.3.1, the
4 For

non-trivial level, some more (purely technical) work is necessary; for this we refer to the papers
[KMV2, Mi]; we also mention the paper of Harcos [Ha2] for a somewhat different treatment based on
a variant of the δ-symbol due to Jutila.
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sum is transformed into
(4.11)
X (`1 `2 , r) X
ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h) =
λg (m)λg (n)S(−l10 m + l20 n, −h; r)Ir (m, n, h),
r2
m,n
r6R

with
(4.12)

Ir (m, n, h) = (2πik )2

Z Z
Er (x, y, h)Jk−1 (

√
√
4π nx
4π mx
)Jk−1 (
);
r/(`1 , r)
r/(`2 , r)

here we have set li0 = li /(r, li ), i = 1, 2. By integrating the Bessel function by parts
several times (see (2.22) (2.23)), one shows using (4.10) that Ir (m, n, h) is very
small, unless
m < l10

Y
Y
X
= l10 X ε/2 , n < l20 2−ε = l10 X ε/2 .
2−ε
R
R
X

In the remaining range, the bound (4.10) and a trivial estimate show that
Ir (m, n, h) 

X(`1 `2 , r)
log U.
`1 `2

(In fact, φ was introduced precisely to ensure this last estimate.)
The above considerations together with Weil’s bound for Kloosterman sums
|S(a, b; r)| 6 τ (r)(a, b, r)1/2 r1/2
yield
ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h) ε,g (XY )ε X 1/4 Y 1/2 .
This improves on the trivial bound as soon as `1 + `2 6 X 3/4 /Y 1/2 .



Remark 4.8. This method applies equally to Maass forms and to Eisenstein series.
For instance, it applies to the Eisenstein series g(z) = E 0 (z, 1/2) of the second
lecture, the main difference in that case being that SW (g, . . . ) has a main term
coming from the constant term of the Eisenstein series (see [DFI3]).
Remark 4.9. Note that any non-trivial bound for Kloosterman sums (i.e.
|S(a, b; r)|  (a, b, r)1/2 rθ
for some θ < 1 and any ε > 0) is sufficient to give a non-trivial (although weaker)
bound for the SCP (for example, Kloosterman’s original bound with θ = 3/4). It
is interesting to note that Kloosterman derived his bound by elementary methods
that used families and moments (see [I5] Chap. 3).
On the other hand, it is possible to improve the given bound for the SCP beyond
Weil’s bound with more advanced techniques: starting with (4.11), it is possible
to use Kuznetzov’s trace formula backwards so as to transform (4.11) into sums
of Fourier coefficients of weight 0 Maass forms of level `1 `2 (taken at cusps not
necessarily equal to ∞); then one can take advantage of the best known bounds for
the Fourier coefficients (which come from H2 (θ)) to improve the results. However,
as we shall see, there is a more direct way to make the connection between shifted
convolutions sums and Maass forms.
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4.4.1.1. Other Applications of the δ-symbol Method. The delta-symbol method is
pretty elementary, and as such can be used for a variety of problems:
• it was used by Duke/Iwaniec to provide non-trivial bounds for Fourier coefficients of Maass forms (although weaker than the current bounds), as well as
to prove analytic continuation beyond the domain of absolute convergence
of certain L-series [DuI, DuI2, DuI3].
• Another interesting example is the following result of N. Pitt [Pi], which
solves the SCP for a GL2 form with the simplest GL3 Eisenstein series:
Theorem 4.9. Let g ∈ Skp (1) be a primitive holomorphic cusp form. Then for
X > 1 and 1 6 ` < X 1/24 , for any ε > 0 one has
X
λg (n)τ3 (`n − 1) ε,g X 71/72+ε .
16n6X

The proof of this result is somewhat difficult and uses among other
things good bounds for sums of Kloosterman sums, following deep results in
the theory of exponential sums coming from the works of Deligne, Bombieri,
Adolphson-Sperber and Katz.
• This method, combined with (the deeper) Theorem 4.7, enables one to evaluate asymptotically quite general shifted convolution type sums, i.e. sums
of the form
XX
m1 n1 m2 n2
,
,
,
);
αm1 βm2 V (
M1 N 1 M2 N 2
m1 n1 −m2 n2 =h

here (αm1 ), (βm2 ) denotes two arbitrary bounded sequences of complex
numbers; V is a smooth function compactly supported on [−1, 1]4 , where
the Mi , Nj close to each other (in the logarithmic scale), and (the crucial
point) where the smooth variables n1 , n2 can be taken a little smaller than
the non-smooth ones. Such sums lie at the heart of the proof of Theorem
4.1.
4.4.2. The Shifted Convolution Problem via Spectral Methods
In [Se2], Selberg proposed an approach to handle the SCP using the spectral decomposition of a product of two modular forms; his suggestion was pursued successfully in very specific cases in works of Good, Jutila, Motohashi, and others
[Go, TV, Ju2, Ju3, Mot, JM], but the first general treatment occurred in the work of
Sarnak, who applied this technique to solve the SCP for Rankin-Selberg L-functions
in the spectral aspect[Sa3, Sa4]:
Theorem 4.10. [Sa4] Let g ∈ Sk0 (q 0 , χ0 , it0 ) be a fixed cusp form and f ∈ Skp (q, χ) a
primitive holomorphic form of weight k. Then
L(f ⊗ g, s) ε,s,g,qf k 1−7/165 .
We present this approach for g ∈ Sk (q 0 , χ) holomorphic. It is then easy to see
that a non-trivial bound for ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h) follows from the following: for <es > 1,
we set
√
X
`1 `2 mn k−1
D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h) :=
λg (m)λg (n)(
)
(`1 m + `2 n)−s .
`1 m + `2 n
`1 m−`2 n=h
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This series is absolutely convergent for <es > 1 and analytic there; the next theorem show that it can be analytically continued beyond this natural barrier.
Theorem 4.11. Assume H2 (θ) holds. For any ε > 0, D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h) extends holomorphically to <es > 1/2 + θ + ε and in this region, it satisfies the upper bound
D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h) ε,g,θ1 (|h|`1 `2 )ε (`1 `2 )1/2 |h|1/2+θ−σ (1 + |t|)3 ,
where s = σ + it and the implied constant depends only on ε and g.
To pass from this bound to one for ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h), we note that
Z
1
c (h, s)ds
D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h)W
(4.13)
ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h) =
2πi
(2)

with
+∞

k−1
u+h u−h
4u2
du
,
)( 2
) 2 us .
2
2
2
u −h
u
0
Shifting the contour to <es = 1/2 + θ + ε, we obtain, after several integrations by
parts and using (2.22) and (2.23), the bound

Z

c (h, s) =
W

(4.14)

W(

ΣW (g, `1 , `2 , h) ε,g (Y `1 `2 )2ε (`1 `2 )1/2 (

Y k−1 +5 1/2+θ
) 2
Y
.
X

Remark 4.10. Note that H2 (θ) for any θ < 1/2 would be sufficient to solve the
SCP; compare with Remark 4.9. However, improvements on H2 (θ) directly yield
improved bounds for the SCP, hence for cases of the ScP. In particular H2 (7/64)
7
1
yields the subconvex exponent 21 − 130
in place of 12 − 22
in Theorem 4.8.
Proof. (of Thm 4.11) The proof follows from an appropriate integral representation of D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h). Setting N = q 0 `1 `2 , one expresses D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h) in terms
of the integral of the Γ0 (N ) invariant function
k

k

V (z) = =m(`1 z) 2 g(`1 z)=m(`2 z) 2 g(`2 z)
against an appropriate Poincaré series
X
Uh (z, s) =

y(γz)s e(hx(γz));

γ∈Γ0 (N )∞ \Γ0 (N )

more precisely, one has by the unfolding method
(4.15)
Z
1
dxdy
Γ(s + k − 1)(`1 `2 ) 2
I = hUh , V i =
Uh (z, s)V (z) 2 =
D(g, s; h).
y
(2π)s+k−1
Γ0 (N )\H
On the other hand Uh and V can be decomposed spectrally (at least formally) over
a orthonormal basis for Γ0 (N ) and by Parseval we have
I=

X

hUh (., s), uj ihuj , V i +

j>0

Z
1 X ∞
hUh (., s), Ea (., 21 + it)ihEa (., 12 + it), V idt.
4π a 0

Finally by the unfolding method one has
hUh (., s), uj i =

s − 12 − itj
2s−1 ρj (h) s − 12 + itj
Γ(
)Γ(
)
|h|s−1
2
2
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so that
(4.16) I =

X 2s−1 ρj (h)
|h|s−1

j>1

Γ(

s−

1
2

s − 21 − itj
+ itj
)Γ(
)huj , V i + Eisenstein Contr.
2
2

with
Eisenstein Contr. =
Z
1 X ∞ 2s−1 ρa,t (h)
4π

a

|h|s−1

0

Γ(

s−

1
2

2

+ it

)Γ(

s−

1
2

2

− it

)hEa (., 12 + it), V idt.

From this decomposition one sees that D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h) has analytic continuation up
to <es > <e(s − 12 ± itj ) > 12 + θ.
The bound for D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h) follows now by bounding each term of the spectral decomposition (4.16).
4.4.2.1. Bounding the Fourier coefficients. We start with ρj (h): if uj equals fj /hfj , fj i1/2
for some primitive Hecke-eigenform fj , one has |h|1/2 ρj (h) = ±λfj (|h|)/hfj , fj i1/2 ;
hence H2 (θ) and the estimate (2.16) give
(4.17)

ρj (h) ε

πtj
(|h|N (1 + |tj |)))ε
√
ch(
)|h|θ−1/2
2
N

A similar bound for all uj would follow from producing an explicit orthonormal
basis, constructed from old and new forms as in [ILS] (for squarefree N ). However,
for general levels, the corresponding computations can be quite messy. In fact, we
need this bound only on average over an orthonormal Hecke eigenbasis B0 (N ) =
{uj }j>0 , (4.17): one has (see [Mi]), for any ε > 0,
(4.18)

X
uj ∈B0 (N )
|tj |6T

|h||ρj (h)|2
ε (|h|N T )ε T 2 |h|2θ .
ch(πtj )

4.4.2.2. Bounding the triple products huj , V i. It remains to bound the integral of the
triple product huj , V i and, more precisely, one needs a bound with an exponential
decay like exp(−π|tj |/2) (as |tj | → +∞) in order to compensate for the factor
πt
ch( 2j ) from (4.17). This is a key point and it remained, until recently, the main
obstacle to a general solution of the SCP along the lines proposed by Selberg; the
exponential decay had been obtained in several specific cases (see [Go, TV, Ju2,
Ju3]) but the first truly general treatment was given in [Sa3] and made explicit
further in [Sa4]. For any uj , one has
√
π
(4.19)
huj , V i k ||y k/2 g||2∞ N (1 + |tj |)k+1 e− 2 |tj | ,
and the same bound holds for hEa (., 21 + it), V i with tj replaced by t. Using (4.19)
together with Weyl’s law,
(4.20)

X
|tj |6T

1=

vol(X0 (N )) 2
T + Oε ((1 + T )1+ε ),
4π
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one obtains the averaged bound for T > 1:
Z
X
1 X T
2 π|tj |
|hEa (., 21 + it), V i|2 eπ|t| dt
(4.21)
|huj , V i| e
+
4π a 0
|tj |6T

k,ε (N T )ε ||y k/2 g||4∞ N 2 T 2k+4 .
Applying Stirling’s formula, Cauchy-Schwarz, (4.18) and (4.21) in (4.16), one concludes the proof of Theorem 4.11.
4.4.3. The SCP for Maass forms and for Eisenstein series
A similar analysis can be carried out when g is a Maass cusp form or an Eisenstein
series. When g is a primitive Maass forms of weight zero with Laplace eigenvalue
1/4 + t2 , one defines (see [Sa4]):
D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h) =
√
X
mnρg (m)ρg (n)
`1 m−`2 n=h

(|`1 m| + |`2 n|)s

p
|`1 `2 mn| 2it
s + 2it 1 + 2it s + 1 |`1 m| − |`2 n| 2
F2,1 (
,
,
;
).
|`1 m| + |`2 n|
2
2
2
|`1 m| + |`2 n|

Theorem 4.12. Assume H2 (θ) holds for all Maass cusp forms of weight zero with
trivial nebentypus. For any ε > 0, D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h) extends holomorphically to σ :=
<es > 1/2 + θ + ε and in this region it satisfies the upper bound
D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h) ε,g,θ1 (|h`1 `2 |)2ε (|`1 `2 |)1/2 h1/2+θ−σ (1 + |t|)3 ,
where s = σ + it and the implied constant depends only on ε and g only.
For g an Eisenstein series, Theorems 4.11 and 4.12 are still valid, with the main
difference being that D(g, s; `1 , `2 , h) acquires a pole at s = 1 of order at most 3:
this pole comes from the constant terms of the Eisenstein series and its exact value
can be computed by a (standard) regularization process, which, for example, is
carried out in the paper of Tatakhjan and Vinogradov [TV].
Remark 4.11. However, let us mention that for g non-holomorphic, there is still a
difficulty in relating the estimate of Thm. 4.12 to the original shifted convolution
problem (i.e. in replacing
p
|`1 `2 mn| 2it
1
s + 2it 1 + 2it s + 1 |`1 m| − |`2 n| 2
F2,1 (
,
,
;
)
s
(|`1 m| + |`2 n|) |`1 m| + |`2 n|
2
2
2
|`1 m| + |`2 n|
by a more general test function W (`1 m, `2 n)). This difficulty can be solved if h
is small with respect to Y by expanding the hypergeometric function in its Taylor
series. The general case (i.e. |h| as large as Y ) is currently being investigated with
some success by G. Harcos.
4.4.4. Integral of products of eigenfunctions
As we have seen, the key point in the above approach is the problem of getting the
correct exponential decay for the integral of the triple product:
Z
dxdy
(4.22) hV (z), uj (z)i =
(`1 y)k/2 g(`1 z)(`2 y)k/2 g(`2 z)uj (z) 2
y
X0 (N )
π
A
g (N (1 + |tj |)) exp(− |tj |),
2
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as |tj | → +∞, for some constant A. In fact, in applications to the SCP, what one
really needs is an averaged bound of the form
X
|hV (z), uj (z)i|2 eπ|tj | + · · · g (N T )A ,
|tj |6T

where . . . denotes the corresponding contribution from the Eisenstein spectrum.
We will not describe in detail the methods involved in these bounds; this would
bring us too far off course. We merely list the main contributors and refer to their
works.
Sarnak was the first to obtain (4.22) for general modular forms [Sa3]; in fact,
his method, which is based on the analysis of the triple product in the spherical
model, is smooth and applies in quite general situations: one can replace the product V (z) = (`1 y)k/2 g(`1 z)(`2 y)k/2 g(`2 z) by an arbitrary product of automorphic
forms and uj by any primitive Maass form of appropriate weight and nebentypus.
Moreover, this method works for non-arithmetic lattices, over more general number
fields, and in several higher rank situations [PS, CoPSS].
A little later, Bernstein and Reznikov [BR, BR2] gave another proof of (4.22)
(for g a Maass form at least, the case of holomorphic forms is treated in [KrS]).
Their method uses techniques of complexification and analytic continuation of real
analytic vectors of representations of SL2 (R) (computed in their various models),
as well as an innovative technique based on the concept of invariant Sobolev norms.
Like Sarnak’s, their method extends to non-arithmetic lattices and, moreover, provides an essentially optimal bound in the |tj |-aspect (A can be taken arbitrarily
small). More recently, and using related ideas, Krötz and Stanton [KrS] gave
a wide generalization of the Bernstein/Reznikov method in particular, extending
these techniques to automorphic forms on SLn .
4.4.5. Questions of uniformity I.
The problem of the exponential decay in (4.22) having been solved, the next step
concern the uniformity of these bounds with respect to `1 , `2 or the parameters of g.
This technical question is crucial for the solution of new instances of the SCP, and
hence new instances of the ScP: for example, the ScP problem for the symmetric
square L(sym2 f, s) in the level aspect, and, more generally, for Rankin-Selberg Lfunctions L(f × g, s), where f and g both have levels varying arbitrarily.
Concerning this issue, Sarnak’s method already provides reasonable (i.e. polynomial) control in the remaining parameters 5 : for instance when g is primitive,
holomorphic of weight k and level q 0 , the bound (4.21) gives
X
(4.23)
|huj , V i|2 eπ|tj | + Eisenstein contr. k,ε (N T )ε q 04 (`1 `2 )2 T 2k+4 ,
|tj |6T

in view of the trivial bound ||y k/2 g(z)||∞ k q 01/2 log q 0 of [AU]. There is no doubt
that this method can be refined further.
We pass to the methods of Bernstein/Reznikov (and its improvements by Krötz/Stanton): the dependency with respect to the level of g was computed by Kowalski
and provides stronger result ([Kow], [KrS] Thm. 8.5); namely, one has for T > 1
X
(4.24)
|huj , V i|2 eπ|tj | + Eisenstein contr. k (`1 `2 q 0 )2 T 2k ,
|tj |6T
5 We

will discuss here only the uniformity with respect to the level q 0 of g
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which is stronger than (4.23) by a factor ≈ q 02 T 4 .
Although such results are quite good and solve new instances of the convexity
problem, the given uniformity is not quite sufficient for the most advanced purposes. We will now discuss a third (tentative) approach to this question. This approach is far less general (and somewhat more technical), but makes full use of the
arithmetic context (it applies only to arithmetic lattices). It is suggested by triple
product identities of Harris/Kudla, Gross/Kudla and Böcherer/Schulze-Pillot and
Watson[HK, GK, BS, Wat], which relate periods of products of triples of automorphic forms to central values of Rankin triple product L-functions L(π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3 , s).
To fix ideas, we consider these identities in the special case π1 = πg , π2 =
π̃g , π3 = πf , where f and g are primitive forms of squarefree level q 0 with trivial
nebentypus, f a Maass form of weight zero and g either a holomorphic form of
weight k or a Maass form (of weight k = 0); elaborating on the above cited works,
Watson gives a completely explicit relation between the period and the central
critical value of the triple L-function L(πg ⊗ πg ⊗ πf , 1/2). More precisely, one has
R
Q
| X0 (q0 ) y k |g(z)|2 f (z)dxdy/y 2 |2
Λ(πg ⊗ πg ⊗ πf , 1/2)
p|q 0 Qp
=
,
(4.25)
2
hg, gi hf, f i
q 02
Λ(sym2 πg , 1)2 Λ(sym2 πf , 1)
where Λ(s) = L∞ (s)L(s) is the completed L-function and Qp is an explicit, uniformly bounded, local factor depending on πf,p , πg,p . From the value of the factors
at infinity (see [Wat]) and(2.19) and (2.16), one deduces that
|hy k |g(z)|2 ,

f
i|2 ε,k (Qf Qg )ε (1 + |tf |)2k−2 exp(−π|tf |)L(πg ⊗ πg ⊗ πf , 1/2)
hf, f i1/2

for any ε > 0.
This formula shows that GLH provides a very sharp (probably best possible)
bound in all aspects but, of course, we are looking for unconditional results. In
fact, the convexity bound
L(πg ⊗ πg ⊗ πf , 1/2) ε,k q 05/4 (1 + |tf |)8/4
is known unconditionally: it follows from the factorization
L(πg ⊗ πg ⊗ πf , s) = L(sym2 πg ⊗ πf , s)L(πf , s)
and the fact that the convexity bound is known for each factor. For the first factor
this is a consequence of work of Molteni [Mol] and the truth of Hypothesis H2 (1/9),
due to Kim/Shahidi [KiSh]. This yields an individual bound stronger than (4.19)
in the special case `1 `2 = 1 and N = q 0 . By averaging over the primitive forms of
level q 0 , one obtains
X
f
(4.26)
|hy k |g(z)|2 ,
i|2 ε,k (Qf Qg )ε q 09/4 (1 + |tf |)2k+2 ,
hf, f i1/2
|tf |6T

still weaker than (4.24) by a factor of T 2 q 01/4 . Eventually (4.26) can be improved
further with subconvexity estimates, in particular the known subconvexity bounds
for L(πf , s), but one can do much better. Indeed, by the approximate functional
equations, the central values L(sym2 πg ⊗ πf , 1/2) and L(πf , 1/2) are represented
by linear forms in the λf (n) of respective length (1 + |tf |)3 q 02 and (1 + |tf |)q 01/2 ;
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hence, after Cauchy/Schwarz, one bounds this product of linear forms on average
by the large sieve inequalities (3.8), resulting in
X
f
i|2 eπ|tf | ε,k (q 0 T )ε T 2k+1/2 q 03/2 ,
(4.27)
|hy k |g(z)|2 ,
hf, f i1/2
|tf |6T

where the above sum ranges over primitive forms of level q 0 exactly. The above
bound is stronger than (4.24) (in the q 0 aspect) by a factor of q 01/2 and could be
improved further if necessary. Of course, for applications to the SCP one needs
to perform the average over old forms and in the case when `1 `2 is not equal to
one. One can reasonably expect that the contribution from the old forms is not
larger than the contribution of the new forms, and that dependence in `1 `2 is at
most polynomial; in particular, the following bound is certainly within reach of the
current techniques:
X
(4.28)
|huj , V i|2 eπ|tj | + Eisenstein contr. k (`1 `2 )A q 03/2 T 2k+1/2 ,
|tj |6T

for some absolute constant A. This is more than sufficient to solve completely many
new cases of the ScP (see below). Proving (4.28) along the above lines requires a
generalization of the triple product identities. More precisely, one expects a formula
similar to (4.25), relating
|h(`1 y)k/2 g(`1 z)(`2 y)k/2 g(`2 z), f (`3 z)i|2 ,
where f is a primitive Maass form of level q 00 |`1 `2 q 0 , and where `3 |`1 `2 q 0 /q 00 , to the
L-value
Λ(πg ⊗ πg ⊗ πf , 1/2)
,
Λ(sym2 πg , 1)2 Λ(sym2 πf , 1)
with possibly some extraneous local factors at the primes dividing q 0 `1 `2 .

4.5. Subconvexity for Rankin-Selberg L-functions
We conclude this lecture with the Subconvexity Problem for Rankin-Selberg convolutions L(f ⊗ g, s), more precisely, when g is fixed and one of the parameters
of f varies. In this section, we describe the q aspect; in fact the other aspects
are very similar to this one and, in particular, all are related to some form of the
SCP. However, the level aspect presents an additional interesting feature, which
we would like to point out. The investigations of the level aspect began with the
work of Duke/Friedlander/Iwaniec [DFI3] for f a holomorphic form with trivial
nebentypus and g(z), the Eisenstein series E 0 (z, 1/2); in view of the identity
L(f ⊗ E 0 (z, 1/2), s) = L(f, s)2 ,
this is equivalent to solving the SCP for L(f, s) in the level aspect. Some generalizations to the case of g a general cusp form have been given in [KMV2, Mi], and
we describe here the proof of the following special but interesting case:
Theorem 4.13. [Mi] Let g ∈ Skp0 (q 0 , χ0 ) be a holomorphic6 cusp form and f ∈
Skp (q, χ, it) be a general primitive cusp form. Then one has
L(f ⊗ g, s) ε,s,g q 1/2−1/1054 .
6 When

g is a Maass form, the corresponding bound has now been proven in [HM]
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Proof. (Sketch) The conductor of L(f ⊗ g, s), qf ⊗g =: Q2 say, satisfies
q 2 g (q/q 0 )2 6 Q2 6 (qq 0 )2 g q 2 ,
and the convexity bound is then L(f ⊗ g, s) g,ε,f∞ Q1/2+ε . Thus our objective is
to bound non-trivially the linear form of length Q = qf ⊗g ,
X λf (n)λg (n)
n
√
ΣV (f × g, Q) =
V ( ),
Q
n
n
for V some function with rapid decay; to simplify presentation we suppose that V
is compactly supported in [1, 2]. The next step is to choose an appropriate family F
as follows
• When f ∈ Sk (q, χ) is holomorphic of weight k > 2, one can take for f
an orthonormal basis of Sk (q, χ) containing f /hf, f i1/2 , and use Petersson’s
formula (2.1).
• If f is a Maass form of weight k = 0 or 1, it is natural to take for F an orthonormal basis of Ck (q, χ) containing f (z)/hf, f i1/2 and use the Kuznetsov/Petersson formula (2.25), or its smoothed version (2.28).
• Obviously, the first possibility is not available when f is holomorphic of
weight one; instead one considers F (z) := y 1/2 f (z) as a Maass form of
weight 1, and makes the above choice for F.
• In fact, for technical purposes, it is useful to enlarge the family further by
taking an orthonormal basis of forms of level [q, q 0 ] containing f /hf, f i[q,q0 ]
as an old form.
Remark 4.12. Actually, even for holomorphic forms of weight k > 2, there are
some technical advantages to considering F (z) = y k/2 f (z) inside an orthogonal
basis of non-holomorphic forms of weight k: for small weights, Petersson’s formula
is only slowly convergent in the c variable making its use delicate. (The intrinsic
reason is that the corresponding eigenvalue k2 (1 − k2 ), for small k, is not enough
separated from the continuous spectrum of L2 (q, χ).)
By the amplification method, it is sufficient to give a bound for the amplified
second moment of
X
ΣV (f × g, Q) ×
cl λf (l) = Lf ×g (~c),
l6L
(l,qq 0 )=1

(say) for L a small power of Q, on average over F. The multiplicative properties of
λf (n) and λg (n) convert this product into a linear form in the Fourier coefficients
of f of length QL (and into an expression which makes good sense even if f is not
an eigenform):
(4.29)
X
X
a2 bn λg (n) √
)√
aenρf (aen).
Lf ×g (~c) =
cabe µ(a)χχ0 (a)χ(b)λg (b)
V(
Q
a2 bn
n>1

abe6L

Next, we form the mean square of Lf ×g (~c) over the chosen family; our objective
now is the bound
X
X
H(tf )
(4.30)
|Lf ×g (~c)|2 6
H(tj )|Luj ×g (~c)|2 + · · · ε,g,k (Qf Qg )ε
|cl |2 ,
hf, f i[q,q0 ]
j>1

l6L
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for, by choosing the amplifier (4.6), we would then obtain (using (2.16))
[q, q 0 ] 1/2
) .
L1/2
We apply (2.28) to the middle term of (4.30), converting it into the sum of a
diagonal contribution (coming from the diagonal symbol δm=n in (2.28)), which is
bounded by
X
ε,g,k (Qf Qg )ε
|cl |2 ,
ΣV (f × g, Q) ε,g,tf (Qf Qg )ε (

l6L

plus a sum of Kloosterman sums of the form
X

(4.31)

c`1 c`2

1
c×
c2

X
c≡0([q,q 0 ])

`1 ,`2 6L

√
X λg (m)λg (n) m
n
4π `1 `2 mn
√
V ( )V ( )Sχ (`1 m, `2 n; c)I(
)
Q
Q
c
mn

m,n>1

called the offdiagonal term.(Here, to simplify presentation we have considered only
the part of (4.29) where a = b = 1 and e = l.) From the properties√of rapid decay
of I, one sees that the crucial range for the c-sum is when c ≈ `1 `2 Q, so we
assume from now on that c is within this range; to simplify further, we assume that
(c, `2 ) = 1. At this point, one could bound all the terms trivially using Weil’s bound
for Kloosterman sums, however, we see quickly that such bound is too large by a
factor of q 1/2 at least; thus we have to place ourselves in a more favorable position.
The next move is to open the Kloosterman sum
X
mx + nx
Sχ (m, n; c) =
χ(x)e(
),
c
x(c),(x,c)=1

getting the additive character e( nx
c ). Now Voronoi’s formula applied
`2 nx
0
transforms e( c ) into χ (`2 )e(− n`c2 x ) (since q 0 |[q, q 0 ]|c) giving
X

c

to the n-sum

λg (m)λg (n)Sχ (`1 m, `2 n; c) . . .

m,n>1

=

X

λg (m)λg (n)χ0 (`2 )Sχχ0 (`1 m − `2 n, 0; c)J (m, n; c).

m,n>1

Here
χ0 (`2 )Sχχ0 (`1 m − `2 n, 0; c) = χ(`2 )Gχχ0 (`1 `2 m − n; c)
is the Gauss sum of character χχ0 and modulus c, and J (m, n; c) is some appropriate Bessel transform of I. Thus we have considerably simplified the picture,
by replacing the Kloosterman sums by the much simpler Gauss sums. By [Mi]
Lemma 4.1, one sees that J (m, n; c) is essentially bounded and is very small unless
m ∼ Q, n ∼ `1 `2 Q. Changing the variables by setting h = `1 `2 m − n, one is led to
the following instance of the SCP:
X
X
Gχχ0 (h; c)
λg (m)λg (n)W (`1 `2 m, n),
with W (x, y) =
`1 `2 Q.

h

`1 `2 m−n=h

J ( `1x`2 , y; c)

and (with the notations of section 4.4) X ∼ Y ∼
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Remark 4.13. Assume for simplicity that χχ0 is trivial. An easy estimate
Pshows that
the global contribution of the terms above is bounded by Oε (q ε L2 ( `6L |c` |)2 );
this is not quite sufficient, but at least Voronoi’s formula has placed us back in an
acceptable position.
4.5.1. The contribution of the term h = 0
The contribution of the degenerate frequency h = 0 is void unless χχ0 is the trivial character. When χχ0 is trivial, the h = 0 term brings another main contribution that can be computed quite explicitly; this contribution is called the first offdiagonal main term: its existence is the first manifestation that the variables m and
n have reached a critical range, since for smaller ranges, the main terms only arise
from diagonal contributions. We will not describe the calculation any further (see
[DFI3, KMV2, DFI8] for instance), but instead merely mention that if k 6≡ k 0 (2), or
if g is holomorphic of weight k 0 > 2, this term is as small as the diagonal contribution; this fact is a consequence of an orthogonality property of the Bessel functions
arising in the computation of this term. When k ≡ k 0 (2) and g has weight 0 or 1
the Bessel functions are no longer orthogonal and the first off-diagonal main term
becomes much larger than the diagonal. At this point, it is possible for the amplification method to break down... Eventually, Duke/Friedlander/Iwaniec resolved
this problem and identified the true origin of the first off-diagonal main term in this
case: this term is nicely compensated by the contribution from the Eisenstein spectrum (noted + . . . in the left hand side of (4.30)), up to an admissible error term.
The verification of the matching of both terms is carried out in [DFI8, Sect. 12
and 13], and uses Burgess’s bound together with a delicate identification of rather
different complex integrals.
4.5.2. The contribution of the term h 6= 0
The remaining contribution (from the ”non degenerate” frequencies h 6= 0) is called
the off-off-diagonal term and is estimated by solving the SCP with the methods of
Section 4.4. The off-off-diagonal term turns out to be an error term when g is
cuspidal, but brings another third main contribution when g is an Eisenstein series
(see[KMV1]).
An application of Theorem 4.14 and the trivial bound for Gauss sums
∗
1/2
|Gχχ0 (h; c)| 6 (qχχ
(h, c),
0)

shows that the h 6= 0 terms of (4.31) contribute (essentially)
P
∗
X
L l6L |cl |2 q ∗
qχχ
0
3/2+θ 3+2θ
ε
ε
q
Q
L

Q
(
)1/2 q θ L4+2θ
|cl |2 ,
ε,g Qf
ε,g
f
χχ0
0
2
[q, q ]
q
l6L

∗
qχχ
0

0

where
is the conductor of the character χχ . Thus the above bound solves the
∗
η
Subconvexity Problem for L(f × g, s) (and g fixed) only as long as qχχ
for
0 6 q
1
some fixed η < 1+2θ ; in particular, even RPC is not sufficient to solve our problem
when χ is primitive.
The problem comes from the size of the Gauss sums Gχχ0 (h; c), which get larger
∗
with qχχ
0 ; hence it is clear that the oscillations of Gχχ0 (h; c) must be exploited in
the averaging over h: this is reasonable since h varies over rather long intervals (of
length ∼ `1 `2 Q when χ is primitive). This effect is best seen when one considers the
∗
0
extreme (but most crucial) case of χχ0 being primitive (qχχ
0 = [q, q ]): for simplicity,
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we examine only the contribution coming from c = [q, q 0 ] (the other terms are
treated similarly). Under these conditions, one has Gχχ0 (h; c) = Gχχ0 (1; c)χχ0 (h)
and the corresponding term becomes (see the notations of Section 4.4)
X
χχ0 (h)ΣW (g, `1 `2 , 1, h).
Gχχ0 (1; c)
h6=0

By (4.13), (4.15) and (4.16), the above sum has the following spectral decomposition
Z
1
(2π)s+k−1 2s−1
Gχχ0 (1; c)
1 ×
2πi
Γ(s + k − 1)(`1 `2 ) 2
(1/2+θ+ε)
!
1
X
X s − 1 + itj
c (h, s)
s
−
−
it
W
j
2
2
χχ0 (h)ρj (h)
+ . . . ds,
Γ(
)Γ(
)huj , V i
2
2
|h|s−1
j>1

h6=0

where . . . denotes the contribution from the continuous spectrum. We want to
P
c (h, s): for simplicity we assume that uj is of
bound the sum h6=0 χχ0 (h)ρj (h)W
the form uj = fj /hfj , fj i1/2 where fj is primitive. The above sum then equals
X

χ(±1)ρj (±1)

±

X

χχ0 (h)λj (h)

h>0

c (±h, s)
W
.
hs−1/2

By averaging trivially over h, one has, using (2.17),
c (±h, s)
W
ε,k0 (N (1 + |tj |))ε (QL2 )3/2+ε
hs−1/2
which is as good as having RPC for the individual λj (h). However, as we have seen
previously, this is –just barely!– not sufficient.
One can do better by considering the h-sum in terms of the twisted L-function
∗
L(χχ0 × fj , z) and by using the subconvexity bound (in the qχχ
0 -aspect) proven
before. Indeed, Theorem 4.8, leads to an upper bound of the form
Σh>0 χχ0 (h)λj (h)

X
h>0

χχ0 (h)λj (h)

c (±h, s)
W
∗
1/2−δ
ε,k0 (N (1 + |tj |))A (qχχ
(QL2 )1+ε
0)
hs−1/2

for some A > 0, some δ = 1/22 > 0, and any ε > 0. The analysis of the continuous
spectrum contribution follows essentially the same lines, with the subconvexity
bound of Theorem 4.8 replaced by Burgess’s bound for Dirichlet L-functions (4.2).
With these bounds at hand, one can repeat the arguments of section 4.4.2 to find
that (4.31) is bounded by
X
ε,g Qεf q −δ L3+2A
|cl |2 ,
l6L

which gives (4.30) as soon as L 6 q δ/(3+2A) , and is more than enough to solve the
SCP.
Remark 4.14. As we have seen, the case where χ has large conductor is deduced
from (known) cases of subconvexity for L-functions of lower ranks (1 and 2); in
fact this phenomenon already occurred in the work of Duke/Friedlander/Iwaniec
[DFI8]. That a ”reduction of the rank” principle exists for the Subconvexity Problem
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is very encouraging for its resolution in higher degrees. A posteriori, the possibility of this reduction could have been anticipated, firstly because of the inductive
structure of the automorphic spectrum of GLd ([MW2]) and secondly because this
principle is already present in Deligne’s proof of the Weil conjectures [De2, De3].
4.5.3. Questions of Uniformity II
So far we have the ScP for Rankin-Selberg L-functions L(f ⊗ g, s) when g is fixed
and the level of f grows. One may wonder what happens when the level of g
grows too. The discussion of Section 4.4.4 enables one to solve the SCP in the q
and q 0 aspects simultaneously, as long as q 0 is smaller than a (small but explicit)
power of q. For example, suppose that f and g have coprime levels with trivial
nebentypus and that g is holomorphic. By keeping track of the dependency on q 0
in our estimates and by using respectively (4.23), (4.24), or (4.28), one can show
that for <es = 1/2 one has
L(f ⊗ g, s)  (qq 0 )1/2−δ
for some positive δ (the implied constant depending on s and on the parameters at
infinity of f and g), as long as q 0 6 q η for some fixed η, where
η < (1/2 − θ)/(3/2 + θ), η < (1/2 − θ)/(1/2 + θ), η < (1/2 − θ)/(1/4 + θ),
respectively. In particular, since θ = 1/9 is admissible and (1/2−1/9)/(1/4+1/9) >
1, the bound (4.28) would solve the Subconvexity Problem for L(f ⊗ g, s) in the
qq 0 -aspect when q and q 0 are coprimes with no further restrictions on the relative
sizes of q and q 0 .

LECTURE 5
Some applications of Subconvexity
In this last section, we describe several applications of subconvex bounds in
arithmetic and related fields. Although analytic by nature, the (sub)convexity
bound may have deep geometric or arithmetic meaning and applications.

5.1. Subconvexity vs. Riemann/Roch
We consider again the question stated in section 3.3.1, of distinguishing two modular forms by their first Hecke eigenvalues:
Question. Given f and g two distinct primitive holomorphic forms, what is the smallest possible n = N (f, g) for which λf (n) 6= λg (n).
To fix ideas we consider f ∈ S2p (q) and g ∈ S2p (q 0 ) two primitive holomorphic
forms of weight two. Then f (z)dz and g(z)dz define two holomorphic differentials
on the modular curve X0 ([q, q 0 ]), and picking q = exp(2πiz) the uniformizer at ∞,
one has
X
X
f (z)dz − g(z)dz =
(λf (n) − λg (n))q n−1 dq =
(λf (n) − λg (n))q n−1 dq
n>1

n>N (f,g)

so that N (f, g) − 1 is the order of vanishing of this differential at ∞. By the Riemann/Roch Theorem it follows that
N (f, g) 6 degΩX0 [q,q0 ] (C) + 1 = 2genus(X0 [q, q 0 ]) − 1
Q
[q, q 0 ] p|qq0 (1 + p1 )
(1 + o(1)) ε [q, q 0 ]1+ε
=
6
for any ε > 0. Note that at this point we have not used the fact that f and g are
primitive.
On can also approach this question via Rankin-Selberg L-functions (see [GH]
for instance). The basic idea is that the modular forms f and g can be distinguished
by the different analytic properties of L(f ⊗ g, s) and L(g ⊗ g, s): the latter has a
pole at s = 1 and the former has no poles. The method amounts to making this
difference explicit at the level of Hecke eigenvalues.
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One chooses V a smooth non-negative function compactly supported on [1/2, 1],
and N > 1, and one evaluates the sum
X
n
ΣV (f × g, N ) :=
λf (n)λg (n)V ( ).
N
n>1

By the inverse Mellin transform,
ΣV (f × g, N ) =

1
2πi

Z

L(f × g, s)
V̂ (s)N s ds,
ζ (qq0 ) (2s)

(3)

where L(f × g, s) is defined as in (2.14). Shifting the contour to <es = 1/2, we hit
a pole at s = 1 only if f = g; hence for f 6= g one has
Z
L(f × g, s)
1
V̂ (s)ds,
ΣV (f × g, N ) =
2πi
ζ (qq0 ) (2s)
(1/2)

while for f = g one has
ΣV (g × g, N ) = ress=1

1
L(g × g, s)
V̂ (s)N s +
2πi
ζ (q0 ) (2s)

Z

L(g × g, s)
V̂ (s)ds.
ζ (q0 ) (2s)

(1/2)

Now, it follows, from (2.14) and (2.16), that
Ress=1

L(g × g, s)
L(g × g, s)
V̂ (s)N s = V̂ (1)N ress=1 (q0 )
ε q 0−ε V̂ (1)N.
0)
(q
ζ (2s)
ζ (2s)

For simplicity, assume that q and q 0 are squarefree; in this case the conductor of
L(f ⊗ g, s) equals [q, q 0 ]2 and the conductor of L(g ⊗ g, s) equals q 02 ; hence, it
follows from the convexity bounds that
(5.1) ΣV (f × g, N ) = Oε,V ((qq 0 )ε N 1/2 ([q, q 0 ]1/2 )
and ΣV (g × g, N ) = V̂ (1)N ress=1

L(g × g, s)
+ Oε,V (q 0ε N 1/2 q 01/2 ).
ζ (q0 ) (2s)

Now if we take N = N (f, g) we have
ΣV (f × g, N ) = ΣV (g × g, N ),
and it follows from (5.1) that N (f, g) ε (qq 0 )ε [q, q 0 ]. In particular the above
method retrieves (essentially) the Riemann/Roch bound. More importantly any
subconvex bound for L(f ⊗ g, s) and L(g ⊗ g, s) in the level aspects would improve
the Riemann/Roch bound; and ultimately, GLH would give N (f, g) ε (qq 0 )ε for
any ε > 0.
Remark 5.1. When g is fixed (so that q 0 = O(1)), the Subconvexity Problem for
L(f ⊗ g) has been solved in [KMV2] and yields
N (f, g) q0 q 1−1/41 .
Remark 5.2. Even without subconvexity, the approach via L-functions is interesting for distinguishing modular forms by means of their first Hecke eigenvalues
when Riemann/Roch is not available, as is the case with Maass forms; moreover,
it can be extended to automorphic forms on GLd , for which there is no underlying
Shimura variety.
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5.2. Subconvexity vs. Minkowski
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. We denote by −D = Disc(OK ) its discriminant, Pic(OK ) the ideal class group of OK , ψ a character of Pic(OK ), and ψ0 its
trivial character.
Question. Given ψ a non-trivial character of Pic(OK ), what is the smallest N (ψ)
such that there is an ideal a ⊂ OK of norm NK/Q (a) = N (ψ) satisfying ψ(a) 6= 1 ?
This question is very similar to the previous one. By Minkowski’s theorem each
√
ideal class of Pic(OK ) is represented by an integral ideal of norm 6 (2/π) D,
hence
√
N (ψ) 6 (2/π) D.
On the other hand, we can proceed as before and evaluate the partial sum
Z
X
NK/Q (a)
1
L(ψ, s)V̂ (s)N s ds;
)=
ΣV (ψ, N ) :=
ψ(a)V (
N
2πi
a⊂OK

(3)

here
L(ψ, s) =

X

ψ(a)NK/Q (a)−s .

a⊂OK

It is well known (from Hecke), that L(ψ, s) is the L-function of the theta series
X
θψ (z) :=
e2iπNK/Q (a)z ∈ M1 (D, χK ),
a⊂OK

which is a holomorphic modular form of weight one and nebentypus χK , the quadratic Dirichlet character associated with K. Moreover, θψ (z) is primitive, and it is
cuspidal unless ψ is real, in which case θψ (z) is an Eisenstein series and (Kronecker’s
formula) L(ψ, s) factors as a product
L(ψ, s) = L(χ1,ψ , s)L(χ2,ψ , s)
corresponding to a (uniquely determined) factorization of the Kronecker symbol
χK into a product of two primitive quadratic characters χK = χ1,ψ χ2,ψ . In particular, for the trivial character one has L(ψ0 , s) = ζ(s)L(χK , s), hence, shifting the
contour to <es = 1/2 we hit a pole at s = 1 only when ψ = ψ0 . Hence we have
Z
1
ΣV (ψ, N ) = δψ=ψ0 V̂ (1)L(χK , 1)N +
L(ψ, s)V̂ (s)N s ds
2πi
(1/2)

(5.2)

= δψ=ψ0 V̂ (1)L(χK , 1)N + O(N 1/2 D1/4−1/24000 )

by the subconvexity bounds (either Burgess’s bound if ψ is real or Duke/Friedlander/Iwaniec’s bound of Theorem 4.1 otherwise). Taking ψ 6= ψ0 and N 6 N (ψ) we
obtain by Siegel’s theorem (1.19), and the identity ΣV (ψ, N ) = ΣV (ψ0 , N ), the
bound
N (ψ) 6 D1/2−1/12001 ;
here the implied constant is absolute but ineffective. Another kind of application
that can be obtained along these lines is the following: suppose that Pic(OK ) contains a cyclic subgroup G of small index. (For example, the Cohen-Lenstra heuristics predict that there are infinitely many prime discriminants such that Pic(OK )
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is cyclic.) One may then look for an ideal a generating G of small norm; from
Minkowski’s bound there is such a generator with norm bounded by
√
NK/Q (a) 6 (2/π) D.
Theorem 4.1 allows us to improve on the exponent 1/2:
Theorem 5.1. Let G ⊂ Pic(OK ) be a cyclic subgroup of index iG . Then G is generated
by an ideal of norm  i2G D1/2−1/24001 , where the constant implied is absolute but
ineffective.
Proof. We denote by δG (.) the characteristic function of the generators of G; to
show that there is a generator a ⊂ OK of norm 6 N , it is sufficient to show that
X
NK/Q (a)
δG (a)V (
ΣV (G, N ) :=
) 6= 0.
N
a⊂OK

Let g ⊂ G, be a generator of G by easy Fourier analysis and Möbius inversion, one
has
X
X
1
1 X µ(d) X
δG (a) =
ψ(a)
ψ(gm ) =
ψ(a).
|Pic(OK )|
iG
d
d
\
ψ∈Pic(O
K)

m(|G|)
(m,|G|)=1

d||G|

ψ|G =1

From (5.2) it follows that
ΣV (G, N ) =

1 X µ(d) X
ΣV (ψ, N )
iG
d
d
d||G|

=

ψ|G =1

1 ϕ(|G|)
V̂ (1)L(χK , 1)N + O(τ (|G|)N 1/2 D1/4−1/24000 ),
iG |G|

so by Siegel’s theorem this sum is nonzero when N  i2G D1/4−1/24001 .
Remark 5.3. In both examples, the convexity bound essentially matches Minkowski’s.
Note also that Minkowski theorem is also based on a convexity argument (although
quite different from the Phragmen/Lindelöf principle); moreover, via Arakelov geometry, Minkowski’s theorem for number fields can also be seen as an analog of the
Riemann/Roch Theorem for curves; for more on this see Szpiro’s ”Marabout Flash”
[Szp].

5.3. Subconvexity and distribution of Heegner points
In this last section we describe applications of the subconvexity bound to various
equidistribution problems.
5.3.1. Equidistribution of lattice points of the sphere.
Given n > 1, it goes back to Gauss that n is representable by the ternary quadratic
form X 2 + Y 2 + Z 2 if and only if n is not of the form 4k (8l − 1). We denote by
R3 (n) := {~x = (x, y, z) ∈ Z3 , x2 + y 2 + z 2 = n} (resp. R3∗ (n) := {~x = (x, y, z) ∈
Z3 , x2 + y 2 + z 2 = n, g.c.d(x, y, z) = 1}) the set of representations of n as the
sum of three squares (resp. of the primitive representations) and
P by r3 (n) (resp.
r3∗ (n)) the number of such representations. We have r3 (n) = d2 |n r3∗ (n/d2 ); on
the other hand, Gauss gave a formula for the number of primitive representations
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in terms of the class number h(−n) of primitive positive binary quadratic forms
with discriminant −n [A, AB], namely


12h(−n) if n ≡ 1, 2(mod 4)
∗
r3 (n) = 8h(−n) if n ≡ 3(mod 8)


0 otherwise.
By the class number formula, Siegel’s theorem, and the (more elementary) computation of class numbers of non maximal orders in imaginary quadratic fields (see
[Cor] for instance), it follows that
r3∗ (n) ε n1/2−ε if r3∗ (n) > 0.
Hence, for the unrestricted representations one has
(5.3)

r3 (n) ε n1/2−ε if n 6≡ 0, 4, 7(mod 8).

Thus if n 6≡ 0, 4, 7(mod 8), there are many vectors in R3 (n); one may then look at
the distribution of their projections on the unit sphere S 2 as n → +∞. This question
was studied by Linnik: by using ergodic methods, he prove the equidistribution of
the projections under the extra assumption that −n is a quadratic residue modulo
some fixed odd prime [Lin3]. In [I1], Iwaniec removed this extraneous condition
by using quite different techniques1 .
√
Theorem 5.2. As n goes to +∞ through integers n 6≡ 0, 4, 7(mod 8), the set R3 (n)/ n
becomes equidistributed on the unit sphere S 2 with respect to the standard Lebesgue
measure; i.e. for any continuous function V on S 2
Z
X
~x
1
(5.4)
V (√ ) →
V (u)dµ.
r3 (n)
n
S2
~
x∈R3 (n)

Proof. By Weyl’s equidistribution criterion, it is sufficient to show that for any harmonic polynomial P on R3 of degree k > 1, say, the Weyl sum
Z
X
~x
1
W (n, P ) :=
P (u)dµ = 0.
P(√ ) →
r3 (n)
n
S2
~
x∈R3 (n)

Observe that W (n, P ) = 0 if k is odd. If k is even, one has
√ −k/2 X
√ −k/2
n
n
W (n, P ) =
P (~x) =
rP (n)
r3 (n)
r3 (n)
~
x∈R3 (n)

say. In view of (5.3), it is sufficient to show that
rP (n) = O(n

k+1
2 −δ

)

for some absolute δ > 0. The theta series
X
ΘP (z) :=
rP (n)e(nz)
n>0

1 This

method gives, in fact, an estimate for the speed of convergence in (5.4), which apparently is not
accessible by the ergodic approach.
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is in fact a holomorphic modular form of weight l = k + 3/2 and level 4 and a cusp
form when k > 1 (see [I5] Chap. 10). For a cusp form f of half-integral weight l
of some level q ≡ 0(4) with Fourier expansion
X
l
f (z) =
ρf (n)n 2 e(nz)
n>1

one has the following bound of Hecke type which comes from Petersson’s formula
(either for holomorphic forms or for half-integral weight Maass forms) (see [I5]
chap. 5):
ρf (n) f,ε n−1/4+ε

(5.5)

k+1

for any ε > 0. This bounds yields rP (n) P,ε n 2 +ε which is barely not sufficient for our equidistribution problem. In fact, either for squarefree n or for
weight l > 5/2, Hecke’s bound is not sharp: one expects the analog of the Ramanujan/Petersson Conjecture
ρf (n) f,ε n−1/2+ε
for all n and l > 5/2, or for squarefree n when l = 3/2. We see that equidistribution
follows from any non-trivial improvement over the −1/4 exponent in (5.5); such an
improvement was provided for the first time by Iwaniec [I1] and is given below.
Theorem 5.3. Let f be a holomorphic cusp form of weight l > 3/2, one has,
• for any n if l > 5/2,
• for n squarefree if l = 3/2
ρf (n) ε,f n−1/4−1/28+ε

(5.6)

for any ε > 0 the implied constant depending on ε and f .
Remark 5.4. The case l > 5/2 (which is the only case of interest for the equidistribution problem) was proved by Iwaniec for n squarefree [I1]; the case l = 3/2
was proved by Duke by using a version due to Proskurin of Petersson’s formula for
3/2-weight Maass forms [Du]; the reduction from squarefree n to all n follows from
the Shimura lifting, as is explained in [Sa1] or below.
We will not give the original proof of Theorem 5.3, but rather we explain a
slightly weaker bound connected with the ScP. This is achieved through the theory
of the Shimura lift and the work of Waldspurger [Sh, Wal]. First we may assume
that f (z) is a primitive half-integral weight cusp form (in particular an eigenvalue
of the Hecke operators Tp2 defined by Shimura). Then for d squarefree, one has
(5.7)

X ρf (dn2 )
Y
χ(p)p−1/2
λg (p) χg (p) −1
=
ρ
(d)
(1
−
)(1 −
+ 2s ) ,
f
s
ns
p
ps
p
p

n>1

l−1/2 d
where χ(p) = ( −1
( p ) and λg (p) are the Hecke eigenvalues of some primitive
p )
holomorphic form of weight 2l − 1 and level dividing the level of f ; moreover,
as long as f is orthogonal to the theta functions of one variable (for example if
l > 5/2), then g is a cusp form [Sh]. Hence for n > 1, one has
X µ(b)
(5.8)
ρf (dn2 ) = ρf (d)
χ(b)λg (n/b),
b1/2
b|n
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and in particular by Deligne’s bound for holomorphic cusp forms (|λg (n)| 6 τ (n)),
it is sufficient to prove (5.6) for n = d squarefree. In the latter case, one can
proceed directly as in [I1] or use Waldspurger’s formula, which relates the Fourier
coefficient ρf (d) to a central value of a twisted L-function. If D is the discriminant
of some quadratic field K, with Dl−1/2 > 0, then Waldspurger’s formula has the
form
|ρf (|D|)|2 = C(f, g, D)L(g.χK , 1/2),
where χK is the associated Kronecker symbol and C(f, g, D), the proportionality
p
constant, is bounded independently of D. In particular, for D = Disc(Q( (−1)l−1/2 d))
we see from (5.8) (eventually after a Möbius inversion) and Deligne’s bound, that
d1/2 ρf (d) ε,f dε |L(g.χK , 1/2)|1/2 .
Hence, any improvement over the 1/4 exponent in (5.5) is equivalent to the solution of the ScP for L(g.χK , 1/2) at the special point s = 1/2 in the D aspect,
and GLH implies the analog of the Ramanujan/Petersson Conjecture. In particular,
Theorem 4.8 yields
ρf (d) ε,f d−1/4−1/44+ε
which is slightly weaker than (5.6). On the other hand, (5.6) (whose proof doesn’t
make use of L-functions) yields, for any primitive form g, the subconvex bound
L(g.χK , 1/2) ε,g |D|1/2−1/14+ε .
Remark 5.5. Recently Baruch and Mao [BM] have generalized Waldspurger’s formula to modular forms over totally real fields. This is being used in [CoPSS] in the
resolution of the last cases of Hilbert’s 10-th problem.
5.3.2. Equidistribution of Heegner points
Given K an imaginary quadratic field, we denote by E``OK (Q) the set of (isomorphism classes of) elliptic curves over Q with complex multiplication by OK .
By the theory of complex multiplication, these curves are defined over HK , the
Hilbert class field of OK , and Gal(HK /K) ' Pic(OK ) acts simply transitively on
E``OK (Q); for σ ∈ Pic(OK ), we denote by E σ the corresponding Galois action on
E.
To any given place q of Q over some place q of Q, we associate a map rq as
follows:
• If q = ∞ is the infinite place, abusing notation, we denote by ∞ the corresponding embedding q : Q → C; for E ∈ E``OK (Q), the associated complex
curve is the quotient of C by a lattice, E(C) = C/(Z + zE Z), where zE ∈ H
is defined modulo Γ0 (1). We set
r∞ :

E``OK (Q) → E``(C) = X0 (1)(C) − {∞}
E
→
zE (mod Γ0 (1)).

• If q is above some finite prime q, we define rq (E) := redq (E) to be the
reduction modulo q of E. If q splits in K, then E reduces to an elliptic
curve over Fq with complex multiplication by OK , and rq sends E``OK (Q)
bijectively to E``OK (Fq ), the corresponding set of (isomorphism classes of)
elliptic curves over Fq ; in that case there is not much for us to say.
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• On the other hand, if q is inert in K, then the reduction map restricted to
E``OK (Q) is not injective in general; indeed, E ∈ E``OK (Q) reduces to
a supersingular elliptic curve (with complex multiplication by some maximal order in the definite quaternion algebra ramified at q). We denote by
E``ss (Fq ) = {e1 , . . . en } the (finite) set of (isomorphism classes of) supersingular elliptic curves in characteristic q (in fact, these curves are defined
over Fq2 ); we have the map
rq :

E``OK (Q) →
E
→

E``ss (Fq )
rq (E).

The spaces X0 (1)(C)−{∞} and E``ss (Fq ) each carry a natural probability measure.
For the former this is simply the Poincaré measure µ∞ (z) = (3/π)dxdy/y 2 , which is
induced by the hyperbolic metric. The measure µq on E``ss (Fq ) is a bit less obvious
(however, we refer to the lecture of Gross [Gr] and to the first section of [BD1] for
an explanation of why this is indeed, the natural measure on this space); for any
e ∈ X0ss (1)(Fq2 ), we set
µq (e) =

1/we
X

,
1/we0

e0 ∈E``ss (Fq )

where we = |End(e)× | is the number of units of the (quaternionic) endomorphism
ring of ei . Note that µq is not exactly uniform, but almost (at least when q is large),
since |E``ss (Fq )| = n = q−1
12 + O(1) and the product w1 ...wn divides 12.
As we will see, it follows from certain cases of the ScP that for each q, the
images rq (E``OK (Q)) are equidistributed on the corresponding spaces relative to
the corresponding measure µq , as |Disc(OK )| → +∞. In fact one has the following
stronger equidistribution result:
Theorem 5.4. For each K, pick E0 ∈ E``OK (Q) and G ⊂ Pic(OK ), a subgroup of
index i 6 |Disc(OK )|1/24001 . Then for any continuous V on X0 (1)(C) one has, as
|Disc(OK )| → +∞,
Z
1 X
V (r∞ (E0σ )) =
V (z)dµ∞ (z) + oV (1).
(5.9)
W (G, V ) :=
|G|
X0 (1)
σ∈G

For any place q above some finite prime q that is inert in K, and for any function V
on E``ss (Fq ) one has
X
1 X
(5.10)
V (rq (E0σ )) =
V (e)µq (e) + oV,q (1).
|G|
ss
σ∈G

e∈E``

(Fq )

Proof. By Weyl’s equidistribution criterion, and in view of the spectral decomposition (2.5) for X0 (1)(C), it is sufficient to prove (5.9) when V (z) is either a Maass
cusp form (which we may also assume to be aR Hecke form), or the Eisenstein series E∞ (z, 1/2 + it); in either case, one has X0 (1) V (z)dµ∞ (z) = 0. By Fourier
transform, one has
X
1 X
W (G, V ) =
V (r∞ (E0σ )) =
W (ψ, V ),
|G|
σ∈G

\
ψ∈Pic(O
K)
ψG =1
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X
1
W (ψ, V ) =
|Pic(OK )|
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ψ(σ)V (E0σ ).

σ∈Pic(OK )

For V (z) = E∞ (z, 1/2 + it) Hecke has shown ( see [DFI4] for a proof) that
W (ψ, E∞ (z, 1/2 + it)) =

wK
23/2+it

L(ψ, 1/2 + it)|D|1/4+it/2
.
ζ(1 + 2it)|Pic(OK )|

In particular we deduce from Siegel’s theorem, Burgess’s bound (when ψ is real),
and Theorem 4.1 (when ψ is complex) that
W (G, E∞ (z, 1/2 + it)) = Ot (

|Pic(OK )| −1/24000.5
D
).
|G|

When V (z) = f (z) ∈ S0p (1, t) is a primitive weight zero Maass cusp form and
ψ = ψ0 is the trivial character, Maass has shown the formula
√ −1/4 3/4
2π
|D|
ρf˜(−D),
W (ψ0 , f ) =
|Pic(OK )|
where ρf˜(−D) denotes the Fourier coefficient of a Maass form of weight 1/2 and
eigenvalue 1/4 + (t/2)2 corresponding to f by a theta-correspondence (see [Du]).
For such forms f˜, Duke proved directly that (5.6) holds, from which it follows that
W (ψ0 , f ) = of,ε (D−1/28+ε ),
which proves (5.9) for the full orbit (G = Pic(OK ); eventually one could also have
used Waldspurger’s formula to relate non-trivial estimates for Fourier coefficients
of half-integral weight Maass forms to the ScP.
The method of Maass, however, does not seem to generalize to the twisted
Weyl sums W (ψ, f ) when ψ is not a real character. Recently, Zhang, in a wide
generalization of the Gross/Zagier formulas, related twisted Weyl directly sums to
central values of Rankin/Selberg L-functions [Z1, Z2, Z3]: for any character ψ of
Pic(OK ), one has
(5.11)

|W (ψ, f )|2 = c(f, ψ)

D1/2 L(f ⊗ θψ , 1/2)
,
|Pic(OK )|2

for some constant c(f, ψ)  1 that is uniformly bounded in ψ; the implied constant
depending on f only. Hence any subconvexity exponent for L(f ⊗θψ , 1/2) in the Daspect is sufficient to show (ineffectively) that W (ψ, f ) = of (D−δ ) for some δ > 0;
in particular, δ = 1/2200 holds, and this concludes the proof of (5.9). Note that the
limitation on the index of G comes from the Eisenstein spectrum.
The proof of (5.10) is very similar to (5.9), once the problem has been formulated in the appropriate
N context (for this we refer to [Gr, BD1] for more details).
We denote by M = e∈E``ss (Fq ) Ze the set of divisors supported on E``ss (Fq ) and
by M 0 the kernel of M under the degree map:
X
X
deg(
ne .e) =
ne .
e

e

M is equipped with a natural inner product given by
he, e0 i = δe,e0 we
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for e, e0 ∈ E``ss (Fq ), so that M 0 is the orthogonal complement of the divisor e0 =
P
0
(q)
generated
e e/we . Moreover, M and M are acted upon by a Hecke algebra T
by correspondences Tp , p - q of degree p + 1, which are symmetric with respect
to h , i. Their definition can by given either directly via Brandt matrices ([Gr]) or
adelically by the identification of E``ss (Fq ) with either the set of left ideal classes of
a fixed maximal order (R say) inside the definite quaternion algebra over Q (B say)
b × \B
b × /B × (here B
b (resp. R)
b
ramified at q and ∞, or with the double cosset space R
denotes the adelization of B (resp. R)). A special case of the Jacquet/Langlands
correspondence states that M 0 ⊗ C and S2 (q) are isomorphic as T(q) -modules,
hence M 0 ⊗ C (in fact M 0 ⊗ R) admits an orthonormal basis {ef }f ∈S2p (q) indexed
by primitive forms such that
√
Tp ef = pλf (p)ef
for p 6 |q. In particular, by the same analysis as above, in order to prove (5.10) it is
sufficient to prove that for any f ∈ S2p (q), one has
1 X
W (G, f ) :=
h
rq (E0σ ), ef i = of (1),
|G|
σ∈G

which follows from
W (ψ, f ) :=

1
h
|Pic(OK )|

X

ψ(σ)rq (E0σ ), ef i = of (D−1/24000.5 )

σ∈Pic(OK )

for every ψ that is trivial on G. Again, the twisted Weyl sum is related to central
values of Rankin-Selberg L-functions through the formula (5.11), which in this
case was proved by Gross [Gr] (together with the fact that the action of Pic(OK )
commutes with the reduction rq (see [BD2] p.120 )). It follows from Theorem 4.13
that in fact W (ψ, f ) = Of (D−1/2200 ).
Remark 5.6. The equidistribution theorem above can be widely generalized. It is a
special case of general equidistribution properties for small orbits of Heegner points
on Shimura curves associated to definite or indefinite quaternion algebras over Q.
In [Z1, Z2, Z3], Zhang provided very general formulas relating central values of
Rankin/Selberg L-functions to twisted Weyl sums corresponding to the appropriate
equidistribution problem. More generaly, these formulas and the corresponding
subconvexity bounds show the equidistribution of (small orbits of) Heegner points
associated with not necessarily non-maximal orders of large conductor, for example, in the (orthogonal) case of Heegner points associated to orders inside a fixed
field of complex multiplication. However, this direction of inquiry can be treated
by other quite different (ergodic) techniques (see [Va, Cor, ClU]).

5.4. Subconvexity vs. Quantum Chaos
For a more thorough description of the applications given in this section, we refer
to the lectures [Sa2, Sa6].
5.4.1. The Quantum Unique Ergodicity Conjecture
Suppose we are giveniven X a compact Riemannian manifold and {ϕj }j>0 an orthonormal basis of L2 (X) composed of Laplace eigenfunctions with eigenvalues
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ordered in increasing size: i.e. ∆ϕj + λj ϕj = 0 with 0 = λ0 6 λ1 6 λ2 6 . . . .
Considerations from theoretical physics (∆ is the quantization of the Hamiltonian generating the geodesic flow) led to extensive investigations of the distribution
properties of ϕj in the limit as λj → +∞, and in particular, of the weak-* limits of
the sequence of probability measures
dµj = |ϕj (x)|2 dx
(here, dx is the normalized Riemannian volume)2 ; such weak limits are called
quantum limits. When the geodesic flow is ergodic, an important result of Shnirelman,
Zelditch and Colin de Verdière [Shn, Ze, C-V] shows that, at least for a full-density
subsequence {jk }k>0 , dµjk weakly-* converges to dx. More precisely, one has for
any V ∈ C ∞ (X),
Z
X Z
1
2
V dµj −
V dx = of (1);
(5.12)
|{λj 6 λ}|
X
X
λj 6λ

this phenomenon is called Quantum Ergodicity. However, quantum ergodicity does
not exhibit an explicit subsequence having dx as its quantum limit, nor does it exclude the possibility of having exceptional (zero density) subsequences dµjk having
a quantum limit different from dx. Such exceptional weak limits are called strong
scars and indeed have been observed numerically in some related chaotic dynamical systems (such as billiards). In the special case of congruence hyperbolic surfaces
(i.e. quotients of H by congruence subgroups associated to quaternion algebras),
Rudnick and Sarnak [RS] have ruled out the existence of strong scars supported on
a finite union of points and closed geodesics (see also [BL] for a recent strengthening). This lead them to conjecture that in many cases dx is the only quantum limit
(Quantum Unique Ergodicity):
QUE. Let X be a negatively curved compact manifold. Then dµj weakly converges to
dx as j → +∞.
So far, the best evidence towards QUE comes from the case of arithmetic surfaces and arithmetic hyperbolic 3-folds. Indeed, one can then take advantage of the
extra symmetries provided by the (ergodic) action of the Hecke algebra. The study
of distribution properties of explicit sequences of primitive Hecke eigenforms is
sometimes called Arithmetic Quantum Chaos, and one of its most important conjectures is to prove QUE for such Hecke eigenforms: the Arithmetic QUE conjecture.
Note that investigations of quantum limits are not limited to compact arithmetic
quotients (such as Shimura curves associated to congruence subgroups associated
to indefinite quaternion algebras) nor to Laplace eigenforms; for instance, Arithmetic QUE for modular curve is as follows:
Arithmetic QUE. For any fixed q > 1, let f be a primitive weight zero Maass cusp
form (resp. holomorphic cusp form) –with nebentypus trivial or not– for the group
Γ0 (q) with eigenvalue λf (resp. with weight kf ). Then as λ → +∞ (resp kf → +∞),
the measure
|f (z)|2 dxdy
|f (z)|2 kf dxdy
dµf (z) :=
(resp.
dµ
(z)
:=
y
)
f
hf, f i y 2
hf, f i
y2
2 dµ is interpreted in quantum mechanics as the probability density for finding a particle in the state
j
”ϕj ” at the point x.
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weak-* converges on X0 (q)(C) to the normalized Poincaré measure
dµP =

1
dxdy
.
vol(X0 (q)) y 2

Remark 5.7. In the case of Maass forms, asking f to be a Hecke eigenform shouldn’t
be too severe a restriction, when compared with the general QUE. Indeed, one expects that the dimension of the Laplace eigenspace with eigenvalue λ is bounded
by Oε (λε ) for any ε. The latter bound seems to be difficult to reach, and there is
so far essentially no better bound than the trivial bound coming from Weyl’s law
(compare with what is known for dim S1 (q, χ)). However, if this bound were true,
then it would not be difficult to show, in the case of X0 (1) for instance, that QUE
is implied by Arithmetic QUE, together with a power saving estimate for the discrepancy. On the other hand, the dimension of the space of holomorphic forms of
weight k is large ( k), and QUE certainly cannot hold for an arbitrary holomorphic form: f (z) = ∆m (z), the m-th power of Ramanujan’s function, is a weight
12m holomorphic form not satisfying QUE as m → +∞. Hence, it makes sense
in this case to restrict to Hecke eigenforms. It is very possible that the condition
of being a Hecke eigenform can be relaxed to the condition of being an eigenform
for two Hecke operators Tp , Tp0 , for distinct fixed primes p, p0 , not dividing q (see
[ClU]).
Remark 5.8. In the case of holomorphic forms, Arithmetic QUE has the following
nice consequence, due to Z. Rudnick [Ru]: if f is holomorphic of weight k, then f
has ' qkf /12 zeros on X0 (q); this leads naturally to the question of the distribution
of such zeros. It turns out that the convergence of dµf (z) to dµP implies that
the zeros of f are equidistributed with respect to dµP . A corollary is that the
multiplicity of any zero of f is o(kf ) as kf → +∞, which (again) is stronger than a
trivial application of Riemann/Roch. Note that in the case of Maass forms, it is not
clear how to deduce from Arithmetic QUE a similar equidistribution for the nodal
lines (i.e. the lines on the surface defined by the equation φj (z) = 0).
In the non-compact case, quantum limits of the Eisenstein series can be studied
as well (although their associated measure does not have finite mass). For the full
modular curve X0 (1), Luo/Sarnak [LS] proved the analog of QUE for E∞ (z, 1/2 +
it) as t → +∞:
Theorem 5.5. Set dµt (z) := |E∞ (z, 1/2 + it)|2 dxdy
y 2 . For V a continuous function
compactly supported away from the cusp ∞, one has, as t → +∞:
Z
Z
dxdy
48
V (z) 2 log t + oV (log t).
V (z)dµt (z) =
π X0 (1)
y
X0 (1)
Proof. (Sketch) By density, it is sufficient to obtain the above identity for V either
an incomplete Eisenstein series or a Maass/Hecke-eigenform g. Note that the former case is not trivial, since it requires both a subconvexity bound for ζ(1/2 + it)
(for instance (4.1)), and the Hadamard/de la Vallée-Poussin/Weyl bound (here the
savings of the log log t factor is necessary),
ζ0
log t
(1 + it) 
,
ζ
log log t
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which follows from the Hadamard/de la Vallée-Poussin zero-free region. For V = g
a (primitive) Maass/Hecke-eigenform, one has to show that
Z
Z
dxdy
(5.13)
g(z)dµt (z) =
|E∞ (z, 1/2 + it)|2 g(z) 2 = og (log t);
y
X0 (1)
X0 (1)
by the unfolding method, one has
Z
1−2itg −4it
1+2itg −4it
2
|Γ( 1+2it
)Γ(
)
4 )| Γ(
4
4
L(g, 1/2)L(g, 1/2−it).
g(z)dµt (z) = 2π −2it
1+2it
2
2
|ζ(1 + 2it)|
|Γ( 2 )|
X0 (1)
By Stirling’s formula and the lower bound ζ(1 + 2it)  (log t)−1 (which again is a
consequence of the zero-free region), the latter is bounded by
ε,g tε−1/2 L(g, 1/2 − it).
Hence, any subconvexity exponent for L(g, 1/2 − it) in the t-aspect, is sufficient to
prove (5.13). This case of the ScP was solved by Meurman [Me] with the subconvex
exponent 1/3:
L(g, 1/2 − it) ε,g |t|1/3+ε .
The determination of quantum limits of cuspidal Hecke-eigenforms is deeper.
In [BL], Bourgain and Lindenstrauss showed that the Hausdorff dimension of the
support of these quantum limits is at least 1 + 2/9 by mixing combinatoric techniques3 together with number theoretic methods (interestingly the identity |λf (p2 )−
λf (p)2 | = 1 for p 6 |qf that was been used in Section 4.2.1 for the construction of
amplifiers is also useful here). However, Arithmetic QUE can be related directly
to subconvexity for a collection of L-functions: for simplicity, consider the case
of the full modular curve X0 (1). By the spectral decomposition (2.5) and Weyl’s
equidistribution criterion, it is sufficient to show that
Z
Z
g(z)dµf (z),
E∞ (z, 1/2 + it)dµf (z) → 0, as λf (resp. kf ) → +∞,
X0 (1)

X0 (1)

for any primitive Maass form g and any t ∈ R. By the unfolding method, one has
Z
L∞ (πf ⊗ πf , 1/2 + it)L(πf ⊗ πf , 1/2 + it)
E∞ (z, 1/2 + it)dµf (z) =
.
hf, f i
X0 (1)
By (2.18), (2.19), the expression for the local factor at ∞ is (depending on whether
f is a Maass form or holomorphic):
Y
L∞ (πf ⊗ πf , s) = ΓR (s)2
ΓR (s ± 2itf ),
±

or
L∞ (πf ⊗ πf , s) = ΓR (s)ΓR (s + 1)ΓR (s + k − 1)ΓR (s + k).
By Stirling’s formula, one has
Z
E∞ (z, 1/2 + it)dµf (z) t,ε (1 + |tf |)−1/2+ε L(πf ⊗ πf , 1/2 + it).
X0 (1)
3 Recently,

using ergodic theoretic methods, E. Lindenstrauss [Lin] has essentially proven that Arithmetic QUE holds for compact arithmetic surfaces and for non-compact ones, that any quantum limit
is proportional to the hyperbolic measure. In his proof, the fact that the quantum limits have positive
entropy is crucial.
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For g a primitive cusp form, one uses Watson’s formula (4.25),
R
| X0 (1)) g(z)dµf (z)|2
Λ(πf ⊗ πf ⊗ πg , 1/2)
=
.
hg, gi
Λ(sym2 πf , 1)2 Λ(sym2 πg , 1)
The local factors at ∞ are given by (see [Wats] for instance)
L∞ (sym2 πf , s) = L∞ (πf ⊗ πf , s)/ΓR (s),
Y
L∞ (πf ⊗ πf ⊗ πg , s) =
ΓR (s ± itf ± itf ± itg + δg ),
{±}3

if f is a Maass form, and by
Y
L∞ (πf ⊗πf ⊗πg , s) =
ΓR (s+k −1±itg )ΓR (s+k ±itg )ΓR (s±itg )ΓR (s+1±itg )
±

if f is holomorphic. By Stirling’s formula and (2.16), it then follows that
Z
|
g(z)dµf (z)|2 ε,g (1 + |tf |)−1+ε L(πf ⊗ πf ⊗ πg , 1/2),
X0 (1))

Z

g(z)dµf (z)|2 ε,g k −1+ε L(πf ⊗ πf ⊗ πg , 1/2).

|
X0 (1))

Hence QUE in this case follows from any subconvex bounds for L(πf ⊗ πf , 1/2 + it)
and L(πf ⊗ πf ⊗ πg , 1/2) in the tf (resp. kf ) aspect. Similarly, QUE for other
modular or Shimura curves would follow from an extension of the triple product
identities and from some subconvex bounds for appropriate L-functions.
In the special case of f dihedral, Arithmetic QUE has been proven by Sarnak
(in the holomorphic case) and by Liu/Ye (in the Maass case) [Sa4, LY]. Recall that
a dihedral form, f = fψ , is a theta series associated –by Hecke and Maass– to a
Grossencharacter ψ on a quadratic field. One has the following factorizations:
L(f, s) = L(ψ, s), L(sym2 πf , s) = L(ψ 2 , s)L(χ, s),
L(sym2 πf ⊗ πg , s) = L(πfψ2 ⊗ πg , s)L(χ.πg , s),
where fψ2 is the theta series corresponding to ψ 2 (and thus has spectral parameter
2itf —resp. weight 2kf —), and χ is the character corresponding to the quadratic
field. In particular QUE follows in this case from the ScP for Hecke and RankinSelberg L-functions in the spectral aspect (Theorem 4.10).
The above instances of the ScP seem to be hard to prove in general within the
framework of GL2 analysis. At least one gets some simplifications via the factorizations
(5.14)

L(πf ⊗ πf , s) = ζ(s)L(sym2 πf , s),
L(πf ⊗ πf ⊗ πg , s) = L(πg , s)L(sym2 πf ⊗ πg , s);

in particular the ScP would follow (via the Gelbart/Jacquet lift) from the more general ScP for GL3 -L-functions and the GL3 × GL2 -Rankin/Selberg L-fonctions. To
achieve this goal, one must probably first develop a good analytic theory of families of GL3 automorphic forms, similar to the GL2 theory; in particular one needs a
manageable trace type formula. Some analogs of the Petersson/Kuznetsov formula
have been given for GL3 [BFG], but so far they seem difficult to use effectively for
refined analytic purposes.
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5.4.2. QUE on the sphere
It is also possible to formulate an analog of QUE for the 2-dimensional sphere S 2 ,
although the geodesic flow is not ergodic. Recall that the spectrum of ∆ on S 2 is
0 < 1 < 3 < · · · < k(k+1)/2 . . . , and that the corresponding eigenspace is the space
of harmonic polynomials of degree k — this space has dimension 2k + 1, which is
rather large. In this case, it is possible to prove a probabilistic version of QUE:
namely, QUE holds for almost all orthonormal eigenbasis of ∆. However, as for
the holomorphic case above, the QUE conjecture cannot be true in its most naive
form. Recently, Böcherer/Schulze-Pillot/Sarnak formulated a deterministic version
of QUE for the sphere [BSSP]: S 2 is viewed as the symmetric space attached to a
definite quaternion algebras, D say,with class number one. As such, S 2 is endowed
with an action of the Hecke algebra of D× that commutes with ∆; thus the QUE
conjecture for the sphere is: for ϕk a harmonic polynomial of degree k → +∞,
which is also a Hecke-eigenform,
µϕk := R

1
|ϕk (P )|2
µ 2→
2 µS 2 weakly.
2 dµ 2 S
|ϕ
(P
)|
vol(S
)
k
S
S2

Again, this conjecture can be reduced – via triple product identities due to Böcherer/Schulze-Pillot [BS] – to the ScP in the k aspect for the L-functions (5.14), where
f and g are the holomorphic primitive forms corresponding, respectively, to ϕk and
to some harmonic (Hecke eigen) polynomial via the Jacquet/Langlands correspondence between GL2 and D× .
5.4.3. The Random Wave Conjecture for Hecke-eigenforms
Another famous conjecture in quantum chaos is the Random Wave Conjecture of
Berry and Hejhal. This conjecture predicts that ϕλ , viewed as a random variable on
X, converges to the normal Gaussian distribution N (0, 1/vol(X)1/2 ) as λ → +∞.
This is equivalent to the following moments conjecture:
Conjecture. For any integer m > 0,
Z
lim
(ϕλ )m dx = p
λ→+∞
X

cm
m/2

,

vol(X)

where cm is the m-th moment of the Gaussian distribution N (0, 1).
The cases m = 1, 2 are obvious. The first non-trivial case is the third moment
for which c3 = 0: it has been solved by Watson for X = X0 (1) and ϕ = f /hf, f i1/2
for f a primitive Maass form, as a consequence of his triple product identity [Wat]
and a subconvex estimate for L(f, 1/2) in the spectral aspect due to Iwaniec.
Theorem 5.6. For f a primitive Maass form on X0 (1), one has
Z
(f (z))3 dxdy
3
= o(1)
π X0 (1) hf, f i3/2 y 2
as tf → +∞.
Proof. By (4.25), Stirling’s formula, and the value of the factors at ∞, one has
Z
3
f 3 (z) dxdy 2
Λ(πf ⊗ πf ⊗ πf , 1/2)
|
| 
ε |tf |ε |tf |−3/2+ε L(πf ⊗πf ⊗πf , 1/2).
π X0 (1) hf, f i3/2 y 2
Λ(sym2 πf , 1/2)3
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One has the factorization
L(πf ⊗ πf ⊗ πf , s) = L(sym3 πf , s)L(πf , s)2 .
By [KiSh], L(sym3 πf , s) is the L-function of a cusp form on GL4 , hence the convexity bound holds ,
L(sym3 πf , 1/2) ε (1 + |tf |)1+ε .
Thus one finds that
Z
X0 (1)

ϕ3 (z)

dxdy
ε (1 + |tf |)−1+ε L(πf , 1/2)2 ;
y2

once again, any subconvex bound for L(πf , 1/2) in the spectral aspect is sufficient
R
to show that π3 X0 (1) φ3 (z) dxdy
y 2 → 0. The first estimate of this kind was obtained
by Iwaniec [I3] with the subconvex exponent 1/2 − 1/12, and it was improved
subsequently by Ivic to 1/2 − 1/6 [Iv2].
Sarnak and Watson have addressed the problem of the fourth moment for modular curves. Using the triple product identities, subconvex estimates and a Voronoi
formula for GL3 -forms [MiS], they show (assuming RPC at the moment) that the
fourth moment conjecture holds for dihedral forms, and that for non-dihedral forms
one has
Z
3
|f (z)|4 dxdy 2
|
| ε (1 + |tf |)ε
π X0 (1) hf, f i2 y 2
for any ε > 0.
5.4.4. QUE in the level aspect
Arithmetic QUE has a natural generalization to the level aspect. To fix ideas,
consider f ∈ S2p (q) a primitive holomorphic form of level q and fixed weight 2,
and the associated probability measure on X0 (q):
µf (z) :=

|f (z)|2 kf dxdy
y
.
hf, f i
y2

Denote by πq : X0 (q) → X0 (1) the natural projection induced by the inclusion
Γ0 (q) ⊂ Γ0 (1).
Conjecture. For f ∈ S2p (q), the probability measure µf,1 := πq∗ µf (the direct image
of µf by πq ) weakly converges to µP = vol(X10 (1)) dxdy
y 2 as q → +∞.
Remark 5.9. One can consider more general versions of QUE in the level aspect;
for instance, one can pull back µf to some X0 (qq 0 ) and then push forward the resulting measure to X0 (q 0 ). The conjecture is that the image of µf weakly converges
to the Poincaré measure on X0 (q 0 ).
When q is squarefree at least, one can check that this conjecture follows from
ScP for the L-functions (5.14) in the level aspect.
Analogously to remark 5.8, this conjecture would have the pleasing consequence that the projections of the zeros of f by πq become equidistributed on
X0 (1), relative to µP . A suggestive corollary is that the multiplicity of any such
zero is o(q) as q → +∞. this improves
over the Riemann/Roch theorem, which
Q
bounds the multiplicity by O(q p|q (1 + 1/p)). When f = fE corresponds to an
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elliptic curve, the zeros are the ramification points of the modular parametrization
E, and have multiplicity negligible by comparison with the conductor. Such corollaries would certainly be meaningful in connection with the abc-conjecture, as very
little is known about the ramification divisor of a strong Weil curve (it is not even
clear that the ramification cannot be concentrated on one point).
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